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AN ABSTR. .A.. CT OF' TEE THESIS OF Rudy I... Morrow for the Master

of Science in
Title:

Sp~ech pres~nted

A Study of the Speech

September, 1973.
P~1ilosophy

of Alexander Campbell

And the Application of That Philosophy.
APPROVED BY Y...EMBERS OF' THE 'i'HES IS COMMITTEE :

A great: religious Awakening was taking place in 1805 until
the end of the Civil War.

Religious debates became the order of

the dc.1y, and were; at least equal in importance to the political

debates.

Alexander Campbell was one of the leading debators of

the period.

He wa.s born September 12, 1787, in Ireland, but

moved to America in 1809, settling in western Virginia.

In 1812,

AlexandE!r and his father, Thomas Camp be 11, launched what they

called "The Restoraticn Movernent 11 , in vlhich they were seeking

for the unity of all Christians on the basis of the Bible.
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of the frontier denominations) he engf:.ged in at least nine

debates.
Through t:he influence of his father:, his training at
Glasgm>J Universitr, and his personal study, Campbell had acquired both

~p~ech

for the role of

~

tJ:-.cdni_;.1g and philosophy which fitted him
religious debater.

Pe~haps

his fame in

A111erican re 1 iciiDus his !:.ory is d ...w, in great measure, to his
skill as a controversia.list.

His debates first brought him

to public attention and were his most productive efforts in
the Restoration l1ovement.

They have an even wider sigr.ifi-

cance, for they are outstanding examples .of typical speaking
situations which affected the lives of people on the American
Frontier.

The purpose of this study is to look at the speech
philosophy of Alexander Campbell and determine whether he
practiced that philosophy.

To deter-u1ine the above question,

tvm of Campbell's outstanding debates were explored: Campbell

versus Rebert Ov:ren concerning skepticism, which took place on
April 13-21, 1829; and Campbell versus Nathan L. Rice concerning Pres~yterianism, which took place on November 15-29, 1843.
The conc·lusions carne from a comparison of his philosophy with

the two debates.

3

Chapter cne deals
Chapter two gives

~ith Ale~nnder

f~:~·ther

Campbell the man.

ii•sight into Carapbell as it deals

with the people who knew Campbe11.

Chapter three is the

presentation of his philosophy of speech and chapter four deals
with the debate with Owen, and cha.ptt-:h five, the debate with
N. L. Rice.

Chapter six gives the conclusions and observations.

The method of discovery was to take '>vhat Campbell had to say

about three particular are.as:

Or:gan:i.zation, argument and

delivery, ar:.d compare this with what ar::tu.ally occurred in the
debates to determine whether he actually practiced his own
concepts.
The conclusions of this abstract will deal directly with
the conclusions cont2ined from this study.

Campbell's over-·

all philosophy of speech suggests that public speaking is not
a

display, b 1Jt a practical means of accomplishing certain

goals.

The ,,..,hole basis of Campbell's ideas is built around

the concept of sincerity through naturalaess.

It is my

opinion that he fulfilled this concept to a great degree.
His philosophy under organization indicated his concern
over its importance.

He works very hard in both debates to

see that each argument and each piece of evidence is organized
and carefully labelled.
Under argument Campbell is not very specific, but there
are three areas of discussion:
supporting your points;

(2)

(1)

the importance of arguing from

root meanings of words; and (3)
analysis.

the importance of fully

the importance of audience

Campbell fully supports his arguments, in fact, his

4

supports are so nuwerous as to

violat~

the simplicity concept.

He is not: consistent in his definition of terms in the debates.

He would use vocabulary very unfamiliar to his audience, which
effected their comprehension.
His violation of audience analysis is apparent in his use
of t.oo much material for the audience to endure, let alone

comprehend.
Campbell seemed to violate his philosophy on argument in
definition of terms and the presentation of too I!lany arguments

for the immediate audience.
In Campbell's philosophy on delivery he is most concerned
with effectiveness.

He recognized conversational speaking as

the most effective and felt that it should be extemporaneous.

There are at least

t~·10

areas of violation under this category:

{l) he read several of his speeches in the Rice debate, moving
away from the naturalness that he advocated; and (2)

his elo-

quent pleas seemed to be unnatural at times.
Aside from the above mentioned violations, Mr. Campbell
adhered exclusively to his philosophy.
relig~ous

It is hoped that the

person can understand the need Alexander Campbell

showed to find the truth and express as best he could the
truth he had found.
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INTRODUCTION
Alexander Ca<npbell was

father of fourteen children.
and made. money.

many sided man.

2

He was the

He managed a large business

He \..-as an au thor and editor.

name on the title pages of sixty volumes.

He has his

He folmded a

college and was its president for a quarter of a century.
He taught regularly all of those years.
He served the st&te that adopted him.

of the Constitutional Convention of Virginia.

He \·Jas a member

He sat in

council with ex-President Hadison, wit:h Chief Justice
Harshall, '\vith John Randolph of Roanoke and ·with many o£
the illustrious men of the old Cornmonweal th.
He was a defende:t· of the faith as he held it.

He had

oral discussions lasting for days with John Purcell, a Roman
Catholic Bishop; with Robe;:t Owen, the Secularist; and with
sev·eral other strong men of the time.

He had written dis-

cussion with skeptics, Jews, Unitarians, Universalists and
Baptists.

These discu.s:;3ions covered nearly all questions

relating to Christian doctrine.

He preached in most of the

states of the Union, in Canada, and in Great Britain and
Ireland.l
!Archibald McLean, ~J_exander ~ampbell As A Preacher,
(Grand Rapids: Baker Bot;k House "T955), pp. /,87'

2

The punx.lse of this thesis is to discover the speech
philosophy of Alexander Campbell, Restoration pre.:>.cher in
the 1800's in Kentucky, Tennessee and Ohio, and through a
study of those who heard hi.m and of the text of

0-10

of his

outstanding debates, determine whether he applied the concepts
in his" speech philosophy to his m.;;n public speaking.

In determining what I wanted to discover about Campbell,
it was. brought to my attention that nothing had been done ¥-7ith
Campbell in the area of debating.

In talking with the chair-

man of the Biblical Studie.s Department at Columbia Christian
College, I bec<:rme convinced of the benefit of such a study.
The chairman indicated that such a paper would aid students
who are studying the history of the early church as well as
benefit those studying the theory of preaching. 2
Therefore, the question in this discussion will be:
What was the philosophy of Alexander Campbell and did he
practice that speech philosophy?
First, the philosophy that Campbell advocated will be
discussed and put into a workable form.

We will see how

Campbell taught young men some definite ideas that he believed were necessary for a speaker to be successful.

Then,

two of his outstanding debates will be analyzed to see if and
how the philosophy was applied.

2nr. J. P. Sanders, Chairman, School of Biblical
Studies, Columbia Christian College, Portland, Oregon,
February, 1971.

The two debates to be explored are: Campbell versus

3

Robe·rt Ot-ven concerning skepticism, which took place in
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 13-21, 1829 3 ; and Campbell versus·
Nathan L. Rice concerning Presbyterianism, which took place

in Lexington:t Kentucky, November 15, 1843.4

Attention will

be given not to the religious question, but to the rhetorical
tools employed and the apparent results.
In Chapter one there will be a discussion of the times

in which Campbell was active.

The discussion will center

around·the religious activities of the time to determine the
religious feeling prevaler1t: when Campb2ll was doing his work.
This chapter will also contain a biographical sketch of
C,:~.mpbell's

life.

Finally, the chapter will contain a

character sketch of Campbell.

This will provide some insight

into the intentions of Campbell and their effect upon his life.
The discussion in Chapter two tvill be centered upon
testimonies about Campbell from people he knetv.

The purpose

of the chapter will be to help the reader become aware of
appraisals of Campbell 1 s effectiveness.
Chapter three will discuss Campbell 1 s speech philosophy.
The chapter will be \'lritten so that the analysis of the debates

in Chapter$ four and five can be tied in clearly.
Chapters four and five will deal with the Owen and Rice
debates respectively.
innnediate setting.

Each contest will be placed in its

The areas discussed will coincide with the

material in Chapter three concerning his philosophy.
3Bill J. Humble, Campbell and Controversy, (Florida
Christian College: Old Paths Book--club, 1952), p. 78.
4rbid. , p. 190.

.The sixth chapter wi.ll be a discussicn o£ the conclusions
drawn from the research.

The introdu..::t:ion continues now with

the review of the litexature.
Sources:
It is the purpose of this section to i"tcquain t the reader

with those materials that proved mos.t beneficial in this study.
Each source '\,;:ill be mentioned in the order in which it was
especially helpful.

In

recreating the times in which C2rrtpbell lived there

were two sources which were espt:cially helpful.

The first

was a dissertation written by Leo Ashby entitled, The
Jnfluence of Alexander

Campb~~~ ..!:&:~

d::_::_ Se£a.raticn of

Disciple~ !!nd Baptists in Kentuck:L5 and the second, a book by

Bill J. Humble entitled, Cam2bell and fn!!._t:rcver s;z. 6

This

source deals directly with Campbell's debating, especially in

the area of historical setting.

Both of these were available

at Columbia Christian College.

The roost useful source in the discussion of Campbell's

biography and character sketch was his biography by Robert
Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell. 7

Richardson was a

5L7o As~by ~ I~fluer.ce of Ale.:.~~~ .f.ampbell !-.!£~ the

~.Ear~~ ~f .P~sc~p1eE_ and
t~on,

Bai:_t1_:sts ~I.l JSentucky, Ol.ssertaUnJ.vers1.ty of Kentucky, ~rz~n:.
.

6 Humb 1 e :r .e.E.. -~ i. t.. , p. 7 8 •

7Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, ·Two
Volumes, (Cincinnati: Standard

Puoffsniiigc:o:-, ..I8~7).

5

close friend and fellow instructor a.t Bethany College.

He

dealt: ¥1ith some aspects of Campbell's olife in great detail.
A little book entitled Alexander CafEEbell .~ ~ J)reac~rB
by Archibald McLean proved very helpful as a source for dis-

cussing his effectiveness. . Mr. McLean "t·Jas very thorough i.n
gathering this t:y"'Pe of mnterial.
a:CE!a "tv as

Alexander.

C~"T!Ebell,

Another useful source in this

Pre ache:£ of RefoEE! and Reformer

_of Preaching by Alger ~'1orton Fitch, Jr. 9

This source pre-

sented some of the more recent material on Campbell and his
preaching.

The primary sources for the comparative study of the
debates were the debates themselves.

The editions of the

Ov1en's debate used in this study were published by the
NcQuiddy Publi~hing Company in Nashvil]q Tennessee in 1946. 10

A copy of this debate was found in book form at NorthttJest

Christian College in Eugene, Oregon.
A first edition of the Campbell-Rice debate was available
at Northwest Christian College.

The signatures of }'f.r. Carr.pbell

and Mr. Rice are on this document, attesting to its authenticity.11

8McLean, ££· cit.
9Alger Eort:on Fitch, Alexander C?mpbell, Preacher of
Reform and Reformer of Preacning, (.Austin, Texas: Sweet PubIisfiing-Co. , 1970) ." -lOAlexander Campbell. and Robert Owen, The Evidence of
Christianity, A Debate, {Nashville: l<kQuiddy-Printing co:-:- 1946).
llRev. A. Campbell and N. L. Rice, On the A!:_tion, Subject,
pesitm, and Administrator of Christian BaptiSril, A Debate, · ·
(Lexington: A. T. Skillman ana: Son, 1844).

6
Campbell• s writi;::gs in his Ch:t·istio.n papers--Ghri..§_tia'f.J..
Ba,et_is~l2 and ~·nh~J Harbi11gerl3 __ ~Jere most helpful in es-

tablishing hf.s speech philosophy.
The other source mcst helpful in this section was a
dissertation by Carroll Brooks Ellis entitled, '11.1e
§Eeaking of Alex~I}_de'f s;~~f!pbell.14

~ont~rsial

This -v;a.s most useful not only

for this section, but was an invaluable source for the entire
thesis.

It suggested ideas for organization, methods of deal-

ing with the debates, but most of all for insights into helpful

sources.

Where Ellis present.:;d an overview of all of Campbell's

major debates, I have compi".red just two of his debates with
Campbell's actual philosophy.
There were many other secondary sources, but those mentioned on the preceding pages proved to be the

~ost

important

in this study.

12Alexanrlt;:r Campbell) Chris_tic:n f3aEtist, July, 1823July, 1830, Seven volm:1es in one, revised 5y S. S. Burnet,
no date, St. Louis, Missouri.

13Alexander Campbell, Millenial Harbinger, 1830-1850,
Bethany, West Virginia.
14carroll Brooks Ellis, The Controversial Speaking of
Alexander Ca~P.bell, a dissertatioll:(touisiana State University: Baton Rouge, Louieana, 1949).

CHAPTER I

SlCETCH OF

CA~BELL'S

LIFE

The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reader vlith

Alexander Campbell.

Those categories to be discussed in this

chapter are the times in which he lived; a biographical sketch
of his life; and finally a discussion of the characteristics
that contributed to his debating skills.
Times:
To better understand how Alexander Campbell applied and
successfully used his speech philosophy, it is important to
discuss the religious feeling at the time in which he
volved in his most important work.

\las

in-

This discussion centers

around the religious aspect of the times.

Those aspects to be

discussed in this chapter will be: The decline of religion in
the period following the Revolutionary War, the upsurge of
religious feeling, the Great Revival and its effects upon
Campbell's work.

Certain religious leaders who had a direct

connection with the religious revival will be discussed.
!mediately following the Revolutionary War. (1781-1800).
there was a period of marked spiritual decline throughout the
United States.

This decline was characterized not only by

passive indifference to spiritual influences but even by active
antagonism toward religion.

One church historian states that

8

there was probab :ty never

2

time ¥1hen there was as lerge a

percentage of active U(l$tility to religion as during the last
two decades of the eighteenth century.l ·rf this condition pre-

vailed in 'Che. east, its baneful influence was doubly evident
in the \'Jest.

Kentucky was characterized by drinking, gambling,

and brawling; tlK Kf=ntucky boat111an, commonly known as a "Kentuc,''
was more feared than the Indians, the most reckless, fearless
law despising men.2

\\Then these men came off the boats and

came to town, auything could happ2n and usually did.
Ofle preacher wrote later of conditions as he had seen them
in Bourbon County,

Kentucky~

0

Apathy in religious societies had

disappeared, but also the very form of it was waning fast
away."3
A number of factors were responsible for this general
and serious decline in religion.

It is

irr~ortant

to present

these reasons so that one can see why the people may have
gone to the cmnplete extreme in the Great Revival and to
better understand Campbell's attempt to counsel moderation.
First, the decline was a natural reaction to the enthusiasm
and emotionalism of the Great Awakening which had occurred a
half century earlier.

Second, there was the 'tvar itself and

lwinfred Ernest Garrison, Reli~ion Follows the Frontier,
(New York: Harper and Brothers Pubi~shers;-Tffi):I'. 53.
2John B. McMasters, A Historl of the PeoEle of the United
States, 8 volumes, (Ne1,J York: D. ApPfeton Company-,-1"91.""4), p. 578.
Bill J. Humble, Campbell and Controversy, (Florida
Christian College: Old Patns BoOl.<Club, 1952), p. 58.

9
the demoraliziDg uncerta:i.nty which follows any such conflict,
Church buildings had been s·wallm·Jed i.n the conflict as

cannons boomed their destruction; preachers and members had
often been lost to the war or to the migrations

west\w>a:r.d~

Third, the period was one of deism arid unbelief, adpoted
from British and French philosophy.

The young American

nation, having found in French social philosophy a justification for its revolution, was scrongly influenced by the
contempt for religion found in that philosophy.4
Paine, whose

!;\ge !,?f

Thomas

Reason had ridiculed the principles of

revealed religion, was highly popular, especially among the
younger generation.

As this religious decline was especially

pronounced west of the .Allegenies so the reaction against it.
and return to religion originated and was concentrated in
Ohio, Tennessee, and Kentucky, the area in \vhich Alexander
Campbell centered his preaching and teaching work.
Beginning about 1797 and reaching its climax in 1810,
a great religious awakening known as the Great Revival occurred
in the Upper Ohio Valley.

The Great Revival centered around

the camp meetings with service being conducted night and day.
There were many preachers participating and
attendance.

thousand~

in

As the campfires burned at night and light from

hundreds of torches danced eerily upon the dense forest
surrounding the camp ground, several preachers might be heard
4carrison, £E.·

ill·,

p. 52.

10
addressing groups in various parts of the encampment; elsewhere clusters of people were singing, praying or screaming.
The preaching of the Great Revival was of a highly emotional

strain 7 calculated to lead the most hardened sinner to repcnte:nce.

Accompanying this Great Revival were highly

unusual phys:l.cal exercises which assumed a variety of forms.
Hundreds of people fell to the ground unconscious, lay
unnoticed for hou::cs, and arose to preach and pray.5
Many d.cscriptions of these camp meetings have been
preserved, but one of the most picturesque was written by
Timothy F1int, a prominent pioneer preacher who devoted tne
years (1815-1825) to \cJestern travels.

Vividly picturing the

encampment and the preaching, he wrote:
The line of tents is pitched; and the religious
city grm11s up in a few hours under the trees,
beside the stream. Lamps are hung in lines among
the branches; and the effect of their glare upon
the surroundings is as of magic. The scenery of
the most brilliant theater in the world is painted
only for children, compared with this • . .
There is no need for the studied trick of
oratory to produce in such a place the deepest
movements of the head. No lvonder, as the speaker
pauses to dash the gathering moisture from his
own eyes, that his audience are dissolved in tears,
or uttering the exclamation of penitence.6
·
To give some idea of· the type of men who l'lere involved
in the Great Revival a discussion of two of the central figures
5 rbid. , p. 60.

6Timothy Flint, Recollections of the Last Ten Years,
(New York: Alfred A. Kn.oPf., !9~2), p. lli1rf.

11
and their influence will be necessary. The first centr.:'.l
r •
,..
l
1 ~,;as .James HcGre:-~.dy of the Presbyterian
r~gure or t 1e Rev iva
Church.

He is mentioned because of his direct relation to

Barton Stone, who in turn was a co-worker with Alexander
Can'>pbell.

McCready was licensed by the Redstone Presbytery

August 13, 1878.

Beginning his ministry in North Carolina,

HcGready was saddened by the exceedingly low ebb at which he

found religion.

Fired by evangelistic fervor, his preaching

soon produced a revival of religion in Orange County.

A

de.scription cf NcGready' s preaching is presented in the
following:
Everything appeBred by him forgott:en but the
salvation of souls. Such earnestness, such zeal,
such povJerful persuasion, enforced by the joys of
heaven and miseries of hell, I. never had witnessed
before. Jl.ly mind was chained by him closely in his
rounds of heaven, earth, and.hell with feelings
indescribable. His concluding remarks v1ere
addressed to t~e sinner to flee the wrath to come
without delay.
This description is typical of that which was soon to become
highly popular in the Great Revival and would be a contrast
to the style of Alexander Campbell.
The second important figure in the Great Revival has a
direct relation with Campbell and also switches the scene to
the part, of the country in which Campbell did his work.

Barton

W. Stone took the Great Revival to Can Ridge, Kentucky.

In

7James R. Rogers, The Can Ridge Meeting House to Which
is Appended The Autobi~gra£hy of B. W. St?ne. (Cincinnati:
Tile Standard Publishing Co., 1~0), p. 121.

12
1798, Stone was ordaine:d o.s pa.sto:c of the Presbyterian churches
in Can Ridge and Concord, Kentucky

. Presby1:ery.8

by

the Transylv21d.a .

Distressed at the general apathy toward religion,

and hearing of the revivals being conducted by James McGready
in southern Kentucky, Stone visited the area early in the
spring of 1801.

The scenes \vhi.ch transpil.·ed before his eyes

were new, strange, and baffling.

~u

the edge of a prairie

in Logan County, multitudes had come together and were
worshipping incessantly, day and night.

The. physical exer-

cises were present for many, and very many fell down as men
slain in battle.9

Some of Stone's acquaintances were among

those struck down, and beside one, whom he had known to be

a careless sinner, Stone sat, observing critically the momentary revivings as from death, the humble confessions of sins,
the fervent prayer and the ultimate ~eliverance.lO

Such

observations were sufficient to convince Stone that the
revival was a work of God, a conviction which he retained
throughout his life.ll
Stone returned to his work in Bourbon County, .and under

the influence of his evangelistic preaching the emotionalism
of the Great Revival began to be felt at Can Ridge and Concord.
8charles Crosfield Ware, Barton Warren Stone, (St.
Louis: Tl:te Bethany Press, 1932)";-j):-78.
9Humble, 9.£· cit., p. 62.
10 rhid.

llRogers, g£· cit., p. 156.

13
At one such service, Sto:1-e relates that scores had fallen

unconscious to the ground, when he was approached by an
intelligent deist of the neighborhood who questioned
Stone's honesty and accused him of deceiving the people.
Stone relates that he was not angered, but mildly spoke a
few wo:cds lo him; i.rameci.iatE:ly the ma.n fell down as a dead

man and rose no more until he confessed the Saviour.l2

Throughout the spring and summer of 1801 the religious
tension of Bourbon County was m..'Junting contiru.10usly, and the
climax of the entire Great Revival was reached.

Baptist,

Methodist and Presbyteri&n preachers shared in the preaching
and exhorting.

Various estimates of the number tn attendance

have been given, but all ere sufficiently high to indicate the
vast multitude which participated in this religious enthusiasm.
Stone reports tha·t "it was judged, by military men on the

ground, that there were between twenty and thirty thousand
presene'. 13

Virtually all estimates exceed ten thousand. 14

After the climax in the Can Ridge meeting, the Great
Revival spread so rapidly that to trace its progress is
difficult.

Infecting other areas with its contagious enthu-

siasm, the Revival crossed into Ohio, carried there by
Kentucky preachers and· those who had attended the great
Kentucky meetings of 1801.

By 1802 revival movements had

\

12Ibid., p. 157.
13Rogers,
.
£2·

'
~·,

p. 157 .

14ware, £E.· cit., p. 110.

influenced religious life in virtually every part of the

14

United States, and it was not unti.l 1805 that the Great
Revival showed signs of decline.

Even after that date,

revivals continued in sorr:e areas, though the scope of the
movement had disappeared.lS
Th~

iu:mediate results of the Great Revival included a

general rise in the moral stq.ndards of many areas and an important increase in church merrlbership.

In many areas the

camp meetings had stamped a.n indelible impression; religion

was now recognized as an essential part of life.

Though

nearly all the camp meetings were Presbyterian in origin,
all denominations enjoyed sizable increases in total membership.l6

Though the Great Revival had begun to decline by

1805, the revival spirit was kept alive in many localities.
Timothy Flint reports i:bat numerous revivals \\!ere being conducted in Kentucky and Tennessee during the 1820 1 s and

1830's. 17
The

influence of the Great Revival t·Jas felt most

strongly in the Upper Ohio Valley, the area in which
Alexander Campbell did most of his public wo:r.k.

The reli-

gious enthusiasm cultivated by the camp meetings was entirely
different from the popular interests aroused by Campbell and
his techniques.

This point will be verified in later writings.

Yet the emotionalism was at least partially responsible for
the intelligent interest in religion.

A scholarly discussion

15Rogers, 2£• £it., p. 160.
16aumble, 2..12.· cit., p. 65.
17Timothy Flint, The History and Geogra?hY of the MississlpEi
Valley, (Cincinnati: E~. Flint ana-L. R. L~ncoin, Publishers,
1932). p. 146.
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of vital religious issues would naturally arouse more
popular interest t.Jithin the community \vhere the cultural

background was strongly religious and controversial than
in one whose religious tradition was one of cold intellectual formalism. 18
This description of the religious activity around which
Campbell began his work >;.;ill give an idea of the feeling the
people had for religion and bow this feeling would affect
the task of Campbell.
BiograEhical Sketch:

The purpose of this sketch is to acquaint the reader
with the life of Alexander Campbell and some of the important
events and forces that shaped his philosophy and life.

The

following areas will be discussed in this section: (1) the
influence of Campbell's father's work; (2) influence of his
home life; (3) the significance of the ship'>vreck in Scotland;
(l•) the influence of the professors in Glasgm,1 University;
(5) the reuniting in America with his father and his desire

to study independently; (6) his work as a debater; (7) the
influence of his -r,.;rriting and \vork as a college president.
This man \\<ho was destined to play such an important

part in the religious life of Kentucky, as well as other
areas, was born in Antrim County, Ireland, in 1793.

His

father, Thomas Campbell, was of Scottish descent and his
lBHumble, 2£· cit., p. 66.
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Thomas Campbell

\las a minister '·lhG identi£:i.€d himself with the Seceders, a

branch of the ?resbyted.an church.
in Scotland aad lrtSli:.<tEl

~,;r:... ~

The Presbyterian church

ve..:y I!luc.1:1 cE.vided at that time.

Living in this s.i.tlU2.tion, Thomas Campbell was brought into
direct contact

~'.;ith

that intolerance and narrowness that

characterized rc::ligi. cus groups of the time.
to unite some o£.

t·::H~

He attempted

various Presbyterian groups, eventually

meeting with f.c;me success.

While teaching school to supple-

ment his pay as a m:i.nister, he frequently came in contact with
a congregation of Indepew:k::nts et Rich Hill.

These people

taught that each local congregation was independent and that
each individual had the privilege and right to interpret
the Scriptures for himself. 20

The work of Thomas Campbell and

his association l:vith the independent preachers did much to

sh-:...pe the philosophy of Alexander Campbell.
The early home life of Alexander Campbell helped to
shape his later philosophy.

It was customary in the

Campbell home for each person to memorize a passage of scripture each day and present it at the evening meal.

On Sundays

each child had to give an account of what .. he received from
th::.~

lessons of the day and present it orally to the rest of
19Leo Ashby, In.tluence of Alexander Carn£bel1. Upon _!:_he

S7parati9~ of Dis~~ples and Battists in Kentucky, Disserta-

tJ..on, Un1.versity o1: Kentucky,

948, p. SI ..

20Alonzo W. }'ortune, Origin and Development of the Dis£iples of Ch1.·ist, (St. Louis, l92li}, p-:-23. - -- --
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the family.
8ll.d

He memorL:ed passages in Greek, Roman, F'rench,

English literature.

In late:.: ye:ars many marvelled at

the knowledge which Campbell possessed.21

Tolbert Fanning

says of him:
Hence, we never saw

£I

man so perfectly familiar

with the most important events recorded in the

Sacred Ora.cles, parti.cularly the Old T-estament,
a~d also in f?ree.k, Roman, and English histc:ry.
S~ngular as ~t may app~ar, Alexander Campbell
could recite and fully appreciate more of the
English poets, especially J'-111 ton, Shakespeare,
Thompson, and Young, than any wit~ whom \>Je have
the satisfaction of associatiug.'In this home situation Alexander Campbell was able to
recognize how hard his father labored, and how dedicated he
was to the task that was his.

He could see the concern ::hat

Thomas Campbell had for people and his attempts to help them.
This experience mi.ght well have endowed Alexander with the
need to work and help people.
Campbell had many obligations.

In fact, as a preacher Thomas
He was teaching in the school

he established at Rich Hill, he was preaching for the Presbyterians there, also, and he was involved in the work with the
Independents.

During t.his period, he tried to focus his 01\ln

thinking on just what truth was and the best avenue to attain
it.

There were many burdens.

Because of all this, he appar-

ently deyeloped some type of stomach trouble and the doctors
encouraged him to get away and come to America.

At first he

21Earl I. West, The Search for the Ancient Order,
(Nashville: Gospel Advocate Co. ,--r9'4"9"}, p. 43.
22Tolber.t Fanning, "Sketches in the Life of Alexander
Campbell' 1 , No. I, Gospel Advocate, Vol. VIII, No. 20, May 15,
1866), p. 307.
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:refused to leave, but "Jith the er1co;Jragment of his yc.n.r::~g sol!
he ca.me to Arue.rica in

Al·:=xander was 1 eft. in d:IA.rge

the family and t:he school f:or a pe:r:iod of

t',,io

ye,g.rs.

.All the

records seemed to indicate that the seventeen year old boy
~on-~Ll~t·e·c·
t~p~c
~e·ll
~U
~ .. . ~L;, ..... ~ ~~ aF~~~r~
~~ .L ca....;_. ~
w
• 23
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At last the.; family made plans to

join their father.

com~-:

to America E;nd

At this point, anothe1: significant

c8.m.e into the life of Campbell.

re~·

ev~::n.t

In Harch, 1808, the i:a:urLly

left Ireland, bLlt they were delayed by a shiptvreck off the
coast of Scot:land and
that country.

\~oThile

\17e"r"e

forced to spend part of a v:inter

iP

in Scotland, Alexander took adva:a1:age of

the opportmlity to attend Glasgow University.

This event is

significant because it gave to Campbell the first and only

opportunity to study in a university setting,

His schooling

was important, and the personalities that C:.;.rnpbell

enc:o~:,nt:ered

there had much influence on his life.
While in Glasgm..;r, Alexander be.came acquainted ,;.:ith
Greville Ewing, pastor of an Independent church there, ao.1d

also some leading religious reformers in the persons·of Robert
and James Haldane.

These men maintained that there "\ve:r.e wide

discrepancies bet\.;een the religious practices of the clmrches
and that which they thought the Bible authorizect.24

23Robert Richardson, Memoirs of ld.exancler -¥B97~ell, two
volumes, (Cincinnati: StandaraPubiTs5ing Co.·;
-,p. 225.
24Ashby,

££·

cit., p. 55.
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· Whil9 at Glasgc•~'l G,r..mpbe11 ~t1.rdied with Professor
P:.o:E~..;ssor

Young in Greek)

Jardin in Logic and Belles l.ettres

and Professor Ure in Experimental Philosophy.

The latter two

had taught Th·.:>mas Campbell twenty-five years before.

At

Glasgml1, Campbell 2lso came into contact ~.;ith the common

sense schol"'l ender: the influence of Thmt:.as Reid. 25
The independ-2nt &pirit of the Haldanes and Ewing did
m.tlch to mold the thinking of Campbell.

At once, he began to

examine for himself the claims of the Seceder church as a
religious group.

crucial

hol1T.'

Slm·Jly, he lvas led to doubt them.

The

came at. the semi-annual corr.munion service, near:

the close of his stay in Glasgow.

It wa.s the custom to give

all who were to pr'tr take of the: Lord's S:.1pper a metal! ic token
to sh'..ltout the

umvorthi~s

from partaking.

As Campbell had

come from Ireland without any letter or recorwnendation, it was

necessary for him to take an examination.

He passed and was

given a token, but the next day his conscience hurt him so much
that he put the token in the tray and refused to partake of the
communion. 26

Campbell had nol>J taken hi_s stand.

The University

gave Campbell some idea of what life held for him.

These ideas

were to be realized when he and his father joined each other
in America.

25west, EP.· cit., p. 51.
26Thomas Grafton, Life of Alexander CamEbell, (St. Louis:
Standard Boa.rd of Publications, 1897), p. 40.

zo
In the fall of J809, Thomas c:md
reunited in PE:Imsylvania.

l~lex.r.nder

Cnmpbel1. -vu~re

t..'hen they began to discuss th-2

events of the past two ye.g.-rs, they d:LscoveJ:.ed tha.t c::-1ch had
been going th:cough a time of chc,age.

Thomas had been meet:::..ng

with a group of Presbyterians, and he thsn broke
them and had vJritten a document called,

''Th•~

a~Jay

f::':o::::1

Declaration

and Address, u which ad\.Tocated the return to piimitive
?]
.
.
.
Ch r~st~an~ty.-

Upon comparing notes tb.ey both found that

each had becon:e dissatisfied and t.;anted sowething better.

It was at this time that Alexander decided to preach the
"divine truth" and for that preaching he
financial corc.pensation.

w,:_~uld

His father repJ..iE:d:

n

never accept:
Upon these

principles, ruy dear son, I fear you will ha'le to 'ivear many

a ragged coa~'.28
So Campbell determined to study the Bible

independ~~ntly

and to work tirelessly in an effort to knmv the truth.

Mean-

while, Thomas Campbell had been preaching in the groves and
homes of the people in Virginia.

But he decided to bui.ld a

meeting house ncar Buffalo Creek because there were many
members there.

A site was c:hosen on t.he. fc-~rm of \<lilliam

Gilchrist, in the. valley of the Br 11Sh Run, two miles above the
junction with Euffalo Creek, which is now Bethany, \Vest
Virginia.

It was here on September

16~

27 l-.est~
T
,
•
£12.· Cl.t.,
p. 50.
28Richardson, I, 2£· cit., p. 275.

1810, that Alexander
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tha.t

Mr, Campbell was no longer a boy.1 b!..lt was nc.'.v ·rea.dy t:o

assume his role in t.he work of t:'he chu:cch.

He continued

to study and gr·m'? and u£:e his inilue-nce in these early
stages to spread the cause of the Restoration.

In accordance

with the desire of followers he opened a seminary in his home
which he called the "Buffalo Seminc.n::/'.
January of 1818.30

1'his was in

He l<Janted the schvol to instruct· young

men in religion, but here he felt disappointment.

Host

students came: from neighborhood farms and f:::udied English

and Language for professional purposes.
few students inclined toward r·el:Lgion.

There v7ere very
Campbell 1 s dis-

appointment caused his stay at the Seminary to be short

. d . 31
1 ~ve
The disappointment with the Seminary did not dampen
Campbell's spirits and he launched his work for the Restora·tion Hovement in earnest.

The rer:Jaining pages of this

chapter will acquaint the reader with the areas of Campbell's
outstanding contributions.

Those areas incluing debating,

writing, and work as a college president.

29west, ~.E.· cit., p. 58.

30 Ibid.
31Ibiq., p. 64.

T .
~n

18 LJ.
"'(' C.ampue.L
· . ' '1 started a

ca~eer

as a debater,

meeting John lJalker: a Presbyterian mi!1iste:r, on the subject
of baptism.

This \Jas followed by a second debate \-lith

Trl. L. M.acCaU.a, another Presbyte:rian·minister.

This debate

was also on baptism and was held in 1823, at Washington,

Kenr.:ucky.

In 1829, he participated in a debate in Cincinnati

with Rubert Gwen, the debate to be

study.

conside~·ed

The subject of this discussion

.
.
. If
0 f CllrLStlBDlty .

Wi?s

later in this

on the

11

Evidenccs

In Cincinnati in the year 1837, he had a

.fourth debate, this time with Archbishop John Purcell on
"Romani sm.".

In

18L~3,

the Presbyter i.an Synod selected N. L.

Rice to meet Campbell in a rleba te in

Lex~.ngton,

the se.cond of the debatE..s to be considered.
the five debates was held when Campbell
the last when he

"-JdS

't~ns

fifty-five years old. 32

Kentucky,

The first of
thirty-

tv~o

and

Through these

debates, the fame of Campbell spread and his influence was
felt all over that region.

He traveled and preached in many

communities, but his home base

WdS

still at Brush Run or

Bethany.
Along with Campbell's preaching and debating there is
another activity worthy of mention.
was in his writing .snd publishing.

This area of endeavor
In 1822, he became ac-

quainted ·With l{al ter Scott, a Restoration preacher.

the

The two

32John A. Hudson, The Man and the Hovement, A Studt of
Alexander C~beJI,-rcinCinnat~, 1927), p. 1-.-

~i~~ o~
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of them began to di.sctH?S the idea of a. p.aper.

They decided

it would be helpful to the cause and so it was established

The paper remained in
circulation for seven years.

Campbell wrote harsh and often

bitter denunciations of prevalent religious practices.

He

sought to expose the f'rid2, worldliness a.nd paganism in the
churches.

In spite of the extreme tone the ChriF:Ei§..l!

BaEtis.!, took, it exercised no small influence for good in
the Restoration.

His plea was fer the return of New

Testament Chr:i.stianity.3~
By 1829) C2.rupbell began to be concerned lest the name

Chr-istian

B~-~~st

be applied es a party name to those advo-

He wanted the movement to be Bible

cating restoration.

centered and not man centered..

He determined at once to

drop the paper and put this name out of existence.

On

January 4, 183{), Campbell became the editor of the
Millennia! Harbinger.34

This paper was to be for the pur-

pose of the destruction of sects.

Both papers were effective

tools for the spread of the doctrines that Campbell and his
colleagues advocated.
Campbell was continually interested in the education
of young men, especially those who wanted to preach; and in

1841, he .added to his busy program that of founding and
becoming president of a college.
33Richardson,

Bethany College opened its

££· cit., p. 50.

34rbid. , p. 51.
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doors. that fall.

Cam[lbeJ..l was pr.esi.der~t anci professor in

.

the col:i.ege fox: t>",;enty· five years.

The

~ollege

is still in

operation tod.:ty under th~ control of: the Chr.·istian Church. 35
Campbell was a college prt:sident, editor of a paper,
p1:eacher, lecturer and in sbor.t time President of a Hissionary
Society.
1·1_
r:_,amp b e......

Fr.:\\1 nen
,. •
o.~ct

traveling,

'\¥erf.~

t"h
.: c

•
•
C1ur~ng

p~c2ching

capable of doing as much
•
l'f
prune
o f· 1-,·s
u~
~
e.

~,york

as

He was constantly

and lecturing before clubs and societies.

This b:r:J.ef discussion of Campbell's live was not meant
to be

conclu:siv.:~.

It was to point out the major events in

his life, -which would h..1ve some direct relation to his
speech philosophy and to hi.s work as a prcc:;.cher.

This thesis

now deu.ls with the subject of the character of Campbell as

conveyed by those who knew him.
Character Sketch:

Alexander Campbell, someone said, was born to
cut a figure in the religious world; and to a
considerable extent, he has fulfilled his destiny.
Since the year of grace, 1823, the good people west
of the Allegheny Hountains have heard his warning
voice against the corruption of the sects and the
errors of the clergy. He seems to have imbibed the
impression that he was chosen as a vessel of the
Almighty, appointed to set in order the crazy concerns of Christendom which has been in m~grnful
confusion since the age of the Apostles.
.
35Ibid.
36John N. Waller. "Messrs. Campbell and Rice on Influence of the Holy Spirit," t\'estern Baptist Review, (Frankfurt,
Kentucky, Vol. I, September, 1845,) p. 2.3:-

Af> John Waller has written, Alexander

not an ordinary ro.c.m.

Ca.mpb~ll \rUts
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certainly

Fel: :!.ndeed were those h'ho had more

influe·nce in the nineteenth century on religious thinking.
His speaking chc;nged many r1inds, apd his teachings carried
a great 1v~ight with a large number. 37

This characte::: sketh is intended to acquaint individuals with.Campbell in

th~

following categories: (1) his

physical appearance; (2) his quest for truth and independent
spirit; (3) his tireless application to the work ahead; (4)
his benevolent: and giving spirit; and finally (5) his
aggressive natllre.
of this man.

These are the outstanding characteristics

A study of these will help to understand his

speech philosophy and his application of that philosophy.
Physically, he was well endowed, being about six feet
in height with no physical defects.

The ring of his voice

showed Scotch tendency, but his rapid manner of speaking
was Irish.38

He presented a rather rugged appearance, his

body showing toughness and power.

His eyes, which were small

and set far back in his head, gave an appearance of sharpness
and penetration.

Because of his love of the outdoors, con-

fining work had little attraction to him.

His active business

manner gave no impression of a minister.39

37Ashby, .9£· cit., p. 110.
38Moses E. Lard, Lard's quarterl:y, Frankfurt, Kentucky_,
1863-1868, Vol. I,. p. m-.-

39 lb1d.,
.
.
pp.
258-270.
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In orc.:er to understand Alexander Carr1pbE.ll, it is
necessary to study him in the light of his quE::st for trvth.

He felt: himself eapable of attaining ultimate truth, a.nd
want~d

more t.h.s.n anything else tc do so.

He himseLf wrote:

Often have I said, and often have I written.
that truth. truth eternal and divLne, is now, ~nd
long has been v.vith me the "pearl of great price. il
To her I will, with the blessing of God who
searcheth the hearts b1m1s I hnve not done it
intentionally. t>Jith my whole heart I have sought
the truth, and I now know that I have found it.40

On anoLber occasion he wrote:
Numbers with me count nothing. Let: God be true
and every man a liar. Let truth stand, though the
heavens fall.
When contending for the truth with
thirty millions of Lutherans, I feel myself contending with but one man. In opposing seventy
millions of Greek and Eastern Professors. I am in
conflict tvith but one leader. In all the Nethodists
I see but J'ohn Wesley; in all the Calvinists, John
Calvin; and in all the Ep;i.scopL'.lians, one Canner.
Names, numbers, circums tance.s \veigh noz£ing in the
scales of justice, truth and holiness.
In Campbell's search for truth, he made the Bible the
ultimate source of all his 2.uthority.

He.loved to study the

Word, and it can be safely said that fe'W men ever attained
to the knowledge 't-Jhich he had of Biblical Doctrine.

Campbell

did read extensively from other men, but he thought independently,

~md

took frcm other men what he conceived to be in

40rbi9_. , p. 54.
4 1 rbid., p. 55.
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ha:cmony with the truth as he interprr::.ted it.

always on th<-"1 lcokcut fo;:· truth.

Yet, he was

He neve:r. hesitated to read

the writings of others for the truth, and he wculd accept
what truth h<;; found.

As

E.

debater, Campbell showed hiruself ah1ays interested

in the cause of trn th.

He d.eba ted, 11ot for the. joy of polemics,

but•for the desire to know and dispense the truth.42
Another qt:ality of his life contributed to his greatr..ess,

his tireless application of his energy to the work ahead.
Alexander Can1pbell 1-?as a 1;1101:ker.

Arising every morning at.

four o'clock~ he worked steadily until ten at night.
health

"\o7;;1s

excellent; his disposition cheerful.

his study, he was busy at some manual labor.
rerely idle.

His

When not in

Campbell w.:::.s

Tolbert Fanning wrote of him:

He was a farmer o£ the highest order, an
admirable mech&n.ic, and loved dearly t:he shrubbery
which he had planted with his o"Ym hands about his
premises, and especially that. upor1 which hE! could
look from his m·m quiet little office, in vlhl.ch he
did his best thinking. We never sa\v Alexander
Campbell ig~e. This is the main key to his
greatness.
It will be interesting to see how this quest for truth and
tireless

~ork

effected his ability as a

speak~r.

One important characteristic of Campbell which cannot be

.

overlooked here was his benevolent, giving spirit.

It seems

42 Ibid. , p. 56.
43Tolbert Fanning, ''Sketcb.es on the Life of Alexander
Advo~te, Vol. VIII, No. 21 (May 22,

Campbell--No. 2", Goseel
1866), pp. 321-325.
.

·

that his life

h'CJ.S
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He gave l-d!aself to

one example of giving.

the cause he believed was. right; he gc:ve himself to fulfilling
the wishes of his father; in his home it is reported that he
was a pleasant host and ab.vays ready to fi.nd somethi.ng to
approve. 44

Campbell's v7illingness to gi.ve ar12 illustrated

in the following e.xamples.

Through the estc:tte given him by

his father· ir.-J.;x:·.', John Brown, he g:=adually increased his
resources.

From about 300 acres, the estate developed into

one of over 1:000 acres.

Later a printing busine.ss was put

up, & college built, a village d~veloped on Campbell's land.45
Although an economical man, he always gave support to any
worthy enterprise and never failed to help the unfortunate and
poor.46

During his closir1g years, he donated to the American

Missionary Society his interest i.n

h)'TIIDS

he had published, and

from which he derived a large portim1 o£ his income. 47
Finally, there are the aggressive tendencies of Campbell,
his quest for truth and his ability to work ahead.
characteristics brought a host of enemies.

These

Campbell was

blessed with many friends, but this desire to know the truth
brought enemies and these men expressed themselves in different

44selina Huntington Campbell, Home Life and Reminisccnses
of Alexander Campb_ell, (St. Louis: John Burns :1882), p. 315.
45Evan \<]rather, "Alexander Campbell", The Christian
Evangelist, September 1, 1938, p. 965.

46Ibid.: p. 963.
47Richardson, I, £E· cit., p. 659.
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v1ays.

Unfortunately, tht:·se enemies were very bitter and

.continued that way throughout th<dr lives,
thought of C.:lrn.p0ell c:.s an agent of
their

churche~~

The B2ptists

dest~cued.on,

'tlho, when

"·Jere opn;.ed t:o h::L:n tlrrougho:.tt the CQtH:try,

The Presbyte;:-ians also felt that t1r::y ha.d received

This, added to the feet tb.nt his father had come to America

as a Presbyterian pre2cher, and that Alexander had been
raised i.n that x.:hurch, brought him much sev2re criticism
from that source.

He

abuse and slander. l~B

o'lcS

accused of arrogance, ingratitude,

In all of these a tte~<:pts to slander

Campbell, he was never oace found guilty o£ any of the
charges brought against him.49
In summation, Campbell truly seemed to be an extraordinary man.

His pm·)erfu l physical appeal and his demandi.ng

manner made him extraordinary; his willingness to v?Ork at
all hours and against odds also illustretes his extraordinary
qualities; his benevolent spirit was truly outstanding; and
finally, his aggressiveness also brought the enemies that
outstanding men lvill have.
The direction of this inquiry now turns to a discussion

of men who were acquainted with Campbell and knew his ability.
The chapter ,,Jill present further insights into the character

of Campbell as background for his speech philosophy.
48Ashby, £E· cit., p. 51
49McLean, ~· cit., p. 40.

C'h.I\PTER II
CAHI'HELL,

PREAt:;IIER.:~

Alex.s.nder

AS .SEEN BY HIS CONTF.fi..PORARIES

Car;n:-~bell

was a man of fair educat..:ion

and unbounded co~fidence in his reeources and
tenets. He 'irn"ls possessed of a po-v;erful personality
and was one of the ablest debaters of his age.
In
the use o:E carica.ture and s.s.rat;t::.sm he has rarely
been surpassed. Throughout the regions that he
chcsc. for the propagation of his views, the number
of Bapt:!..st ministers ·~·7ho could in any liJay approach
him in <:~rgumen taU.ve power or in a.bili ty to sway
the masses of t:ne people -v;as very small. 1

The description above
Baptist historian A. H.
ability of Mr. C2-mpbell.

can~e

Ne~7man

from the pen of the great

as a. tribute to the speaking

It is just a,1 example of the many

that have becti paid to Alexander Ca!npbell as a speaker.

The

purpose of this chapter is simply to relate some of the statements that have been mad.e about him and his ability.

As

there are not enough examples to be able to draw any conclusions about how be

follo\.JE~d

his theory and most of the quota-

tions do not give adequate examples for this task, the thrust
of the chapter will be to relate material that illustrates
his apparent effectiveness as seen by those around
order of the chapter will be as

follows~ ..

hi~1.

The

(1) quotations from

famous statesmen and school officials; (2) statements from
friends and \·,7 orkers in the Restoration; (3) statements from
those who were his enemies and finally,

(4)

sun~ary

of the

lBill J. Humble, Campbell. ~nd Controver!;x, (Florida
Christian College: Old Paths Book Club, 1952), p. 257.
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chapter.

to give a

Ago.i.n,

testimony to the effectb.reness of

Crm~pbell

as b&ckground for

the discussion of his debates.
President

,JanH?:f~

1-iadison saiJ: nIt uas my plsasure to

hear him ve.r:y often a.s a preacher of:
hL'm

)CH,';d
_ tl1e at!]e!':t
~.... _ ·.:<.
~

a~

. .,

lliQi::t'

r:h~!

Gospel, and I regard

1 exponnae:::
'

•
•
orl.gJ.na.~

r
OI

the Scrip-

tures I have ever heard.ll2
Grah~m,

Robert

and himself

c1

one-t:ime president o:E Kentucky University,

most effective speaker,

spok~::

thus of: Mr.

Campbell:
I can hardly express my admi.ratio:1 of him in
every walk and employme.nt of l:LfE::.
In the social
circle he was by far the finest talker I ever
heard; in the lecture room the rnost instructive;
and in the pulpit: I am sure he had £(;\tJ ~quals, and
no superiors according to my s te,nd.:n·ds . .3
Theodore S.

B(~ll,

then a young man .:md aftet."\vards a

physician in Louisville, Kentucky, heard Campbell preach a
sermon on the first chapter of the epistle to the Hebrews.
In that first sermon the speaker dtvel t on the divine glory of
the Son of God, a theme upon vJbich he was said to be surpass-

ingly eloquent.

Dr. Bell said: "I have never heard anything

that approached the power of that discourse, nor have.I heard

2Axchibald HcLean, Alexander Carr:pbell as a Preacher,
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book~ouse:-1955): p. 7-.- -3M. M. Davis, ~~ the Dis£iEle~ B~~ and Grew,
(Cincinnati: Standard Publishing Co., 1915), p. 4~.

it equtdleti i:d.nce.

It tw.s been f'"J:rtv-·five years since I

hea:cd that pulpit diGcourse, but it

~::;

as vivid iu my memory,

I think, as it \vas •,;:hen I first heard it. u4
General P..0bert E. Lee also admired Campbell.

He

wrote:

He vJHS a man in whom were illustriously combined clll the qualities that could adorn or
elevate thE: natu·.ce to which he belc.::1ged. Kno-wledge, the rnost various and exte:Gded virtue that
never loitered in her career nor de·viated from
her course. A man who if he had been delegated
as t.he representative of his species to one of
the supe1:-ior \'Jorlds, T,lould have suggested a

grand thew.e of the human race.
Campbell.)

Such wa.s President

Others who testified as to his effectiveness are:
President Herman Humphrey of Amherst College, v;,-rw looked upon
him as the most perfectly self-possessed, the most perfectly
at ease in the p•.1blic of any preacher he had listened to; and
Dr. Leonard 'Bacon, Yale Professor of Theology, who believed

himto have but few, if any, equals among the religious leaders
of his t:ime.6
One Baptist preacher said what many others felt: "I
thought: I could preach., but since I have heard this man I

4N~Lean, £E.· cit., p. 15.

5Earl K. \fest, The Search for the Ancient Order, (Nashville:
Gospel Advocate Co. , I92i."9), p. -3y-:- - 6Alger Horton Fitch, Alexander Campbell, Preacher of
Reform and Reformer of Preacn1n_g, (AuStin: -Sweet Pu61ish~ng
Co., !970}, p. 109. -
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do not seem,. in my m·m estimate, to be.larger than n1y little
finger. ~~7

Jererniah Vardeman declared· that if all the Baptist

preachers in Kentucky were put into one, they would not make
an Alexander CarnpbelL 8

John HO\·Jard 'nrote from Illinois to

the Christian Sta.ndat'd saying: "We regard_him as decidedly
the greatest man, take him every wo.y, t:he world has produced

since the days of the Apostles.9
George D. Prentice, one time editor of the Louisvi11.e
Journal
------··'

said that C2.mpbell was unqL!es tionably one of the

most extraordinary men of his tiroe.lO
Issac Errett, the founder and fm: many years the dis-

tin.guished editor of the (..::hristian Standard, spoke especially
in reference to the delivery of

Campbe~l:

We ha\.re known him. in his prime., stand for two
hours lea:nir"g on a c,;me, and talk in a true conversational style with scarce a gesture in the
entire discourse. But to a fine personal Cl.ppearance
and dignity of E.annE.~r, he added a clem:ness of
statement, a force of reasoning, a purity and sometimes a pomp of diction, a wealth of learning, a
splendor.of imagination, and an earnestness often
rising into impassioned utterance, lvhich clothes
his pulpit ~fforts with a high degree of oratorical
excellence.li

7~o1cLean, .9£· cit. , p. 20.
8 Fitch, QE· cit., p. 109.
___,..._

9 Ihid.

-

lOnavis, 2£· cit., p. 41.
llMcLean, £E.• cit., p. 17.

The follmdng is an account of an. observation or:"" the. preach-

Western Reserve:
Nothing could be more tr£msparent t.han his
statement of his subject; nothing fronl~er than his
admission of its difficulties;· nothing more direct
than his enumeration of the means ht: must reach,
Hith gr-2.at intellectual resources and great acquisitions, athletic and gladator as he was, he was a
logicic;u by il1stinct and habit of mind and took
pleasure in magnifying, to the utmost the diff{culties of his positions, so that \·Jhen the latter
were finally mail!tained, the mind w2s satisfied
with the results. His language vJas copious, his
style ne:r-..rous, and the characteristic of his mind
was direct, manly) sustained vigor, and under its
play he evolved a lvarmth which kindled to che fervor of sustained eloquence. There \•l<.lS no appeal t:o
passion, no effort at pathos, rio figures or rhetoric,
but a warm kindling, heated glmvi.ng, :manly argument,
silencing the will, c.aptivating the judgement, and

satisfying the rer2on, and the cold, shrewd and
thinking like. it.
Finally, Jeremiah S. Black, one time ChiE!f Justtce of the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, gave the following testimony to
the power and effectiveness of C.s.mpbell:
The interest which he excited in a large audience
can hardly be explained. The first sentence of his
discourse drew the audience still as death, and every
word was heard with rapt attention to the close. It
did not appear to be eloquence; it was not th.::: enticing words of a man 1 s wisdom; the arts of the orator
seemed to be inconsistent with the simplicity of character.
It was logic, explanation and argument so
clear that everybody followeci 'Without A.n effort, and
all" felt it was raising them to the level of a
superior mind. Persuasion sat upon his lips. Prejudice melted away under the easy flow of his

12A. S. Hayden, A !fisto!,X of the Disciples on the Western
Reserve, (Cincinnati: Cnase, Hill Publisher, 18/)), p. 378.
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elocuticn.
The clinching fact w<::.s al~:avs in its
proper place: and the fine po::.tic illustratioi: 1•1as
ever: at hand to shed its light on the theme. But
all thic; does not account fo:c tbe impressiveness
of his .speeches and no analysi-S of them can give a.ny
idea of their poo;·~er. lJ
The direccion m: thE::: chapter now turns to the host of

frie:1ds that Campbell possessed and their impressions of him
and his preachirg.

The quotations cover so m'..!ch of hi.s

preaching that it is difficult to put ic in aLy subject ord2r.
The first testimony to be presented here comes from a
fellmv-worker in the Restoration Hovemen.t, Tolbert Fanning.

He covers the complete scope of the material that will be
presented in this section of the thesis:
AlexatH.1er Campbell is about sixty. years old; has
been blessed by nature with a fine constitution; has
led a most active life, and consequent:ly enjoys remarkably good health for one of his age and his
intellect is as vigorous as it •;-1as at twenty~five.
In persm1al a.ppearance, there is no man like him.
His scholarship is admired by both friends and foes;
and in logical powers, the world, in my humble opinion,
has not his equal. As a declaimer, he is generally
admired by the multitude; but men of the best order
of mind are delighted \vith his addresses. He is most
chaste, pointed and dignified, in all his public exhibitions; knows not how to take advantage of an
opponent, and will not condescend to little tricks
for the sake of applause. His arguments are ahvays
well arranged, and are generally full and satisfactory on every point he touches. It is scarcely
probable any man has ever become truly distinguished who has not attained his pre-eminence for
some one particular trait, and evidently Alexander
13McLean, ££· cit., p. 40.
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·Campbell mves h

g·re.3tness to dJ.s

p~);.;ers

of

concentrat].on, a.r1rl his habit o:f: presenting the
greatest subjects in a few pointed and palpable
proposi t:i.ons.
Hit~ doc trine is th<:. t the un:Lver se
is ruled by a few gen.eral l.c,TJ\lS, an.d to i.llustratt: the most tcportant truths. a fe'>-) leading
points only Leed to b£ discussea. For logic,Scriptural krw;;,ylcd.;e> genuine criticisms,
digni t:y of manner, fai.rne~s, and Cl:rr:Lsti. an
courtesy, it is ba~ely probable A1e.xauder
1 1 ha
Camp, b"''-.:...s ...·'• n ....-, ~..'"1 ...· a....1 1 ~· •;.r~· •·•• g. . . ! 4

Jeremiah Jete.l; 8aid the following about. Campbell's
public speaking:

Campbell's supeTiority es a public defender
of his tenets may be explained partly in terms of
the natural speaking abilities with which he was
gifted. Campbell 1 s mind was richly endm.Yed for
the public platfcrm; he was able to think in
terms of broad generalizations and comprehensive
propositlons, to reason with an amazing nimbleness and accuracy, to perceive readily the fundamentals of a proposition and to confine his
argument.s to these fundamentals, ignoring the
irrevaleut. As a public speaker, Campbell was
highly regarded; his was an eloquence produced
by a broad vocabulary, vast reading in all the
best literature from the ancient cla8si.cs to that
of his own day, c.n ap£3rent sincerity, and
striking personality.

Barton vl. Stor1e, of whom we spoke in the first chapter
and who was a co-worker of Crunpbell, stated the following
concerning Campbe11 1 s effectiveness in the cause of the
Restoration:

I will not say there are no faults in Brother
Campbell, but, that there are fewer, perhaps, in
him, than any other man I know on the earth; and

14wes t , 2£·

·
~·

, p. 37 .

15Humble, £E.· _sit., p. 158.
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·over these few
hi<.~e them from

my~

love -would thr.ow a veil and
forever.
I am constrained

vie~"

and willingly cvnstrained tc acknowledge him
the greatest p~omoter of this reformat~on of
any living ma:1.
The Lord rer.vard him. 1
Bishop Hurst said that fe"-1 men ha'.re impressed themselves
more pr.ofoun-lly on the religious world than Alexander Campbell.

His personality \¥as of the most vigorous type, and for over
a generation his name
United States.

a. tower of strength over the ><Jhole

He was a man of purest character and the

highest consec):ation.

his view.

vJcS

He leavened the whole country with

Fe'i'\1 men have exerted a viider influence 1-7
•

H. K. Pendleton, Campbell's successor, as !)resident of
Bethany College, said that his ideas flowed on a perpetual

stream--majestic for its stately volume, and grand for the
width SY1eeping magnificence of its current.

With a voice

that thrilleo with the magnetism of great thoughts, and a
person imposing and majest:ic as his mind was vigorous and
commanding no one could hear and see him, and fail to discover that he was in the presence of one on whom nature had
set the:. seal cf transce.ndant greatness.l8
As a preacher, Campbell developed great power.

delivery he had a decided Scotch brogue.
about the pulpit and made few gestures.

In his

He seldom moved
His voice rarely

16Barton W. Stone, BiograE.'t!Y of Elder Barton ~ Stone,
(Cincinnati: J. A. and V. P. James, T847), p. 76.
17HcLean,

££· cit., p. 46.

lBrbid., pp. 28, 29.
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ever descended

bE~ 1m•1

1(;£ ty corrve:t sati.onal tone or rose

;_:;.

to strain his vccal cords.l9
,
A notea• n0aptlst

•

•

m~nLster

said to a friend at the close of

sermcn3 that it was a little
hard to ride thirty miles to hear a man preach thirty minutes.
In this example the iJe2. of being lost in \vha.t Campbell \-Jas

saying is very evident

Be said:

longc~r

th<:m that, lock at your watch.
thc1 t it had been t-v..;ro hours and
a·half. He said) "Two hours of my time are gone
and I knmv not ho:v, though w:Lde mw.ke all the time. 11
This -was no uncorn:;:ncn experience, The people \vere
so engr::>ssed w:i.th the gree.t the19e under consideration that they forgot all else.LO
It has been

On looking, he found

Nhile Mr. Campbell's style was

conversation~l

for the most part,

there '\>1ere times when he spolce ;;,7ith the utmost fervor.

Thus

one of his pupils related that at times he was a living fire
or a sweeping tornado, forcing you to forget all idea of

logical connection, and impressing upon you only the idea of
power.

At such times he spoke

'i·li

th a rapidity and fervor of

utterance t-Jhieh literally defied coping and so enchained the
mind and heart as to paralyze the hand that would otherwise
have reported every sentence.21

19west, ££·
2~cLean,

£!!.,

p. 58.

££· cit., p. 30.

21Richardson, I, 9£· cit., p. 40.
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from the pen of his biographer, Rohert Richarciso:u, who·
said:
Notr!ing l indeed, was more s trik.irl.g than his
singul2:c ability to interest his hearers in the
subject upon 't·lhich he treated. t<Jith this his own
l.!..,ind was occupied~ and being free from all thoughts
of s.:;df, here \vas in his address an entire abHc:nce
o~ egotism! an~ nothing in his del~very tc_divErt.
hJ.s att.ent'lo:n :tr:orn the therr.e on '\-Ih:.Lch he cb.SCL~:::.seo.
For the first few moments, indct:~.d 1 the hearer·
might ccntemplate his commanding fo·cm, his perfect
self~possession

and quiet dignity of manner or

Hd::ntre th12 clear .c.nd silvery tones of his thm1~)1ts ~
1.e t'tt~~I·• ~c~cc
.,.
• ' e:.
- 0::: h
~ •d
. •T
"' '
1~·,.,. .'1 .,
Wdeax
, no t'nL~g
~o~ 1 d c~0o-~L
h 1.s cha:n11.
H1.nu tes become seconds, ano hour~: ,.,;ere
conver:ted into minutes, so that the cuditor beca-c:e
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c• o:r
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tion during the longest discourse was never we2ry.
Hithout any gestures, either. emphatic or descriptive, the Bpeaker stood in the most natural an~i
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and su:;ph.c: 1 lua sentences clear and ro:r:cJ.ble.
Th£:
intonations of his clear and ringing voice ;:..;ere
admirt.'ble adapted to the sentiment, while by his
strong r:.md bold emphasis upon important -vwrds he
impa:ctr::d t:o what he said a peculiar fr.n:ce and
authorH:;r--his power "'as thus derived, not from
graceful gestm:es or actions, not from flowery
language or elaborate and glowing description,
nor :18!(~1y from logical argumentation, but from
his singular faculty of stating and connecting
facts--of producing more novel and striking com.,.
b!:z:ati~n; ,~forelate_d. t:r:t;t~s,. and o~ evo~2ing the
g_and Iu ... a-am".ntal pr~nc~p.~.es of th1.ngs.
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·Many differE:nt· pt::ople ·,'Jere impres.sed by different things
in Campbell.

What most: irap:ressed one ad:.-nirer was Campbell's

grand conception, strik.inz i,llust·.ra:tions and comprehensive
scope.

Anothe:c was .::lJ>Jed by the

f:rt~shness

o£ his thought.

Still another spoke· of clarity, simp1i.city, or new insights.
~iost

agreed with Aylet Rains 'liJh.o believed that Campbell had

more Bible knowledg~ th.an an}~ man living. 23
The etJ.emies of Campbell can also be quoted to illustrate
his effectiveness.

He apparently

people and yet even his enemies

~<;~as

see~11ed

not popular with all
to respect him for his

ability.

N. L. Rice.j the last opponent of Campbell in a debate,
late1.· wrote an artie] e against him under the title, "Alexander
Campbell's Sacrifice and Reform''.

After accusing him of iu-

sincerity and stating that his religious movement was for
monetary reasons, Rice said,

11

1Yir. Campbell is a man of more

than ordinary talents, and is possessed of considerable learning, anrl is a fine speaker and debater. 11 2.4

Robert Davidson in History of

~ Pr~~~p~

Church in

the State of Kentucky, lashed out at Campbell for leaving the

Presbyterian Church, yet he said, "He was a man of great natural

gifts, a cool head .

23Fitch,

££·

having a respectable share of learning;

cit., P• 108.

24carroll Brook Ellis, The Controversi.al Speaking of
Alexander Carnt~. ell, a dissert.:rtion, LoUisima State University,
Baton Rouge,
~ p. 3.
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· considerable· knm"1 ei..ig..:: of human ne ~x.:ce, and a keen

pole~ical

-mind. 25
The follcw.ir1g t-Jas recorded in a religious journal)

d-.1·· ct-l.'-,'0"11->sho.-1
+or· h;s o~··>to·ry \ait
~~nd
_..f_c
talent tha:t for hi.s pi. ety, he v:2ry 5oon acquired
considerable celebrity as a public speaker. . .
t:
C.·
c
d .1.or.
tn
...
:ce,.l
per ..,on,, ~,.c1.\ <_. ~e-ve •. po."'s
.. s."e
e o....;: th e
quali ti.(!B of a ::.e 1 igious demagogue than Alexander
Campbell. Elo•=J.uent in speech, adroit in argument,
wi tt.y, ar:iai tious, urwcrup~lous, and fond of public
notoriety, he succeeded, under the rncst favorable
circumstances, in acquiring a popularity which has
given,.pim considerable influence over the minds of
many. b.~
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Finally, a Baptist historian, described Campbell .:1s a man
with a powerful intellect lJhich largely predo;.ninated over h:::Ls
emotions; a lao) as being posi ti-.,;·e, unyiel dir.3, fearless and
capable of \·'Ol<.derful endurance.

Hhile not overpoli te,

Campbell;s style was characterized by a frank, open-heartedness in his speech, l-lhich was logical and had an artful

sarcasm which seldom failed to influence his hearers.27
Summarv:

We can draw only one conclusion from the material here
and that is that Alexander Campbell did exercise a great deal

of influence upon the area in which he lived.

25Robert Davidson, Hist{?"Y of the Presbyterian Church in the
State £~ Kentucky, (New Yor , 1S4"7)-,-p. 21.7+.

26F·1tCh':t

~·

.
Clt.,

p. 108.

27Thomas Armit:age, A History of the Baptist, (New York,

1889), p. 52.

I.+.?

. The quc-.tations · fr<)m mc:;n cf authcrity 'indicate· sorne of the
:Lnfluence

Carr.pb!~ll

commatJded.

Through these quotations the

chapter sicply g:i.ves more background material on Campbell and

indicates fr:rthe.1: ¥1hy Campbell is worthy of study.

CHAPTER III
Cf.J~ITBELl.. ' S PHILOSOPHY OF PUBLIC SPEAKING

The subject of tb.is chapter will be the nature of
Campbell's i.d.caL~ concerning preaching :md how he applied them

to his actual performance.

The ideas presented in this chaptE::r

w:Lll be the hasis £or further discovery in the following analyses.

The order of the chapter 't11ill follow this pattern;

Campbell's attitude to;.wrd studying public speaking; a dis-

cussio:n of the guiding principle3 of his philosophy; and a
consideration of his beliefs about organization, argument and
delivery.

The essential elements of each of these will be

discussed in order to contrast them la.ter with the methods
used in the debates.

It was Campbell'· s custom to spend a great deal of time

with young men as they prepared to preach.

Campbell once·

said:

Young orators} in the pulpit and the bar, are
more in need of instruction than childJ:en at school,
or a student at college. For if they began wrong
and con~act bad habits they seldom can cure them.l

In one of his lectures upon the subject of education, he
pointed out three fields in which college should function: (1).
physical education; (2) intellectual education; (3) religious
!Alexander Campbell, Christian Bapti·st, July, 1823 July, 1830, Seven volumes in one, {St. Louis, Missouri, no

date), p. 585.
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· and moral education

fJl'

Under the heading of

chligations.

education, h•z said:
After giving

a~"'l

analysis of the intellectual

potver--perc2pti.on, memory! reflection, imaginati .:m,
abs trac ti.on- ,~proceed to the exercise and employri'.ent
of them in the acquistion and COII'.munice..tion of knowl~dge, ~n.cludin~ logicA rhetoric, oratory, taste,
dLSCUSSlOD and Oebate.L

These quotations indicate to some extent the it1terest that

Campbell had in teaching and the importance he placed upon
speech·training.

Campbell spent much time in study, and as

many have· testified, he was an able scholHr.

He was

tent in his own life upon the need to speak well.

insis·~

Hi.s earnest

study of language and especially his Biblical study can be an
excellent example to cne who needs justification as to the
value of study.
It should be pointed out before going any further, that
Campbell does not follow any one philosophy as set forth by
earlier rhetoricians, but co:nbines several with the Biblical
ideas playing the most important part.
Conclusions about Campbell's philosophy

what he said •.

IT~st

be based on

If he did not develop an idea fully, he probably

had nothing further to say about it.3
The subject now turns to the all important aspect of Nr.
Campbell's philosophy of speaking.

The key to his philosophy

2carroll Brooks Ellis, The Controversial Speaking of
Alexander Camlbell, a dissertation: (Loui@.na State University,
Baton Rouge, 949)t p. 91.
·
3After considerable research, nothing further about his
philosophy can be located by this writer.
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in preaching and. li-...ring li'Jas built c:round sincerity, which he

thought could best be r8ached throm:h
..... naturalness.

These t•tJc

concepts are -r:;oven into the ideas tbat he illustrated.

These

two concepts cannot be limi tf.~d to his delivery only, for they
are

represente(~

in fact, his

i.n his or.ganiz.qrion and

whol~!

life..

his entire philosophy 0f

~..~se

of· argument and,

Therefore) they must be related to
spea~ing

and then related

to organizativn, argu:nent and, fi.nally, delivery.

individ~ally

Concerninoo

simplicity and naturalness he said:
The preacher must be a man of piety, and on.e who
has the instruction and salv:.J.tion of rrrankincl sincerf..:ly
at heart. He must be a man of modest and simple
manners, &nd in his 1-'ublic performance e.nd general
behavior must condu<.:t himself so as to make people
sens~ that he has their temporal :;md eternal welfare
more at heart tba.n anything else. 4
To Campbell it was not a question as to whether sincerity
came before naturalness.
side by side.

If a person

It was his opinion that they stood
vJaS

natural, there would be nothing

artificial in his manner as he related in the following:
But he who for some great, or good, or interesting
object, loses himself in the sllbject; forgets almost
his own identitys and sees or feels nothing but that
from which he speaks. His object is in his own head
and before his own eyes continually. From it he derives his inspiration, his zeal, his eloquence:. When
a speaker has an object to gain, which his understand~
ing, his conscience, his heart approve--then, and only
then can he truly be eloquent.S
4Robert Richardson, Memoirs

{Cincinnati: Standard Publisfiing
Srbid. , p. 604.

£!.

Alexan~ Cam~bell,

Co.:-Ib~J,

p.

1 8.
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In these two examplet:. :·. s found the key to Campbell's philosophy.

It was Campbell's cm1ten tion that the preacher should be as
sincere as he ;:>ossibly can and that this could only be accomplished through n::itural feeling and expression.

It was his

idea, also, that naturalness could not cmne through trying to

copy smneone else.

'lne preache:c must be himself and the message

must coo1e from him •.

•
Campbell explained his reason for reaching this conclusion
through exaffiples from the Scriptures.

This idea is illustrated

in the follmJing conversation with Raccoon .John Smith, one of
the other Restoration preachers:
He pointed to Smith the Apostolic manner: 11 Suppose
that one of·them (.Apostles) should ha.ve plied his
arms in gesticulations, stamped his feet in vehemence, and decla.re.d his testimony . . . in a loud
stentorian voice'? 11 Rather, Campbell zaid, 11 there
was cornposllre of mannfr, natural emphasis and
solerrm deliberat:ions. 0
. Campbell cont.inued this line of thought in illustrating
the manner of the New Testament preachers.

Although these are

related to delivery, they should be presented here because of

In the

the connection they have with the overall philosophy.
New Testament examples of preaching

where men

·~.spake

'that many

believed", the manner did not seem that of declamation.

There

was no pomp nor pageantry of language--no fine lights of fancy-.;;

no embellishments of the rhetorical character.?

There was no

bJohn A. Williams, Lif~ of Elder John Smith, (Cincinnati:
Standa:t"d Publishing Co., 1870), p. 133.
7Alger Morton Fitch, Alexander Campbell, Preacher gf
Reform and Reformer of Preaching, (Austin: Sweet Publishing Co.,
I97o), P.7l.
- --:--
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cadences. or impe!ssioned mannerLsm. 8

Personally, Campbell

though1: that Godly si·nceri.ty, impressiveness, earnestness
and bene·volent ardor ..,ierc essential elements of· the manner of
Christ~s

Truth) and it was that Truth that the preacher should

be trying to pre.sen t. 9
With the ideas of- sincerity and naturalness in mind,

Y.!e

now turn to the specific topics of organization, argument «nd
delivery.
Organizat ior!:
Campbell was aware of the importance of planning the
material and then foU.md.ng that plan.

It was his conviction

that the arguments and evidence should be arranged so that
the audience l-Jould have a chance to make up their ovm minds
about the material.

It was his philosophy that each argument

he planned to present should be laid out e.nd nurnbered, so th.at
the audienc.e would not bec::>me lost.

Campbell related the

following about organization:
A sermon should be composed -with regularity
and unity of design> !3o that all its parts may·
have a mutual and natural connection ax!d it should
not consist of many heads, neither should ·it be
very long.lO
·
Campbell seemed to say to put your plan out so that it is
natural and the transitions from one point to the other is
Brbid.

9Ellis, 2E· cit., p. 96.
lOaichardson, I, 22· cit., p. 138.
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natural and ther.

-pt·oce.~d

to

discG3~3

each of these in relation

to the other.

In discussing C~n:1pbell r f, philosophy of argument, one must

take into consideration th.::..t Campbell was never very explicit
as to just what constituted a.n argument.

j:'or purposes of

analysisj it can be generally asserted that an argument is the
statement of a definite contention supported by various kinds
of evidence to prove the valid1ty of the contention.

Campbell

did relate three concepts that are relative to th:Ls discussion.
They are: (1) that: your nrgurnent should be complete and fully
supported; (2) your argumer1t should be illustrated by the use

of the root meanings of words; and finally, (3) the audience
should be considered in the selection cf material to be pre-

sented.

As these three concepts cover his use of argument

and evidence, the method shall be explorE:·d with these concepts

in mind.
During the Great Revival which had p·ceceded the preaching
career of Mr. Campbell, it had become popular to pick a particular text or even a word and spend the entire amount of time
on that text, completely ignoring the context of the passage.
Campbell-had much to say about this sort of "textual preaching".
In an article headed, "Text and Textuary Divines," he fully
explains -what he meant by the term

11

text11

:
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I would r.:ithc:r; derive the tt:::rri'l di!~ectly from
tlu: Greek ved.> l; ti..xtd', beget or bring forth,
t·Jhich t::.::xc::..s or tc{~us night ingeniously formed,
and this might be translat<::d as egg, or something
pregnan~ ~;~th ~~f~, ;;hi.ch btlm"'s of sermonizing

becoille

d

~~11 gro~n

sermon. 1

of words frar!.l

He is indicating that one should take the

mc~aning

the original text and try to discover

complete meaning

rat~her

than something partial.

th~

This applies to his stateme:.:1t

that he was in favor of presenting matertal completely and
intelligently for the audience.

Particularly in the Christi3n

--·-----

B'::£_tist, Campbell made war in humorous fashion against what he
called the

''·~cextuaries'':

A ct:.rtai.n textuary did take from hts text the
"10rds of a wicked servant \·.1hn told the Lord, "Yon
are an Austere rnr.:rn. 11 This v1as the text. The
preacher could not spell very \vell > and he made
it, rrYou are an Oyster mari. 11 But the n1is£ortune
was that he used his whole doctrine on the word
oyster, in his exordium, he told the audience that
his object v7as to show how fitly the Saviour was
compared to an oyster man or oyster catcher.
Accordingly, his method v}c'1S: (1) to shm..-r the coincidenct-~ or resemblance betv1een his Saviour and an
oyster man; (2) to point out how suitably oysters
represent sinners; (3) to demonstrate how beautifully the tongs which the oyster man uses to take
up oysters represented ministers of the Gospel;
(4) to prove that the man's boat was a fit emblem
of the Gospel .:md a Gospel church, into which the
oysters, or sinners, are put when caught or converted. Hia fifth head I have forgotten, but
perhaps it was to show how the cooking and eating

llchr1·st~~n
~~'- Bapt1·st ,

£E·

•t
~·

' p. 145 .
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of oysters

rep'resE~nted

the mc:magement and disci-

pline of those sinners caught be the ministers of
r:he Gospel. He concluded l"~ th a few pra{:tical
hints accord:inE'-' to custom.12
Campbell felt that this type of preaching limited the subject
and the preacher.

He saw the need to discLJ::;s the entire p2ssage

and net just a portion.

It t·Jas Campbell r s opinion that thit-;

type of pl·eaching put t,'1o much P.illphasis upon -::he man and not
the Bible.
that the one

Also, a preacher was more apt to make the mistake
desc·.~.·ibed

above did make.

Hith this in mind, it

was Campbell's practice to preach upon such topics as: "The

Suffering Christ," "The Law, 11 "Jesus as the Son of God," and
uSalvation. 11 13
The second concG.pt under argument and evidence had to do
~ith

the use of proper language and tr,ost

of the ancient language.

impor~antly

In using this concept Campbell saw

a need to go to the root of a word and relate its
the very beginning.

the use

rnean~ng

from

He illustrated his idea in the following:

The preacher must be well· instructed in the
morality and religion, and in the original tongues
in which the Scriptures are vJritten, for without
them he can hardly be qualified to explaig Scriptures or to teach religion and morality.
·
·

12 rhid. , p. 203.
13Archibald HcLean, Alexander CamEbell as
Rapids: Baker Book House;1955), p:---25.

14Richardson, I,££· cit., p. 138.

_§!

Preacher, (Grand
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Campbell further
words in the

~ice

t:al~~2d·

abQnt. the:!

:Lr.iportt:nl.C(~

of the meaning of

debate "t;ohen he said:

•fhe meaning of a vwrd is ascertained by the
usage of those -vn:i ce·rs an~ speakers~ ~hose knowledge and aequirem<~nts have ~nadc the.111 m:...sters of:
their m1n lenguage. From this class of vouchers,
we derive most o:t our knowled2,12 o£ Holy ~,lrit.l5

Campbell was much impressed with the validity of the ancient
language and the importance a word played.

The third concept under argument haci to do with the ability
to apply the lessons to a particular audience.

Campbell seemed

to think thiE> was important in forming the f'lrgmnents to be used
and then in the applying of supporting material.

Under this

heading he advised young men to:

First of all, ascertain the stature of the mind
or the amount of information which his audience may
possesf as the foundation on which his talk '\vould be
built. 6
This example seems to be indicative of the type of instruction
that is found in his philosophy.

Campbell

~tressed

the_ impor-

tance of the preacher working within the framework of basic

principles to present arguments and evidence on the knovJledge
level of the audience.

..
He continues to speak: on this idea in

the following:

15tUexander Campbell and Robert Owen, The Evidence of
a debate, (Nashville: McQuidoy-PublisfiingCo.,
I946), p.
.
ChristianiS~'

16christian Baptist,

£E·

cit., p. 213.
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This concept seems to follow the general theme of Campbell's
philosophy, that i.s the i.Eq::·ox·tance of speaking so that the
audience tvil1 have total understu.nding.
These th1:-e•.:! concepts \vill be the basis for conclusions
reacheCl concerning Campbc1.1' s use of

argun1r;:-mt

and evidence.

Delivery:
The final catego:;.y to be discussed under the genex:al head··

ing of naturalness is the delivery that Campbell advocated.
This refers primarily t:o the physical method of delivery.

Huch

of what has been said about sincerity and naturalness applies
directly to this concept as well as the cm1cepts of organization and argument, but there is additional il:.formation that
only deals with delivery.
Campbell advocated what might be called today a conventional
style of delivery.

He looked at preaching as a dialogue,

rather than a monologue.

As mentioned earlier, Campbell felt

that this type of delivery was a superior mode of speaking.
Concerning this, Campbell reasoned:
17Alexander Campbell, Millenia! ~arbinger, 1830-1850,
Bethany, West Virginia, p.-r40.
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Our WDrds react upon themselves e1ccoj:ding to

their itJportance and hence,
up t:o ;;; pathos, fervor, and
mysterious sound of our own
as that of oth~rs, to which
ascended without it. Hence

"\ve

are sometime;:; '•)rought

ecstacy indr:!ed, by the

voices :.1por~ ourselves,
he never could have
the superi8r eloquence
of exter:1poraneous speaking ove-:: thnt of tho;:;t: ~·1ho
read or recite what they have ccoly or deliberately
thought at some tir12e and in some oth2r placc::-;.18

Campbell reasoned th2.t you could not read a manuscr:ipt iT'

conversation to your friends in the parlc(.;.

Fhy, then:- not

talk face to face., eye to eye and hea.rt to heart w:Lth the

audience'? 19
Campbell gave additional support for this type of preach-

ing in the following:
Let the preacher, therefore, ace us tom hiE1sel£
to articulate slmdy and deliver the -;.;ords \•7ith
a distinct voice, and without art].~icial &ttitudes
or motions or other affectations. :Z(;

In this example Campbell shows further dept?-ndence upon the

natural speaking style, being always careful to impress upon the
preacher the importance of talking slmlJ enough for the audience
to understand.

Finally, under delivery, Campbell further illustrated
naturalness in his opposition to the idea of trying to model
yourself completely after others and speaks of this in the
following:
18Fitch, £2· cit., p. 73.
19rbid. , p. 7 5.

20aichardson, £2· cit., p. 138.
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I do think tha:t na t:u~'2 .. -:.vhr:::l £ollmved, is 3
better teacher· of eloquence than Longi.rJL1S or all

the Gre<".:ian and Roman models.

'\
A
:

Himics r.ever cart

excel except in being mimics,. The·.ce i.s more true
gracefl! lness and dignity in a Epe;:~ch pronounced
in the na. tur a l tone of your vci.ce) a.nd in the
natural l~ey, 'J,t:han in all the studied mimicry of
mere actors . ._,.L

~

"'

'

\

Campbell was against anything artificial 2nd it see:rr;,s that
tb.is laGt auot<ltion sums up his feeling in 21.:1 e:ff·2Ct:i.ve

These are the main concepts of Hr. Campbell's philosophy
as he sa.H and taught them.

In surrimati::m, Campbell

emphasi.zi.~d

the importance of naturalness in speaking and all ths..t he said
conc:E:r.ning org.s.niza ti.on,
that philor,ophy.

argum~2nt

and delivery are built: .2round

Campbell was much in favor of an orga"L"!.ized

ma::.1ncr of speaking, H:Lth much logical evidence of a vaiid
nature.

He was also against artificiality in

p~eaching.

These

ccncepts \vill noh be applied to the debates &nd conclusions \llill
1

be dr.a'i.vn as to Campbell 1 s ability to follc'i.v them.

2lchristi.an BaEtist, op. cit., p. 585.

CHAPTER IV
/,.NALYSIS OF TEE

CA1'1}.?BELL~·OHEN

DEBATE

FevJ events in the long public cc-"..reer of P,lexander Ca:n1pbell

brought him the anive::...·sal public acclaim and popularity which
he attained in 1829 through his defense of Christianity
against the assaults of Robert o-.--1'2n.

The skeptical 0\ven

had gained an international reputation as a socialistic :reformer, phil an th1.·opis t, and opponent of Christianity; e.nd
\\~hen

he established a

11

city of mental .. i.ndependence11 at New

Harmony, Indiana, he· contributed materic;.lly to the growth of

general skepticism throughout the United States.

In under-

taking to uphold the divine origin of Christianity against
the attacks of 0;-.Jen, Alexander Campbell became innnediately,

though temporarily, the champion of all American churches:
At the conclusion of the discussion, Aruerican Christianity,

both Protestant and Catholic, owed its erstwhile critic a
debt of gratitude.l
The debate between Campbell and Owen, conducted in
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 13-21, 1829, is the first of Campbell's
major debates; hmvever, it did not find him a complete novice
in the field of religious polemics.

Earlier he had represented

the Baptist Church in two discussions 1•Jith Presbyterian ministers,
John Walker in 1820, and \-1. L. Hacalla in 1823.

These

lBill J. Humble, ~~g;?_ell and Controver§_Y~ (Fiorida
Christian College: Old Pat:ns Bo~C!ub, I952)) p. 78.
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di~H~ussions are not su

imp1.)rtant as Hr. Campbell's three major

dabates in which he met skepticism, Catholicism and
Presbyterianism; and though· they me.ri.t consideration, they ma.y

be studied more logic::tlly as a background for the ether major
debates in -;vhich he was involved. 2

Our purpose in this chapter will be to discuss the events
and ba.ckground involved in this deb.:::tte and th.cn to investigate
the debate in further attempting to discover just hm-1 Alexands:r:
Cmnpbell practict;:d his speech philosophy.

Looking into these

debates will give us a first-hand viet-J of some of the only
original mate:':i<Rl of Campbell that is avail.olble.
the chapter will be as follmvs:

The order of

a discussion of the background

and setting of the debate, a discussion of Campbell's opponent:;
and an analysis of the debate it,a.e:tf.

be covered:

The follmving areas will

organization) arguments and delivery.

Each of

these areas will be discussed in the form of a summary with
some examples to illustrate the points.

The chapter \vill

conclude with some general observations comparing Campbell's
speaking with his philosophy.
The editions of the Orwen debate used in this study were
published by the ?>icQuiddy Publishing Company in Nashville,

'

2L~e Ashby, In~luence of Alexa~ ~mp9.e11 Upon the
Se arat~ 2.~ QJ.scipfe~ and BaEtiEts j.n Ke~£~ck , Dissertation,
Lex~ngton: University of Kentucky, 1948), p. 6 .
.

0
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Tennessee, in 19l<-6. 3

The debe.te .,..12 s

by Dr. Carrell Ellis and found to be

As wag stated

~.:trli.er,

an ori.glv.al
., 1
-"
.,
l.c.e.n~,...r.ca.L

•
~n

text. 4

Alc:::xande:c Campbell used the

of Christianity and also to fight t.1:1osc ideas that he felt
v1ere in error.

Campbell exercised

cc~nplE:te

contr.o:L over the

paper and v;;rote the majority o£ t:he cx:ti.clE:s.

Because he .,.,7as

so vitriolic i.n print, he received many repli.es.

He estab-

lished the policy of allm1ing c..ny per sen to c..Jntribu te to
the paper, but he exercised the rir;ht to resp:n.t.d to any
article

publishE~d.

Thus, Cam.pbell entered into a controversy

with the religious groups on the

It \vas in this

way, while attempting to deliver Christianity from its avowed
friends, that he almost inadvertantly

c.:;.ri<2

into contact vlith

its professed enemies--the skeptics.

Upon opening the pages of his p3.p,':!r to others, Campbell
received numerous articles f:com skeptics.

e.ntered into many controversies with them.

Because of this, he
These controversies

3Alexander Campbell and Robert O~·;en, The Evidence of
a debate, (Nashville: NcQuiddy PuDiishingCo.,
1946), Referred to hereafter as the Campbell-0\,Jen debate.
Christianit;x~

4carroll Brooks Ellis, The _Col!.~et;Eial SEeaking of
Alexander ~amEbel~, a dissertation: Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University, 1949), p. 12.

5Ellis, £E· cit., p. 106.

were climaxed bj five

e~;says

eu ti tl~..~d,

Deism _,...,
and -the Social
----·
--
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B-_~.t. Owen. and the

Svstem.6

-.ct~------.,_

Campbell had ne:tther a rnaj or obj ecti.on to the mere
cooperative a:;:rangem..ents of 0.-H:::n 1 s system, nor to CA'Ven

personally.

In fact, he Haid:

Nr. Owen has Ht:tnwted much attenU.on to this
country ns well as in Btito.in from the singularity
of his vicv;s, and the benevole!1t nature of his
efforts for. th~~ amelioration of society. He has
afforded cvid,.::::nce of men tal independence never
perhaps surpassed before. Hi::: talents, education~
fortune, and extraordinary zeal in the prosecution
of his f.:worite obj 12ct, entitle him t'J a liberal

share of public respect.7
Yet, Campbell did not: hesitate to condenm CMen 1 s attitude
toward religion. 8

An unrtamed citizen of Canton, Ohio, wrote Campbell requesting that he accept a challenge issued by Dr. Underhill,
the leader of a Communal Society at

Kendal~

Ohio.

Campbell

refused to accept the invitation, but replied that he \\'ould

debate with Owen:

As to this Doctor Underhill, he is too obscure
to merit any attention from me on the atheism or
deism of his philosophy. If I lived in the neighborhood v1ith him, and should he throw himself in
my \vay, I might find it my duty to either kill him,
or break a lance over his steep cap. But to go out
of my way to meet such a gentleman would be rather
6christian Baptist, pp. 327, 3l~3, 357, 364, 373. (Complete
source. in the Introduction).
7 Ibid~ ,. p. 327.
8Ibid., p. 328.
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·incompatible ~-:ith my vie\•'S o£ propr:L2ty.
If hi.s
~,f~• "
nob''>'~t 0"'·'['•1
~,; ·1• ')
D"'T''O'e to
great rrla ,~te"\~ "'.:...J"
.!:\.
'-~l..:;J"-'-_:_~
debate the t.>hole system of his moral a:nd religious
philosophy ~ith me, if he ~ill pledge h~nself to
prove 2.ny position affirmative of his .atheistical
sentiments as they lie scattered mle:r. the pages of
the Ne~v Ha:rrr.ony G-D.zette--- if he '.dll engage to do
this cooly and dispass.i.orw.tely in 2 regular 2nd
systenv3.tic debate, to b2 raodera.ted by a competent:
tribunul, I will eng2.ge to. tHke the negative and
disprove all his affirmative pos~Lti.ons in a public
debate to be holden any place equi-distant from him
and me.9
.

.t

..;>

.&.... '

\..;.L

., ..

::.;.

:,

.... ....,..

.......

At approxime1tely the time of Campbell's refusal to meet
Dr.

Underhill~

Robert

0;·1en

delivered a s..:ries of lectures in

New Orleans en his sociul sys terr..

In. his talks he made fre-

O;veu o.ccused the clergy of mis-

quent assaults on religion.

representing his views and issued a challenge to discuss
publicly or privately their differences.lO

Orleans' clergy saw fit to

r~spond

to

~wen's

None of the Nelv

challenge, but

upon learning of it, Campbell immediately addressed a letter
to Owen proposing a debate.ll

Through further correspondence, .

the debate was agreed to and a conu11itteE: was set to work to
find a suitable place for the contest.
In this debate, Campbell had for an opponent a man of
international prominence.

Owen's fame, however, was not due

to his ability as a debater, nor d{d it rest upon his skill as

9

' .
Ibid., P• 208.

lOEllis, QQ. cit., p. 109.
llchristian Baptist, p. 433·. · · Campbell gave the entire
challenge and said, 11 It seems this challenge was published
several times in the New O".cleans papers."
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a public

speak~r.

His eagerness fer oral debate

~as

probably

stimulated by the spirit of the American Frcntier.12

Yet, one

of his biographers says of him:

He was far too intent on stati.ng his own case,
at ino:tdinate length.., t:o pay any atte;;.tion to his
opponent.
CJ;ven regarded a debate sintply as
affording a pla t£orm fro:Il \.vhich he could repca t
his uD'lr.n:ying vc:::..·sion of the truth.
He was most
persuo.sive as a lecturer \-1ben he had the platform
to himsc:J.f, but he WcLS ah;ays 't>1 .:tS ted in debate. 13
Robert QI:.Jen

\J<J.S

born Hay 1A, 1771, in Newton,

Nontgomerysbire., a rem::>te little tmvn of Central Hales.
Largely self-educated~l4 he left home at the age of nine and
made a fortune in
fan,.t,.·-

c~rr.Ie
._.__

te~ctile

manufacturing.

Both his wealth and

1 Scot .lana· '
to '-·i•.,·l
.•1hl"l__.. ,,
l1·v~u-1
n0;1.r
Gl.asr.-oT,
u_ T
"·
~ he
-·
~
--~'-L> ,.,

~-1'ne1·r.
...
·"'

he \vas part mmer as \vell as manager oj: N2to1 Lanark Hills for
twenty-eight years.

Perhaps he \·nts one of the first at

~:he

beginning of the Industrial Revolut"ion to be more concerned
with men than machines.

He was a leader in the fight for

factory reforw, and gradually transformed. the NetoJ Lr:mark M:Llls

into the mos-:: successful establishment of the day in human as
well as in ccirrrrnercial results,l5

12Ellis,

£2· cit., p. 111.

13G •. D. H. Cole, Robert CAven,
Co., 1925), p. 225.

(Boston: Little, Brown and

14Robert O;ven, The Life of Robert Owen, (New York: G. Bell
and Sons, Ltd., 1920);

15rbid., p. 6.

p-:--L;.-
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from

turr~ed mn~y

·Owen, :reared in a Christian .atr-<osphere 1

all religions because of his disgust ove.r se<.::.tarian differences,
After his success with the Lanark Hills, he formulated a scheme
UtoEi~.E

for a

Scc:iety.

Because he felt that religion was the

only obstacle to the establishment-of his new society, he
attacked all religions with vehemence.16
In 1825, he attempted to make a practice-d application of

some of his theories in the United St:ates.

From thE: Rappites

he purchased Harmony, an estate of some 30,000 acres in Posey
County, Indiana, on the banks of the Habash River.

From 1825

to 1829, he spent most of his time in America directing
Harmony, as he renamed it.

Even though the experiment

.

Ne~\1

I,Jas

not

the success which he had anticipated, he continued to predict
a new social order.

After 1829, he returned to England, 't.Yhere

he became a strong political figure among the \vorking classes

in the trade unions and co-operatives moveme~ts.l7
Setting of the Debate:
Arrangements were made to conduct the debate in Cincinnati,
Ohio and the many preparations were begun.

Isaac C. Burnett

was elected temporary chairman and Richard Fosdick was appointed
temporary secretary of the citizens who were making the arrangements.

It had been hoped that a Presbyterian church, the

16J. J. Haley, Debe$E. ~at Made Histor~,

Christian Board of
l7 Ibid. , p. 6 .

Publ~cat~on, ~TI),

p. 7 .

(St ... Louis; ..
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but
its minister, Dr. Uilson, ref:.Jsc-,d hLs

perrnis~ion.

Hrs. Francis

Trollope, vlho attended the debate, 'i-.rrote in her book,

P<?m~sti<:_

Han.ners of the AnY:ric2.ns:
. . . l·Jhatever confidence the learning and
piety <'£ Hr. Cau:pbell might tw.vc :Lnspi.red in his
fr~tends or in the Cincinnati Cbrist:Lans in general,
it l:Ja.s not, as it app2a:ced, suffi.cient to induce Yrr.
"1:112,
t
t-tll<.:.
......_, 1]-:
.. •'":...·}"~rJ-r_\,-.-.! . . . ., .... - "N-~j"\·1-..f c.f'"/',_,_,.
~
•J .-·.
i a'T.,:
vL
'-' '-'r•,
;. c• C ,., .J) L'- J.. .1 .• ~ ...1. ""~h "· v •. '-·.1.
0.f~ 1-l
...1 <.:.
.t c.r 0 1:.: :::> C
church in tovJn, to perwit the display of them
within its walls. This refusal ~as greatly repro()'.:1

,,•

and much regretted, as the curiosity to hear
~
d'lScuss~on
.
. generf:!L- an'--l no oth er e d'.C'
tne
was very
l.Llce
offered so much accomodation.18

bated~

Hr. Campbell remarked that Dr. Hilsc:n "t'iith his cLJstomary
liberality had refused the citizens of Cincinnati the use of a
building 1·lhich they had helped erect.19

Cincinnati Hethodists

readily granted the use of their laxgcst building with a seat-

ing capacity cf abollt.: 1,"200.20

Hhen Campbell and Owen arrived in Ci.ncinnati, all of the
preparations had been made except the selection of the modera-

tors.

Campbell appointed Issac G. Burnett, Samuel W. Davis)

and Major Daniel Gano.

Owen selected Timoti.1y Flint, Colonel

Francis Carr and Henry Starr.
Reverend Oliver Spencer.

These six in turn chose the

Burnett

1~as

elected to serve as

chairman of the debate, that is, to p1:-cside over the meeting. 21

18Francis Trollope, Domestic Manners of the Americans,
(London: Dodd, Mead and c0:-~-TIJ?J2}, p. "1257 19Christian J?~Et_~st:, £1?.· sit., p. 552.

20Humble, -~· ci~., p. 93.

21Ellis, .2£· cit., p. 116.
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Nothing \.;as said in the

pr~C:li:.r.:Lnary

the duties of b1.e moderators.

proceedings concerning

It is apparent, hm\lever, that they

did not aid t:he debators, but served as a committee to see that
both the. spe.aker and the audience rnaintained the proper order.

On several occasions they interrupted o-wen, telling him he
was off the subject.
•
'
an op1• rn.o:n
on

r-...
\J\.\1en

'

Campbell appealed to them t':·iice to ghre

s managernen t · o.:.(: h.
• ~s argurnen t-s an d. f.1.na 11.y

asked permission to coo.u:luct his part of th~ case as he sav: fit.
The moderatoxs alvnqs acted with extreme caution, couching
their decisions in "over-polite language."22
Carrrpbell had accepted the p1:oposi tions included in O~ven' s
challenge.

In his letter to the New Orleans clergy,

not stated c: formal debate proposition, but nerely
which he \·las willing to defend.

~ven

~ave

points

Nevertheless, the follovling

four topics became· the proposition for the debates:
1.

Th?t all the r~ligions of the 1·10rld have been
fornK;;d on ignorance of mc:mkind.

2.

That they have been, and are, the real sources
of vice, distm.ion, and misery of every description.

3.

That they are now the only real bar to the
formation of a society of virtue, intelligence,
sincerity and benevolence.

4.

That they can no longer be maintained except
through the ignorance of the mass of R~ople, and
the tyranny of the fe-.;v over the mass. :Z..:S

22

had

rbid.~ p. 111.

23christian Baptist, £2· cit., p. 433.
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ThroughoLlt the debate, CM€n was to be the affirmative and
Campbell was to occupy t~1e negative position.

It was arranged

that e::ich disputant should spe<lk alternately half an hour or
less, but could spec:,k longer vJith the consent of the woderators.

Each day there were to be raorning nnd z_fternoon sessions

were to occupy 2pproxirJately two hours each.

j

which

The discusf.:icn

began on Monday, April 13, 2.nd continued through April 21, 1829. 2l:.
Cv;·::en opened the discussion and h:Ls appearance and attitude.
have been descri.t£d by Timothy Flint, e. prominent

t·~estcrn

17linister ";-;how. O...;oer.J had chosen as a mcderator:
Every one hcJ!2 seen the face or the print of the
benevolc11t social cosmopolite, the Welsh philosopher.) whose strm1.g<=: taste it is to \vaTtder cvr.;;r the
wo:dd~ bestm·;~ing vast sums in cha:city, and to obtain
in return, an ample harvest of vtlif:i.cc..':.ti.on and
abuse.
He was dressed in Quaker plainaess; wearing
his customary~ unde.ent:ed, self-possessed, good
natured face, surmounted, as iilost people know, \'Jith
an intellectual rudder of almost portentous ampli..,
tude, that might ·Hell h.:1ve been deemed an acquiation
in a pilgrimage to the promontory of noses. From
each side of this prominent index of mental power,
beamed such c:m incessant efflux of checrfulness, as
might \vell shame, in comparison, the sour and 5ristful
visage of many an heir of hope of immorality. 2

OWen devoted his opening address largely to the background
of the debate, adding that he had discovered certain principles
of human nature

\~·h:i.ch ,.~ould

abolish religion, marriage and

unneceSsqry private property when unde~s.tood and applied. 26

24~·}en, Robert 0"wen' s opening speech, p. v.

25Humble, ££· cit. , p. 94.
26 rbid.

· The appea.r.nnce c£ Campbell

HS
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he opened his portion of

the debate is likevd. . sE: described by Flint:

The ch:~valrous champion of the covenant is a
citizen of Bethany) ne8r Wheeling, in Virginia;
a gentleman, \ve should thi1Jk b~;! t>·Jesn thirty and
forty, with a J.ong face, a rather smell head, of
a sparklir.g, l:u:ight., and cheerful countenance, and
fi.nely .:lrche:~d f:Jrehee;d; in the ea:ruest vigor of
youth, and '\vith the very first sprinl:.:.li.ng of \vhite
on .his crcMn. He wore an aspect, as of or1e. \"ho had

words both ready and inexh3ustible, and as possessed
o f the sxcellent grace of perserverance . , . 27
Campbell's f:Lr st address, the only one \ihich he prepared
prior to the debate and read from manuscJ:ipt, \l]as an eloquent
plea for the C1Yr.istian 1.eligior:..

Ass;~rt:Lng

that there

\-~as

sufficient evidence to convince any rational being of the
divine origin of purity, he eulogi.ze(l the Christicm virtues
of love, mercy, humility, and purity, and contrasted the indescribable joy produced by the prorn:Lses of the Bible with
the gloom of an eternal death, the only future of the
unbeliever.23
There is ample evidence to show that the audience and the
debaters were very kind to one another.

Flint said the follow-

ing concerning the size and behavim: of the .crowd:
. . . During the eight days that the discussion
lasted, the church was uniformly crm.vded, seldom
admitting all the spectators. We all felt that

2 7 Humb 1 e , · £E..

28 rbid.

ci t . ,
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order and entire decorousness of observance during
the \vhole debate. Although the far greater proportion was profcss~:d Christians, at!d no sr.1all part
of the stricter class, they received with invinci.ble
forbei:'n:.:::.nce, the fr.:mk and sarcastic remarks of Mr.
Oi11en in r:t.clicu1e of the rc.ost sacred articles of
Christian belie£.29
After the discussion concluded, 0".-Jen published a book
which contained his opening and closing speeches, and a

chapter called "General Observo.tions R2lati.ve to the Discussion."

In this he courrnented as follmJs:

It was the first ~ublic discussion that the
world has ev2r pcrmi ttcd ~.;ri th ::my degree of fairness, to take place beb·J·::.en thr-; Ol'thoclrJx faith of
any country and a well k•w~.;rn open. nnd decided
cppoac.::n:. 'l.'he cr~d.i t of this first subm::Lssion to
truth and common sense is due to the United States
in general, an.ci to the population of the city of
Cincinnati in particular. No audience could conduct themselves with more order, decorum <tnd
fairness than was exhibited on this occasion. 30

Thus, we have the background of the Campbell-Owen debate.
This background will lead into the analysis of the debate.
The extensive analysis in this paper will be from Campbell's
point of view, with some reference to
This section

\~ill

(};~en

from time to time.

include Campbell's method of organization,

argument and deliver:y within the ·context of the debate and
then the contrast between those ideas and the philosophy
Campbell advocated.
29Ellis, ~-E· cit., p. 120.
30awen,

££·

cit., p. 147.
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Analy_sis of t!:e ...P~e~-~~~~-:

In begi:l'ln:i.ng ths L-tn&.lysJ.s of th.s dci:·ate) it
out that

OAe:n

lm.Js·c

be pointed

cU.d not st:::tte the propositions of the debate and

did not present supportive arguments.

Instead, he spent most

of his time reading a manuscript as to e.e nature of his

n.(::\\1

social system and on his opposition to religion.
In his

introd~ctory

speech, Campbell marked out the

general idea which he thought the controversy should take,
but he added, "It devolves upon my 8pponc.nt to lead the v1ay,
and upon me to follm-7, "31

Apparently C<?.m~·hell desired Ot7cn

to state the main issues and ;qished to pla.y the p:1rt of the
negative by presenting contentions in rcf:..ttatiou.32

CampLe.ll

also pressed <X·Jen as to the necessity of excluding il:relcvant
matter.

He said, "If the truth is to be E.:l:i..cited, for the love

of truth let us close the door against the admission of all
extraneous and irrelevant matter .ti33

Campbell also insisted

upon a definition· of terms, stating,

11

ThE~re

can be no deve-

lopment of logical truth without the nicest precision and
co-intelligence in the use of terms. n34·

Furthermore, he

insisted that there must be a logical relationship between

31Ellis,

££· cit., p. 123

32ca~pbell-~Jen Debate,££· cit., p. 12.
33rbid., p .. 25.

34ibid.
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ti ens \iih:tch he i.ntenf:s to
allega.ta and the affi.rmzxive oroDosi.
prove by them) he necessarily

~mposes

upon himself as

~ell

as

thE: audience. 11 35

In spite of Campbell's insistence, a~d the occasional
in te::cruptic:n of the wodera tors, Qven continued to ignore his

arguments vlere cc.:n tcred around wh01. t he Cc1lled

u

t.:·i·J•?lve flmda.-

mental laws," .,.\,hich he someU.mes referred. to .ns nJJivine Facts"
or

11

Hha tever he cal lee~ them, he clung to

True Principles. 11

them tenaciously.

They were as follov<S:

1.

That Dan, at his birth, is ignorc:•.r;. 1:·: of eve1:·ything
relative to his mm o~cg,:Inizati.on) and that he has
n~t ~een perGti tt.ed to ~rc;a te the> sJ. ~ghtes c p.a:~
or l:us natural propensl. t1.es, fac•.JJ t~es o:r qtlZ.L J..ties, physical or mental.

2.

That r:to b·.Jo infants, at birth, have yet been
.. _.. ._ org~~]·7-0i~"
.
.....
... ,
kno;,•n to possess precisely the S c~rn·~
, .. ,t-,l·i1 ··~ ·tLlo
p'~-1··~·
men•·a]
and
mor<~l d1f:t:er~nc8 s
. L . ......
l )
.,·cal
...
'
.w.. · 1 t....
..
.· .l.
bebJeen all infants are formed 'vithout their
knowledge or ·~·Jill.
:o.i.._:.~,_..-::;~l,..

~....

3.

..._ .J.... t~-·

-..~~.

~

That each individual is placed, at birth:, wi.thou<:
his knm.;ledge or co;.;, sent, ·within circumstances,
which, acting upon his pccul iar o:::ganiza tion, :.mpress the genera! character of those circumstances
upon the infan::.~ child and man. Yet, that the
. influence of those circumstances is, to a dE:!gree,
' f ' d ioy trw
'
.
.
mo d_J._:\e
pecu 1'J.c:r natur.:1 1 oq;an:Lz<ltl.on
oi~
each individua1.

35 rbid., p. 24.
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4.

in:far.t: has the pov.1 er of deciding at
what period of time or in what p~rt of the
• . . coree 1nto
.
.
f w~om
1
wor '1 a' h,e .snalL
ex~stence; o
he sh.:,ll be bi.)rn, in r.-;hat disti11ct religion
he 5hall be trained to believe, or by what
'Jl1f1t

other
from

110

circumst~nces

b~rth

he shall be

s~rrounded

to death.

5.

That each indbridual iB so created, that -vJhen
young, he may be. made to r2ceive irnpressions,
to p-coduce eiLh-2r true :.tdeas or false notions,
' . l or 1DJUr1ous
...
hl-'
an d 'cene.f1c1a
au1ts, an d to retain the;u w:Ltb great tenacity.

6.

Thc:t each ir.di.vidual is so crec:.te{3. that he
must be.lieve according to the strongest impressions that .~re made upon his feelings
and o~h1::r faculties, 'tvhich his belief, in no
case, depends upon his will.

7.

That each individual is so crr::!ated that he
must l:i.ke that which is pleasant to him, or
that which produces agreeable sensations on
his individual organization, and he must dislik·?. that 'which creates in him unpleasant and
disagreeable sensations; while he cannot discov<:"'r, previous to experience, vJhat those
sensations should be.

8.

That f!.Jch individual is so created that the
sensations mcHle upon his organization, although
plea2ant and delightful at their com'l:tencement

and f:o:r: some duration, generally become, \Jhcn
continued beyond a certain period, ~vithout
change, disagreeable and painful; while on the
contrary, when too rapid a change of sensations
is made on hi[, organization, it dissipates,
weakens, and otherwise injures his physical)
intellectual and moral powers of enjoyment.

9.

That the highest health, the greate~t progressive
improvements, and the most permanent happiness_
of each individual depend, in a great degree,
upon the proper cultivation of all his physical,
intellectual and moral faculties and parts of
his nature being duly called into action, at
their proper period, and temperately exercised
according to the strength and capacity of the
individual.
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10.

That the individual is made to possess a.nd to
•
'
l
.
acqu1re
tne
worst c~aracter,
wnen 1'
tlS organlzation at birth has be2n coG":po~!lded o£ the most
inferior propensities, fa.:ulties and qualities
of our common nature, and when s~1 organizc=d, he
has been plac<.=d, from birth t::~ d2.a th, amid the
most vicious or worst circumstances.
'J

11.

That the ind:i.vi.dual is mude to pc,ssess and to
acqui~e a_medium character, ~hen hi~ original
organ1zatlon has been createa s~perlor 1 and
when the circumstance3 which surround him fr0m
birth to death produce continued vicious or.
unfc.vore.ble impressions.
Or \·Jh,;:n h:Ls organization has been formed of inf:eri.o::r:: materials and
the circumstances in which he has been placed
from birth to death a:?~e of a character to product superior impressions only. Or ;;~hen th!:";re
has been some mixture of good and bad qualities
in the original organization, a:~d when it has
also been placed, through .life, in various circumstances of good and evil. This last compound
has been hitherto the cornmon lot of mankind.

12.

That the individual is r;~ade the !;mst superior of
his species when his original organization has
been compounded of the best proportions of the
best ingredients of \\lhich hLJrr~;.1 nature is formed
and 'tv hen the circumstances, or la\.oJS) ins titutions and customs in ~hich he i~ placed, are
all in unison with his nature.36

O.ven's primary concern was not to attack religion directly
but rather to prove that his "11velve Fundr.r.mental Principlesn

were true.

His proof consisted mainly of repetition with a

few logical arguments of support.

Toward the en.d of the dis-

cussion, when Owen was considering the laws again, Campbell

36rbid., p. 22£.
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laws
should not be cmm:ent(::d on more tha!l ele·ven times in c.ll. "37
()v;Jen did, however, go over them once more, nl.':tking !:\"Vel ve in

all. 38

After C.:.:::nt.=-!::211 bt:came convince C. that

0\1'2!1

'\'JOU1d not

define the issues of the propositions as he sm-1 them, nor
discuss the p.;:.·opcsi. tio:.1s themselves, he made a counter proposal.

He r::!.a.i.r.ta.i.ned that. the

11

Ttvelve Lm,.;sn should be

excluded because they were not related to the questions under
consideration.

lie sai.d:

I have been pleased with the perusal of my
friend's tHelve fundamental la\vS of hum.<tn
. nature .
I have very littlE; cbj ection to any of them, save
that which unclerte.kec to settle the 8E1ount of influence they will exercise over our belie£ . . . 39
Campbell criticized the laws because they failed to·take into

account the spiritual side of man, but he was willing to accept
all with the exception of the sixth as true.

Nevertheless, he

sought to exclude them because they \>Jere not related to whether
religion was true or false.40
With this background material in mind, tve now turn to a
comparison of different characteristics of his public speak'

ing as found in the debate and in Campbell's philosophy~

37 Ibid. , p. 477.
3Brbid.) p. 127.
39rbid., p. 46.
40 rbid., p. 40.

7"
v7Lll include the :EolJ.o:.vir.g: a
' l..

The method of

pxt~s~~ntation

short analysis of Campbell's philosophy and then
of that philosophy as found in

t~e debat(~S.

C'll
..

;.!pa1
Y.r~ J•......
c:
'·~
~·.-.J -

The areas of

organize t5_on, argumentation and evidencE'! a-::·e closely related.,
therefore,

sornt~

interchange of examples to i.llust!:.::_:.tc the

point may be. found.

In Campbell's speech philosopl1y conct':rrd.ng o:rg~'xd.zation ;·
he lvanted to be sure th-:.1t the audie.nce could follm,J easily D.nd
clearly the point be \Jas trying to presc;nt.

to label each argument and piece of

It was Ius custor:t

evid.:~•;cc.

It is the .Dtn:-

pose of this section to simply give his mc:.thod fen: organization
and any extraor:dinary ch.:;:.racteristics.

'l.'hc

propo~;;i

t:i.c,ns.

mentioned here will be further illustrated in the discussion
of his use of argument.
\-Jhen O"wen "wuld not debate the proposition that had been

chosen, Campbell chose, with the consent of the moderators,
to discard tha original proposition, and the question of the
debate became: Resolved:

That the Jewish and Christian

religions are inspirt:d of God.

C?mpbell then divided the

proposition into five main questions:
I.

Is it possible for men to invent. religion?.

II.

Are the facts upon which the Christian religion
is founded true?

III.

Is the Bible the Word of God?
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IV.

r.~.re
;..J-'1....c

V.

the facts uoon \-;hich the
fr)f1I'··r1
arl
...
·~--

Je~vish

religion

"-.t·ue?
l...
4.

lias Christianity been beneficial to mankind?L~l

To 2.11 these questions Carupbell

refused to take a stond.

ans~vered,

"Yes," and <fo7en

Campbell proceeded to support his

new proposi t:i.on \vhile O"vJen clung to his prepared manuscript,
rarely refen:-:ing to :::tnything whi.ch CBmpbf;ll said.
be r:o-c:i.ced th2:c the

Cl

It -v1ill

forer:1en tim1ed fivE-: points (I-V) are

arranged in a topical plan of orE·"'miza tion, that is, each
question or

top~c

seE.Tns

to ar:Lse

113 tura1.1y

from the subject

watter.
CmDiJbell uoulJ then epply this topicz.l pattern in the

ans,veri.ng of the posed questions i.n the proposition.

It

should be remembered that according to the rules, each speaker
vJas to occupy two

thb~·ty

same in the afternoon.

minute periods iLl the morning and the
After Otven finished reading his manu-

script during his twenty-second appearance, he generally
granted Campbell the privilege of speaking as long as he
wished ·without interruption.

There is no reason to believe

that Campbell anticipated such a move, but he was so familiar
with the material under consideration that

h~

spoke for twelve

hours, beginning Friday afternoon at three o'clock and continuing until Monday morning.42

4 1 rbid., p. 55.
4 2 Ibid., p. 60.

Before Campbell began his
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discussion, he mapped out generally hrhat he Has trying to do
in the debate and this philosophy helps to put his ideas on
organization into the scheme of his organization.

He said:

As I have bee~ given the arena to myself, I
will nm..; sub1:·,it to you the coun;e which I inte.nded
to pursuE; nnd that c.our'S e that vli 11 lead to a
natural conclusicn and, as circurn~3ances ¥:ill
permit> to a logical. termination.
In the internal sche;ne of Campbell's orga.niz2.tion one can see
the topical idea built around the chronological, which would
help to reach the natural and logical termination.
see readily Campbell's

r~lience

of organiz&tion in each bit of

One can

upon the chronological form
~vidence,

for each point is

treated in the historical sequence in \vhich it occurred.
then, we outlined

R

If

single pcint and its supporting evidence, it

would take on the follouing form:
I.

Are the facts upon Hhich the Jewish religion is
founded true?

A.

The fClcts relied upon were sensible facts.
1.

He related the story of the Israelites'
journey from the land of Egypt to the
land of Canaan.
a. The crossing of the Red Sea was told.
b. The ~anna from Heaven was related.
c. The group being led by a cloud by
day and fire by night was discussed.

B.

They were facts of remarkable notoriety.
1. The importance of Pharaoh's court was
related to the events of the Old Testament.

C.

There are now existing monuments in perpetual
commemoration of these facts.

-

43 Ibid., p. 87.
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1.
2.

Th!~ ':,.i-1ol£': Jc~:,i.sh
'fhe l"'<lSsover and

;:,=:t~.on exists today.
cir~~~i_~Incision still exist:.

These cc~~cmoration attestations have continued
:':rom ti:1c: ver:y beginnir;.g of t:1e period in \·;hich
the 2ve:nt:s occm::ccd up to the present time.
t.te '~E,]a·t(:"'' t·h'·' ·n· is·t0.rv
'-·-hp
F'"'ccr-'Ter <>r.d
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J.ts ]_rn.port:c-,nce today.
l{(~ r:.t.l.:)tcs f~1.11~ou;:3 histo:ri.E:-.ts fro:·tl the ~1ast
'
.
•I
to th.::' present concPrning Je'\d.sh history. '-H

Campbell pre.s:euts the question he has in r:ri.nd and then divides
the question iu to fou:.. topi.cal areas (.A, B, C, D), and then

supports each topical area with historical data, presented in

a chronological sequence.
It is

rt~y

purpose to look

nol--l

at th.e organiza. tion of

Campbell in te:cms o£ the int:rodur::tion, the body £-'.nd the conelusion.
In his introductory remarks he usually orJ'.cnted his
audience in respect to the discussion.

He justified his

appearance on su.ch occasions by stating that the Bible
authorized and encOL>raged public controvcn-;y.
was not working to convince Diven of error.

He said he

Campbell stated:

I knmv) indeed, that there is no circumstance
in which any person can be placed more unfavorable
to his conviction, than that which pl1ts him in a
public assembly upon the proof of his convictions. 45

44A full discussiDn of ea.ch of these contentlous are found
on pages 78-81 of this chapter.
45campbell-Ov7en Debate, £E· cit., p. 85.
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organlza

;:: t'·ne b oay
l

c~

.
1...
•
d
O£c Lne
speec,tes
cons1ste
1

of a fe":J general strictures upon the data, \·7hich were in

response to something Cli;·Jen hac.l said in a preceding speech.
As a rule, he did not attempt to refute
shmved \vhy they

~·Jere

~len's

reDarks, but

not related to the subject.

tive argument to suppurt his contention

~o;;as

next.

A construe-

He stated

the argument, discussed it in detail, and smruTtarized before
going to the next point.
Campbell's argunents \·Jere '\vell organized and clearly
presented.

At times, however, he failed to relate a particu-

lar argument to his main contention \·;;hich in turn ·v;as no·i:
always tied to his proposition.

Th:i.s might have come about

because Campbell tried to present: too much evidence in defense
of the propositions.
Finally, Campbell's usual procedure for concluding a
speech \.Jas in the form of a summary.

He -.:vould usually review

each of his arguments and '\vhat he had tried to accomplish.
The sumJ.""lJ.ary \vas usually brief enough to cover the material
and yet conclusive in t.rying to prove the point in question.
One other point worthy of notice in his organization was
his use of transitional sentences.

After a point had been

established, Ca:npbell sununarized, and before going into the
next topic, he used a transitional sentence such as, "But
although we give the testimony of Celsure first, it is not
because there is not more ancient witness," or, "But to
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approach the position t:o be pr·o··;ed more close.ly. 46
11

This

attention to transitional stateQents undoubtedly made his
presentati.or! easie::- to follmv; a:1 essential attribute in

In organiza ti·.:>n, Carr;pbell took pains to ma.ke himself

clear.

Hhen 0\ven failed to do \·}hat Car:ipbell had expected,

Campbell was able to

IrE.~<=;.t

. d ca.se 1.n
. r...Lavor
or gan1ze
organiz,:lticm

't·lOL1ld

presented in the

ro.~.:

the emergeacy by presenting an

c amp b e.11 ' s

.
. t y.
cnr J.s t :::.an1.
.-,.-!

•

be labeled fixst: as topical and then

fo~m

of a chronology.

He

relied heavily

upon the use of stmJITlCl.ry and effective transitions.

It is

hoped that this baoic material can be better understood in
the illustration of it in the use of a1·gum<::!nt.
Argm~:

In discussing Campbell's philosophy of argument, one
must take into consideration that Campbell was not very explicit as to just what he cpnccived an argument to be or
what constituted good evidence.

But there are three concepts

found in his philosophy that help to evaluate his argument&tion in this debate.

They are:

supported materials; (2)
meanings,of \<mrds; and (3)

(1) the importance of fully

the importance of the use of the
the importance of fully consider-

ing the audience in the type of material presented.
4 6 Ibid., p. 287.

The
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discoveries about:

c~.>mphell.'

s a:rg,um,:::r,tation must come from

these th::-ee ccncepts.
It is not my purpose to preoent every argument and piece
of evicence :Lt•. the debate, but to just present a sampling of

Campbe:llfs techniques in light of the above mentioned concepts
and then d:r&v,l Gome con,·;lu[;ions abont his .edoption of his

philosophy.
As mentioned earlier, an argument is the stating of a
- t•~n~te
.
.
de
content1.on
a::1 d

'"'f
•
or_er~ng

•
k'
vr,r::.<ns
__ J_nc1s

prove the validity of the contention.

f
o~:

Campbell's rr.et1:·::.o0 of

argument and evid2nce seemed to be pretty much the sams in
most all instances.

His technique was to state several con-

tentions and several criteria
truth of the passage.

or tests to demonstrate the

He then supplied evidence that the

statement met all four criteria and are therefore true.

The

criteria then are issues upon which the proposition will stand
or fall, if the judge accepts the criteria.

Not all the argu-

ments followed this exact format, but one can be assured as
you read his argumentation that Campbell was very interested
in the amount of material and building his material around the
particular audience.
To test the validity of his argumentation, each contention
must be recorded and then evidence shown to see if Campbell
went further than the contention indicated.
he violated his philosophy.

If he did, then

As stated eorlier, Campbell

h~d

broken the debate

five basic pr.opositlc>ns and nmv each of
debates.

thc~se

ddltJn
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into

was covered in thf!

Three of Car.:ti-lbell' s arguments on t~~o of the propos::L-

tions will be discussed at length to see if he followed his

theory on the use of argument.
Some fccets cf his a:rgumeutation

·.t~e

d.8r.:;onsti.'ated in his

support of the idea that the facts of the Jewish religion arc

In proof of the correctness of the foregoing assertion,

true.

Campbell first li.sted four criteria by '>·;;hich one could j udgC:'
the truth of ancient occurrences, such as the one mentioned
above.

These \vere:

1.

The facts :tel:i.ed upon -were sensible facts;

2.

They were facts of renwrkable notoriety;

3.

There now exists standing monuments in perpetual
conmemoration of these facts;

4.

These commemore.tion attestations have continued
from the very period in '!'Jhich the events happened
up to the present time.4/

Campbell then

p~oceeded

in the following.

to illustrate the use of these criteria

He briefly told the story of the Israelite.sr

journey from Egypt to the land of Canaan, especially mentioning
that they walked through the Red Sea, saw visible manifestation of the Deity at Mount Sinai, were fed by manna in the
wilderness for forty years, and were led by a pillar of cloud
by day and of fire by night in their travel.

47rbid., p. 184.

These were the

facts tvhich he was Sf::F.·ki.ng, to

esta~JJ ish

Rathe::: than trying to give the lengthy
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in· this argument.
q·~ota.tions

Campbell

used to provt:' each, I vJill tz-y to illustrate what CaiT'.pbell
tried to do with each of the criteria.
Campbell felt that as his audience bel:te\Ted the Bible,

simply quoting from it would be sufficient.

To prove the

entire point, Carc,pbe.ll used the example of the six hundred
thousand people crossing over the Red Sea c:.t the command of
Moses' rod.

Af:t:er. reviewi.ng these ideas he concluded that

these facts were sensible to those
of the Bible.

~ho beli~ved

the account

From the setting of the debate ther.e is evidence

that there were ruany of these present.

Campbell then pointed

out that many people knew about these thtngs and could
to the.ir occurrence.

testil~Y

The following illustrates the point:

Every man who has heard of these facts knmvs
that they were in the face of the most enlightened
realm of antiquity, many of them in the very court
of Pharaoh, ~~hich \-J3S crowded '\<Ji. th the greatest
statesmen and scholars that then existed. The
people to be delivered were themselves six hundred
thousand in number, each of them individually and
deeply interested; so that all the recollections
connected with their .r;tate of vassalage; all their
national feelings of hostility toward their oppressors; in short, every sort of feelings \~·hich belongs
to man, was called into exercise to the very highest
degree of excitement; and all these concurring to
impress theb: minds indelibly with the marvelous and
stupendous character of the past. Therefore, there
is.no lfl.gtter of fact on record more notorious than
these.4

48Ibid., p. 184.
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·Campbell

furth.E~t·.;-~d

th~

argum(-:rti: ...,;ith hi.s third question,

by asking whethel.' there are any co!IJ1:.;e::r.orati'7.e i.nstituticns nov1

existing in attestations of these facts?

Campbell answers

that the whole Jewish nation exists today.

He then gave

testimony of the rnany natLons tbat have existed and passed
on, leaving no trace behind them.

Then he asked: "Do not their

Passover and ch:cumcision. still exist?"

Campbell took the

evidence, through testimony, both through the

vJords

of the

people and by th(::i.r example, to shmv that the.ce is ample proof
to shov.1 that the religions of the JevJish people did exist and
still clo.49

The four t:h step in

dE~termining

this argument was to point

out observances that have been kept vm:y strictly since the
time of Egypt.

Campbell ill us tra tes the idea v.1i th the

following:
Moses tells them, on the very night preceding
their departure from the land of Egypt, to take a
lamb, to be called the Paschal Lamb, and to dress
it in a peculiar manner. This festival \\?as to be
observed on that night, and uarler circumstances
calculated, on every return of its anniversary,
·to excite the recollections and the feelings of
the Jewish nation. He tells thE:m that they must,
on every anniversary of thi.s festival, eat the
Passover with a strict observance of all rites
and circumstances; that they must eat ,,lith their
loins girded, and with such other adjuncts as
should remind them of the sorrows of their captivity in Egypt. This feast was instituted on that
memorable night and has continued unchanged down
to the present period.50

49rbid., p. 185
50 ibid.
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It sho;..tld be rwted that tht: material in the following
examples goes further than Campbell indicated that he \Wuld go

in this argument.

He adds to his contentions a test of reason,

which is not: p.?..rt o£ his overall plan for argument.

The fault

is not in the mate:1:isl itself, but in the fact that Campbell
did not prop2rly prep&re the audience.
After Campbell b2.d covered these four criteria, he then
applied what he cm:..sidered a test of reason.

He asks them if

any nation und:2r Heav..:.:n could be indL1ced to celebrate. a solemn
an.cus.~.

festb.ral in co;lrmemora tion of a fc::.l s2 fact·- -a fact ';,.1hich

neve:r· did occtn:.
. • l .
oir.: thJ..n
ang.

Campbell brought the

idE:~a

dm·m to their

l_,;a_y

Ycu c.::ti see from his coiltinued use of: the fJi.t}le

that Campuel1. t:r:uly believed that his .:.:udi.ence
Bible as authority.

·.-;c~t~ld

take th<::

He said:

Cou. 'JL d·,. a 1 ).. t.'r',•"'
~-

1-<i
'-' C"]•
"'".~.!.,.,.,.r:_.~··)

• o~or
.

cr..or S
\.:..J.. "--.

"'l1C~...
~.

"'1()n
GJ,,,
""- J..~
""(',.l'-'
>''"'
"'" ... """"'
~..._
·"" c.~·;;..J..

S .

of easn~rn ant.t>':Jl:l. t.y, 1.£ they were no'"' al:i"v~~, compel
the. North Ar,~erican nations to obscr~..rc the fi::cst d8y

of January in

com~emoration

of their Declaration of

;,;-hen the v1hole na.tion kne\v that it.s
anui,•ers<'117 was the fourth day of July? To suppo::1e
lndepcnd~::nce

such an absu~dity as thi~--to admit for a moment the
possibility of £.uch e n£'.tion.al. extrava.g.:mce--is to
suppose men· to be very differently con.stituted no'.vadays from what all f.orm.er experience has even

demonstrated them to be.Sl

Campbell then summed up the argument by shm-Jing that the
events did not occur in some dark corner of the world but they
occurred in mighty Egypt.
the following;

5lrbid., p. 186.

This point is clearly illustrated in
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·If these mighty Iniracles of Hc:3es ·ha.d been performed
in a dark coruer of the ea~th, in the presence of
only a fe>;9 \l~andering tribes, c)r of rudl"! unlettC:!.:ed
nations, t,;;i.thout :c:ecords, .-=:mi.Je sl':.ept::Lc.:!l sc1:uple
might ari~;e. in OiJ!.. mind • . . these Ec-":::ts tr<:ms·~
pired in an age when the hu~~n faculties were
highly cultivated. Hoses himself "\<73.3 b:.·ought up
in all the learning of the Egyptia:t;;, ifno is not
acquainted with the scientific reputation of
ancient Egypt? ~-rho has not: heard of her proficiency in the arts, particularly in ~~e art of
embalra.ing, of which we arc ignorant?-JL

This example of h:Ls

argur~;ent

illustJ:a tes the argumentation

from testimony as well as his point of

org~··nization.

Camp~)<'d.l

tried to divide the questions into topics or criteria then
applied them. in a chronological order, leading the audience
from the past to the present.

This Ergt.miE:nt sh0\·1:::; Cnmpbell' s

general plan for his argumentation and the use of and type of
evidence that he presents.
Another illustration of Campbell's techniques of argume::1t
came under the proposition, "Is the Bible the Hord of God."

This example shm·7S Campbell 1 s use of testir(Kiny from sources
other than the Bible.

Campbell 1 s first argument was to quote

from ancient writers who mentioned certain passages in the

New Testament and had acknowledged the book and author.

He

affirmed that Barnabas, Clement, Hermas, Ignatius, Polycarp,
and Papias, all men who knew the Apostles, had made extensive

quotations from the Ne~v Testament in their "1ritings,53
Campbell did not give statements from all of them but the
following excerpt illustrates his choiGe:

52rbid., p. 187.
53rbid., p. 287.
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In the lette.t: tvrittei1 b~l ::1en::O.:i.t :frOill e.omc to
Corinth . . . the Sermon en the Hount is ciire.ctly

quoted :mfi oth,:::.r pa.ss.:'iges :.)£ the testimony of
Eut it \vould be tedious to be
ffi],l'Ute i~l
r,,.,
.
.
T'l'l
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quotat:i.on ne~co.; more thali ::~orty cJ.e.::r allusions

H.atthew .::rd Lu:ce,
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to the books cf the New Testament are to be found
• th e ~.nb
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~ ·rJ o 1 ycu~~·
Dr~ 5~·
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LL~gmen~
In the second part of this argutc.e11t, Campbell tried to

pr.ove that the enemies of Crrcistian:!.ty affh.:-raed the facts of
the Bible.

Cam?bd.l

~aid

that even though they attel'lpted to

philosophize away the events of
denied the1n nor the Scriptures.

Christia~ity)

they neither

Again, his technique \,l::s to

read extracts from their writings, give br1.ef comments on
their 1 i£i:, and then relate their s ta t:em;;:'.\nt:s to passages in

the Bible.

Tr!e follmd.ng is em example of Calilpbell' s

method:
Hierocles, the philosopher, was a prefect at
Alexandria in the year 303 A. D. He. composed t\'vo
books in order to confute the Chri£tian Religion .
the proof of Christianity, fro~ the miracles of
Jesus, h~> tried to invalidate, not by denying the
facts themselves, but by showing tbat one Appollonius
had performed equal, if not greater miracles, which
'~ere recorded, which were recorded, he says, not by
ignorant men like Peter and Pau~~ but by Maximuim of
Aegis and Damis, a philosopher.S:>
Other examples could be cited,. but they t·wuld, for the most
part, be,repetitious.

54rbid., p. 288.

55Ibid., p. 300.
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Both of the

r~et:hods

L:sed in this .argu::nr:..mt are closely re-

lated, the only difference being the class of testirnony used.
In each of

presented.

He

tended to read shorter passages than he did from the ancient
historians and to give a

condensatio~

of the point under

consideration; furthermore, after presenting the material,
Campbell, in his smm:n..1.ry, reV:t.tE.::d. tbc.:.se

contention.

;u:gt:~nents

to lns

Here are so1:;e excerpts:

These testiraonie.s a't"e as -v.o·cthy of tlw attention

-·1 i.......
r· ,
Of the
. . C't1rJ·
. st·; <1·n pu 1t..,;..._._
~·-

.~.c..

a<· c-f tl·1e .._tl·
.:-: 1"r·n!·.::
cr.'·
....
~o.)

.....

~&.

--~·....

..__":',

fo ...L..,
·

while they prove that neither: infidel J=2\•is, nor
Pagans, nor Apostate:; from the ChJ.:-istian faith, in
all their malice, and with all the opportunities
which they had, even attempted tc cont1:<:{dict) they
also give some striking attestntion3 to the purity,
excellency) and the value of Chr.·isti2ni.ty, as received and practiced by the primitive Christians.
But the conclusions from these premises bearing
upon the position before us now, I hope, established
in every mind in this assembly ";hich h~s led us so
far into antiquity, is this--that the Chr·istian
Scriptures, and the facts wh1ch they recrJrd, were
admitted by the enemies of Christianity, as we nm.;

contend for them.56
Campbell tried to establish two facts from the preceding evidence:
1.

All Christian con~unities, from A. D. 33 to 101,
whether previously Jews or Pagans, or both, to
whom these writings were addressed, did receive
and retain these writings, as the works of the
·persons \-Jhose names they bear.

56rbid., p. 303.
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2.

That all the opponents of. Chr:Lsth:rdty whose
works hEV2 come dovm to us·--or l-lb0::->·2 arguments
have been p:res2:::-ved in the tvrit:i.ngs of their
opponents- -did admit the gospel b:Lstories to
have b,=:en \vrit:terl by their reputed authors;
did admit the facts recorded and nl~ver dared
to qL:estion either the authorship of the inspired books, the time or place of their
publication, or the verity of the facts stated
by the eye and ear witnesses of the ~'ord. 57

One can be impn.:ssed in this last set of points and supports
with Campbell 1 s concern for supportive material other than

the Bible.

The Bible was his primnry source, but his desire

to present complete evidence compelled him to use mere extensive supports.
A final exmnple in illustration of Campbell's argument<::tion
is found under the proposition, "Are the facts upon vlhich the
Christian religion is founded true?"
Christ a:rose from the dead.

His contention \vas that

He considered this the most

important point in the discussion because he said, "I beg
.the indulgence of this assembly here.
on this one point.

I

desi1~e

I will to be diffuse

for the sake of every saint and

sinner here--or who may read this discussion· . . . this fact

proved and all is proved:'ss

Therefore, he vJent into more

detail upon this contention than upon any of the others.
The first evidence presented came from the Apostles of the
New Testament of t.he Bible.

57Ibid., p. 304.
58rbid., p. 313.

He affirmed that they saw Christ
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a.ftc:c his Resur.:ection and sealed d1,2:1~:::- testimony with their
death.

He 2chnitted th.!lt

pc~ople

h.ave bsen tnartyrs for their

opinion, and said thi..s did not prove their opini.on to be
true . • .

But he asserted, "The rma:tyr t:o an opinion in

dying says, 'I sincerely think"

in dying says,
for

1

I most assuredly

puhli~ld.ng facts~

opinions~

1

11ut the m-:.l~~tyr to a fact
S2V-J

or heard.'

11

It was

sen.slLl.e l:acts, and not for propagating

that all the original m.:.n: i:y:r: s soffe:ced and died.

Campbell ad·,.rocated that 1:1artyrdom, thcrefm:r:: ~ proves the sin-

cerity of the m:?.rtyr, who dies for an opinion, but it p:::oves
the truth of th{:: fact, when a person dies in attestation of a
sensible fAct.59
Campbell then m::Lde the staterr:ent th.=tt people would accuse

him of quoting only from the Apostles <J:nct frif:nds of Jes!..1S.
this, Campbell gives the follo;.Jir..g reply:
No~·

sllpposE: Tacitu~~ hac. said that Jesus Christ
arose f:r:oiT! the dead, <:md that hL~ believed it; \vould
he not havf' been enrolled Hmong the Chr:i~;ti;_.n:;? /...:rJd
so ef all others, Jews and Pagans. The instant they
believ2 the fact. they \·JOuld have ceased to be Jews
and Pagnns-- they wmlld have been en:bodicd. in the
ranks of Christians. So that a. lit~le cornrnon sense,
or a 1 ittle reflection, woulc~ b9..ve taught such a
skeptic in Christianity, that in asking for such .

evidence, he only asked :Eor an impossibility--yes,
an impossibi.lity as great as to placer t~vc substances
in the same spot in th2 same instant. oO

59rbid. , p. 320.

60 rbid., p. 321.

To
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It was hi.s c.o:.,tentio:i. that the wi tnes ~e.s of the Scriptures "t·Jere

far rnore favor-:,ble than the witnesses who knew Christ arose
fro~ the

dead and yet they continued in th.e:i.r present state.

So, he quoted further from the Scriptures.

He pointed to the

three thousand souls who were converted on Pentecost and is
recorded in the riook. of Acts, the second chapter.

He dis-

cussed the fn.i.lc:re of Christ 1 s enemies to pYoduce the body

and t:o the lad: of mot:Lvc for anyone attempting to remove the
bodv.
"

Campbell contiri.L<ed in his discussion of the bravery of the
Apostles.

Tb.eir willingness to stand and defend the truth in

the courts of. t:he day, and completely defy the. authorities,
as recorded in Saint .John, Chapter Four.

Campbell concluded

that these men would not illustrate this courage if they had
been told tha.t the death and resL1r:r:ection of the Christ was a
falsehood.

The.y knew that he had risen and vJas living and

it was their duty to-spread this word.61

Campbell talks about

their courage in the following:

After this, we see Peter and John standing up in
the temple, and proclaiming this truth in open defiance of the \vhole Sanhedrin. Here we see that the
influence of the belief of this fact of the Resurrection made cowards brave. We see the timid Peter
standing boldly with his associates, men of no
address, and with no arm of flesh to support them;
yet' they fearlessly proclaim the fact. They are put
into prison; v1heu released they go back to the temple
and repeat the proclamation and travel from place to

6lrbid., p. 324.
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place in orde.r to d:Lsseminc: t·~"' it far.:- .::_,·td -v;ide; until,
L.on•>r;• ·:--o !"r)F··~.
tll,.t
at- last tl·,., "''t'),..,,..,,~.!: ·'·n P''r:·
a ... t .. 1
. . . J"" ceJ·ve
·-...
<:..
if they did not pu: forth all their power, the existing order oj: thi:rH-;s would b<:-! sui:Jve:eted bv this sedition. To pt!t a st:cp to ft:.?; (hex spread of it, the
disciples \.iere martyrized. o~l.
~
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He furthG:c tried t0 prove the point: by using four criteria
that had been

mention(~d

that the fact had to be

earlier

j,;·L

the cb.c:pter, l.'lhich stated

sensible~ \v:Ltnessed

by many, and had

to be commeTIJor.ated by some institution to the present: day.

Campbell asserted that nifl.ny pecp1e did, J.n fact, see Jesus
after the Resurrection a:ad could attest to it

happening~

and

it was a sensible fact for rrten to risk the:Lr lives for this
truth.

He then spoke of an obseJ:vance of the first day of the

week and the c.mm.nemoration of the Death and

ResurJ~ection

of

Christ to prove that it still exi~;ts todc.y.63

The argument was concluded "i·dth testiinony from ancient
historians who did not directly say Christ came from the dead,
but they did advocate that he lived and \·Jas a good man and did
many good deeds.
Suetonius, another eminent Roman historian, was
born about the year 70.
He says, in his history of
the life of the Empei:::-or Claudius, who reigned from
the year 41-Sl~ J that he banished the Jews from Rome,
who were continually making disturbances, Christus
being their. leader.
The first Christians being of
the Jewish nation, were for a while confounded l.oJith
the. rest of the people and shared in r.he hardships
that were imposed upon them,
This account, however,

62 Ibid. , p. 325.
63rhid.
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attests what is sa.id :.n the t\(:ts of: the Apostles
(xviii, 2) th;;;. t Claudius h2.d comn:ancled all Jews
to dep.:rrt from Ror11e \vhen Aquilla and Priscilla,
ti<~O Je;;viE.h Crr.r.is tians, tvere compelled to leave
it.
In the life ef Nero, v.'hose reign began in
54 and e14ded in 68, Suetonius says, 11 The Christians
too ~ere punished with death; & sort of people
addicu-~d to a nc\'] and mischievo~.1s supers tit.ion. 64

In mentioning tes·timony from historians, t-fr. Campbell '\las not
trying to get the ,,n:iters to say that Christ had ari.se1.1, for.·

he had already pr·oven that it ttJas impossibl2 to do that, but

instead he wan inter<:::sted in getting the writers to a<t.-nit that
Jesus did live and there H.a.s a group of people follo"t-Jing him

and in fact, vJere being persecuted and even killed for be-

lieving him and following him.

Thus, ·when he did finish thi.s

contention, the audience must ha.ve thought he was justified in

saying, "There is no other historical fact of equal antiquity
that can be supported by one thousandth part of the testimony

that this is~£65
In summation of Campbell's use of argument in this debate,
one can see that Campbell tried to give enough evidence to

prove his points.

His arguments were not new, hut were the

standard arguments in defense of Christianity.

It should also

be revealed that Campbell did quote a great deal from the Bible

and also from sources that the fundamencalists in the audience
would believe.

64rbid., p. 339.
65ibid., p. 327.
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The final s2ction o£ Campbell's sp-2ech philosophy dealt
'-1ith earlier was entitled Deliver..1 and it entailed one area
of consideration; centered around the way thst the speaker

presented the message.
Hr. Campbell advocated tr.e conversatiori<:ll mode as the

most effective type of delivery, and that it be
if possible.
ness.

ext~~araneous

He viewed this as being the closest to natural-

Hi th this in mind, the discussion ti.lrns to his deli1n::ry

in the debate.
From the reports about the debate, CaiPI)bell

\\1ns

versational and, for the most part, extemporaneous.

very conIt is ve.ry

hard to imagine him doing this 'vith the great abundance of
evidence he presented.

At one point he might be considered to

have violated his speech philosophy by using "purple patches
of E!loquence.l!

In this particular incident, he used language

that might have been unfamiliar to the audience.

This emotional

outburst seems to violate the concept of conversational speaking, although it may have been some1vhat effective.

Campbell

said:
Angels read men, and by men ~>Jill read·angels to
learn the deity. In the rational delights and
entertainments of heaven you and they will read
each other. Gabriel will tell you what were his
emotions when he sa~>J the sun open his eyes and
smile upon the newborn earth; what he ·thought
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·when he shut No;:lh in the c:u:k, ~:nd opened the windo'i.·Js
of heaven and the fountains of the d2cp; yes, Raphael
will tell you with what astonishment he saw Eve put
forth her hand to the tree of k!W\vleclgr;: of good and
evil. Gabriel viill relate his joy -,.,tben he saw the
rainbmv of peace span the '.raul_ t of heaven in token
l ..
1"
.
o f no D.O'l:.'e ;::.e::1.uge.
.d.e \vJ.'1~J. g:...ve
you to ,Know vJ h at
were his emot:ions ~Jhcn sent to sa1.u te the mother of
the Lord; o.nd all the multitudes 'ldill t·ehearse the
song tbey ~ung and the night they visited the
shepher~s of Bethlehem.66

There a:t:e many c,:J.ses such as the above

~vhere

Campbell

spoke with more fervor than he nornally did and in a very emotional way.

A typic.s.l example of the delivery of Camphell \vas

related by Timothy Flint, who

1

1;'7as Oi'len s

F,odE:rator:

~tr. Campbell possesses a fine voice, a little
inclining to the nasal; and first rate attributes
and endowments for a la\·Jyer in the inte·1:io:r; perfect self possession, quickness of ~pprehcnsion,
and readiness of retort, alldisciplined to effect
by long controVE!rsial training . . . his proofs
of Christianity \~ere of the corranon chan'!.cter, and
arranged i11 the COII1Iilon ·way. Very often, during
the debate, he manifested these resources which
belong only to. o.n endovJed and disciplined mind. 6 7

The above quote is more than a description of his delivery,

but does indicate some of his mannerisms.
The examples of his speaking seem to indicate his use of

the conversational style with a few examples of emotion packed
language.

In the discussion of the next debate, his style of

delivery· \·Jill become more prevalent in contrast with this one,
but the above material will stand as sufficient for the present.
66 rbid., p. 375.

67Humble, ££· cit., p. 113.
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Sunrrnary:
Th.e pU1:-pose of this chapter was to present the background

and setting :for this event and then to explore the debate in
terms of orgw:liz.:ttion, argument and delive:r-y to comprehend
\vhether Campbell follm·wd the p£1ilosoph.y tha_t he advocated.

The first obseYvation is a general one and that is that

Campbell did follow for tb.e most part his philosophy·.

He was

interested, it seemed, in doing whatever he could to present
the truth as effe:ctively as possible.
may have erred somewhat.

But, being human, he

Here now is a summary of the rr.aterial

of each section with conclusions dra-vm as to how he follm,..ed
the philosophy.
The background and setting of thi.s debate helped to make

Campbell successful.

As we stated, Campbell \vas made the real

champion of all church going people against skepticism.

For a

time division of religion was closed and many people joined
hands to back Campbell.
There seems to be a great deal of evidence for the fact
that Campbell was very much prepared and had analyzed and

organized the arguments that he wanted to present.

In his

organization, Campbell took pains to make himself clear.
\fuen <:Men failed to do what Campbell had expected, Campbell
was able to meet the emergency by presenting an organized case
in favor of Christianity.

He

organized his main points topi-

cally and employed a chronological pattern for the development
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of each.

H~: relied heavily upon the use of sur.miar.y an.d effective

transitions.

In. his discussion of philos0phy! Campbell had said

that all things should be done in order and he seems to have
. fulfilled tlH:t t expectation here.
In Campbell's. theory concerning argmi1ent, he stressed

argumentation frmn testimony or authority, and from. definition
of words.

In surm:nati.on of his use of e.:t:puw:mt, one cfl.n see

that Campbell's arguments were supported LlSually with te.stirr.ony
from ancient history and contemporary bisto:-:y.

His arguments

were not new, but were the standard argunents used in defense
of Christianity.

He was armed with a great amount of evidence,

and he probably presented too much of this evidence.

Also,

much of the evidence n1ay have been too technical for the
audience.

In this sense he violated hi.s philosophy.

use of argument he worked hard to
textuary presented.
in his discussion.

cor,~bat

In his

the idea that the

Campbell made it a point to be complete
It is my opinion, keeping the above in

mind, that he did not use good judgement in the length and
amount of evidence in each argument.

The passages of

evidence could have been much more effective if they had been
shorter.

He would, at times, read long drawn. out passages to

illustrate a point and it would seem that the audience would
get lost· in the maze of material.

It is difficult to concen-

trate when reading the material.

This was a violation of his

philosophy for simplicity and clearness.

The pr ima::::y sou:L',:-e of material C.::!rnpb.sll used was taken

from the Bible and the method of presentation was testimony.

Ca0.pbell seemed to make every effo:rt to use material other
than the Bible~ al thcugh his starting point t-las ahvays the

Bible.

Campbell's handling of the Bible as testimony is in-

teresting.

He rarely made a direct quotatio:::l fJ:om the Bi.ble

to prove an argument.

Can:pbell did n.ake mention. of a nuzrJJer

of events recorded in the Bible and sought to prove them to
be true.

At no time did he maintain that a certain statement

was true just because it was recorded in the Bible.
Campbell stated the importance of using arguments that:
the audience t-lOuld understc.nd.

It seems that: Campbell tried

to adhere to this concept by quoting much from the Bible and
Biblical writers.
know.

He also used writers that the audience would

This all seemed to be in the co:ntext of his philosophy.
The fin2l area of discussion in this summary is Campbell's

delivery.

From my reading the debate and from \vhat observa-

tions I could find, and they

v~ere

few, Campbell was

intc~rested

·in presenting the logical evidence and did, for the most part,
follow his conversational style of preaching.
emotion packed language.

There was some

..

The speaking style of.Campbell will

become more prevalent in his debate \vith N. L. Rice, which
will be discussed in the next chapter.
Campbell generally adhered to his philosophy in organiza·
tion and argument, although he presented too many arguments and
too much evidence.

His style of delive1:·y

part, conversational.

l'WS,

for the most

CF...APTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE CAH?BELL-RICZ DEBATE
The years that follmved the

fJ',.lf~n d~.oh.nte.

brought change in

getic reformers within the Baptist fold into an

~tdependent

religious body which was militant, aggressive and growing.
Those two decades

't>Jit1u~ssed

the phenome.n&l

personal prestige among the Baptist church,:::::;> th·2 widening
breach which finally separated him and
from their corranunion.

evE~~l

en til: e associations

By the 1840 1 s, many .:n:.~eas in U1e Ohio

Valley had seen the Christians overtake and eclipse the
Presbyterians, Methodists and Baptists in their r2.ce for the
greatest membership; and in Kentucky especi.:1lly} the

Prr~sbyterians

had been harcl hit by the Restoration Mcvement.l
Consequently, Kentucky Presbyterians had learned to regard

the Restoration Movement as more than a trod:-lesome innovation;
it was rapidly becoming a disastrous revolution which threatened

to obliterate the last strongholds e£ PrE!sbytc:rians faith in
the state.
The' only real t.\lay that the Presbyterian.; couJ.d g1~t back

on top again would be a large scale meeting that would attract

lBill J. Humble, ~ampbe1l and ££~~' (Florida
Christian College: Old Paths Book Club;-1952), p. 185.
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a great deal of 2.ttention and be able tc refute many of the
ideas of the

Restore;.~s.

mos~:

The ca.mpa1.gn

this lasting result \Wuld be a htghly
major

likely to accomplish

succ~;:ssful

debate of

in \1hich the doctrines clef ended by Alexander

hrrportanc(~

Campbell would suffer stunning dc:feat.

To meet lesser figures

in the Restoration Hover.:!ent would not accomplish this goal, for
this course had
was th a t

t .ne
l

bee~

gulo1ng
•

,

•

tried and failed.
•

gen~us

The only possible hope

o_f the movement, Alexander Campbell

himself, should be induced to visit Kentucky for a religious
debate of historic importance.

These Presbyterians

admini~tered

a crushing· dc,feat to the acknowledged leader of the .wew faith

and after a long and tedious negotiation such a historic debate
was arranged.2
The chapter will contain a discussion cf the background
of the debate (especially the

eve~ts

leading to the debate);

followed by a discussion of the setting and especially the excitement that was present; and the debate will be discussed
with the emphasis being placed on a comparison of Campbell's
principles.
Background of the Debate:
The Presbyterians took the initiative in opening the
negotiations which ultimately led to the Campbell-Rice debate.
In August, 1842, Campbell was spending a fe't·1 days in Richmond,
2rbid., p. 186.

Kentucky, 't:hen he

111a;o:;

appz:oached by

.:.:1
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Presbyterian minister,

John H. Brmm, who suggested to Campbell a friendly discussion
between his brethren a::td the PreE:byt:erians of the main points
at issue between- the t•:w groups, including ba:;?tism and the
work of the Holy Spirit.

Pi:. first, Campbell was somc\·1hat

reluctant to give his consent, believing that the Christians
of Kentucky "'·Jere fully capable cf maintaining their convictions
without his .::.ssistance.
a conference

b~

Brown \vas qLdte. insistent that, should

held, Campbell attend, explaining that his

presence would contribute much to the authority and prestige
of such a meeting.

Campbell then replied that if the

Presbyterian d(inomination \vould select prominent persons of
acknm11ledged literary and ecclesiastic eminence, he \vould
attend the co-.::1fe:rence in spite of his heavy responsibilities
elsevlhere.

The reformer further proposed that should such a

conference meet and fail to attain agreement, he would enter a
public discussion. vJith one outstanding Presbyterian which
would be published and regarded

as

a consunnr.ation of the contro-

versy between Christians and Presbyterians.3
After Campbell had returned to Bethany, he received a
letter from Brown assuring him that at the coming mee.ting of
the Synod of Kentucky a committee would be selected to arrange
details for such a conference.

Hhen the Synod convened at

3The Hillennial Harbinger, Bethany, Hest Virginia,

1830-185TI, p. 199£.
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Maysville, Kentucky~ C<·toher 13 > l8i~2, th,2y designated a
committee cons:.sting o£ 3ohn C.

Youn;~,

F. J. Brecki.nridge,

N. L. Rice, J. F. Price> and J. H. Brm·:n, ldth Rice and Bro1-rn
to have authority to negotiatP the final arrangements.

Subse-

quently, the Presbyterian's Q~derator in the Macalla debate~

.J. K. Bruch, was substituted for Breckinridge.
-~

Campbell soon

selected his corrLinittce:
A. Rains, and John Smith. 4

The ccrrcspc:.;dence bcn·1een

Campbell and H:co'"ot.:tn vms quite extended

~hld

it was not until

/lugus t, 1.843, that final details of th.:: meeting hc:d been
an:anged. 5

By this tir,::e it hall been dscicJcd that instead of

a conference in which several «;vould srec::k on ei thc::!:r: side of
the question, the meeting would be a

p·~J.:sona.l

debate between

Campbell and the Presbyterian d:carilpion, N. L. Rice.

Campbell

had hoped that his opponent \·JOuld be Pre::-;ident John C. Young
of Centre College, located at Danville, Kentucky, for vJhosc
literary and theological attain:nents Campbell had the highest
respect, and whose presence would insure the debate's being
conducted on a high gentlemanly plain; but much to the regret
of all, President Young's failing health prevented his participating in the debate.6

.

The Presbyterians then requested another

~Robe~t Richardso~, H~m~~r~ ~f Alex,~d~ CaSpbcl!_, Vol. II,
01.

(C~nc~nnat1.: Standard Iubi~stnng Co. :-tB:~l), p . .

SA debate between Rev. A. Campbell and N. L. Rice, On the
Acti9n, Subject) Des~rl' and ~dn~inis~rator ~£ Christian Baptist:,
(Lex~ngton: A. T. Sk~
man and Son, 1.844')," p. 11.
(Referred to
hereafter as the Campbell-Rice Debate).
6Richardson,

££·

cit., p. 501.
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ministers,

,_i_.

1.
'd ge, to
R . BrecKulr~

represent their faith, and though he too bed
;cohest·
h··-'-6'·
..

r=>•~r}···-~""
t;:.::>.tei..L~

.he>
G'ec·l.:nc.-'
"'
.l-~---u,

11

Cm~bell's

No sire, I will never be

Alexander Campbell's oppo:1ent, 11 ·was his reply.

"A man 'tl'ho

has done what he has to defend Christianity against infidelity,
to defend Protestantisn against the delusions and usurpations
of Catholiciso, I will never oppose in public debate.
esteem him too high1y. 11

I

At this refusal the Presbyterians

selected N. L. Rice to champion their ca.use. I
It must be noted that Campbell \las not pleased \·Jith the

selection ·of Rice as his opponent.

In previous discussions

\vith preachers adhering to the Restoration Hovement, Rice had
often displayed a spirit of prejudiced hostility, and Campbell
considered such an attitude Y.Jholly inimical to any discussion
which was dedicat.:ed to a search for truth.

C2mpbell stated

the following concerning Rice:
Mr. Rice, from all accounts of him, will enter
the debate in order to succeed at all hazards. He
will endeavor to carry every point, whether he
ans·v. ers my a·rguments or not, but then all the
arrangemet:tts have been made--no change can be
effected.8
1

Campbell would have preferred a man of President Young's reputation and personality, because he feared that a discussion
with Rice might produce more bitterness than truth.9
7numble, ££·cit., p. 188.
Bvlilliam R. Rogers, Recollections of Hen of Faith, (St.
Louis, 1869), p. 19.
9Humble, ££· cit., p. 189.
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When the correspondence bet\ve·S'n IJrov:n and Campbell came
to its close, it had been decided that the great debate would
begin in Lexington) Kentucky, November 15, 1843.

Lexington

was an ideal site for the discussion, for central Kentucky
had become one of the strongholds of Christian strength.
Street Church,

~;here

Main

the sessioPG of the debate were conducted,

was one of the leading congregations of the Restoration Novcment.
Presbyterianism, too, was strong in the Blue Grass area; their
leading western educational institution, Centre College, was
located i.n Danville.

Nowhere in th"! ent:Lre Ol1io Valley could

such an atmosphere of aristocratic culture and learning have
been found for one of the greatest religious debates in the
annals of Arr.e-r·ican Christianity. 10

•

In Nathan L. Rice, Campbell was to meet a very worthy
opponent and one more versed in the area of debating them
any he had faced in the past.

Robert Richardson, who attended

the debate, later wrote:
It cannot be justly denied that throughout the
discussion lv'Ir. Rice manifested acuteness and in··
genuity in bringing forward whatever could yield
the slightest support to his cause, or that his
efforts produced occasionally a marked impression
on the audience. Having a musical voice and a
pleasant countenance, with brilliant black eyes
and hair, a confident and positive manner, an
antagonistic style of gesticulation, he was well
fitted to command attention.ll
·

lOrbid., p. 190.

llRichardson, ££· £i!., p. 510.
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Rice, a nBtive c£ Kentucky,

w~~:,;

younge1.· than Campbell,

having been Dorn in Garrard County, December 19, 1807.

The

son of poor pHrents, Rice became a m•..::mber of the Presbyterian

church at the age of eighteen; and

2

year later (1826) he

entered Centre College at Danville, Kentucky, where he remained.
for t\.;rc years.

Licensed to preach by the Transylvania Presbytery

on Octobe,r 4, H: 28 ~ he continued hls t::duca t:ion at Prince ton

Theological Seminary and was ordained in 1833.
In 1840, Rice moved to Paris, Kentucky and it was while
he was preaching there that he met tvJO prominent leaders of
the Restoration MovE:ment in public debate, Tolbert Farming in
18!+2 and

Alexand<~r

C.s.mpbell a year later.

preach and debate after

hi~

Rice continued to

encounter and was a thorn in the

side of the Restoration Hovement for some yel,rs. 12
There was some disagreement on the propositions, but after
some writing back and forth, the following propositions t¥ere
taken up for the debate:
1.

The immersion in \vater of a proper subject, into
the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit,
is the one and only Apostolic or Christian Baptism.

2.

The infant of a believing parent is a Scriptural
subject of Baptism.

3.

Christian Baptism is for the remission of sins.

12carroll Brooks Ellis, The Controversial Speaking of
Alexander Campbell, a dissertation: Louis~ana State University,
Baton Rouge, 1949), p. 2~0.
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4.

Baptism Js to he e.dmi:::dst0red m1ly by a Bishop

or ordained Presbyter.
5.

6.

In convc.rsicn ,:md sanctification, the Spirit of
God opc~:.·ates only through the .. \~ord of Truth.

Human creedsi &s bonds of union and

co~nuni~~'

are ne:::essarily heretical and s:::hismatical. ·

Campbell

\Jas the affirmative speaker on the first,

third, fifth

and sixth questions; and Rice l;oias the affirmative on the second

and fourth questions.
Henry ClE•Y, the famed statesman, was chosen as chairman or
moderator of the debate and many felt that it was because of
his neutral feeling toward religion.

He •»as a pe:r sonal friend

of Mr. Campbell and ma.ny felt that he accepted the chairmanship

an Episcopal paper, said the follovdng concerning Clay:

The Honorable Henry Clay is understood to have
been scrupulously careful after the debate, as well
as during its progress, to abstain from all individual comparisons; whilst, at the same time, it is
said that he expressed himself in terms of almost
extravagant admiration of the mental powers, and
occasional burst 6£ eloquence, on the part of the
Rev. ~k. Campbelll4
The above quotation gives some idea of how M.r. Clay per-

formed as a moderator.l5

13campbell-Rice Debate,££· cit., p. 47.

14Millenial Har~inger,
15Ellis,

££·

£E.·

cit., p. 258.

ci,!., p. 326.

10!~

Six general

~-ules

\.;ere agreed upon to govern both contest-

ants, and they are as follows:
1.

The terms in which the questi~n in debate is
expressed, and the point at issue, should be
clearly defined, thet there co~ld be no misunderstanding respecting them.

2.

The parties should mutually co:·1sider each other
as standing on a footing of equality, in respect
to the sub i e.:;t in debate.
Each should rer~ard
the otht:.X'
pos&essi.ng equal talents, kn~wledge
and a ~esire for truth with himself and it is
possible, therefore, that he may be in the 'tvrong,
and his advert.:ary in the right.

as

3.

All expressions which are unmeaning, or without
effect in regard to the subject in debate, should
be strictly s.voided.

4.

Personal reflections on an adversary should, in
no instance, be indulged.

5.

The consequences of any doctrine are not to be
chax.·ged on him \·Jho maintains it, unless he expressly avows them.

6.

As truth, and not victory, is the professed
object of controversy, whatever proofs may
be advanced, on either side, should be examined
with fairness and candor; and any attempt to
answer an adversary by arts of sophistry or to
lessen the force of his reasoning by wit,
cavilling or ridicule, is a viol~tion of the
rules of honorable controversy.lb

Setting for the Debate:
The contest began on November 15, and continued for sixteen
days,

cl~sing

December 1.

The sessions were from ten until two

16campbell-Rice Debate,££· cit., pp. 47, 48.
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o'clock each day, except for

t\·Jo

night:

se~;sions

of two hours,

making a total of seventy- two hou:r.' s of r.J.c teal debating.

stenographers took down the entire
publid1ed in

18~·4,

discuB~ion)

'r·dO

which was

with a certificate from Campbell and Rice

to the effect that it

"Jas a

11

full e)lhibition of

tlu~

facts,

documents, and arguments used by us on the several questions

debated.n

The published volume contained nine hundred and

twelve pages o:E small pl~:tnt--more than lw1f a million words.l7
Great interest v;as manifested in Lexington b2fore the

debate began, much of which was of a partisan nature.
CaD~bell's

friends were foretelling a gr8at victory.

So~e

predicted that Rice wo•.1ld not even 1na.ke a second speech.l8
Th8 Cinci,E;!!ati._
\-Jho

St'!nt

Gaz~tte

had a special repm:-te:r on the scene

bach: the follm,;ing report of the h1tercst stimulated

by the event:

This being the day appointed for a comrnencer.<ent
of the long contemplated discussion be.t·y;eer.. A.
Campbell and Rev. N. L. Rice, the various avenues
leading to Lexington have, fo:r the last 48 hours,
exhibited .::ur:ple evidence of the widespread inte;ces t
felt in tbis cause.
Steamboats, stages, railroad cars, and vehicles
of every variety \vere crm·:'ded with zealous partisans,
lovers of excitement, lovers of debate and lovers of
conflict) whether of body or of mind~···all rushirJ.g to
the scene, eager to secure good lodging and good
places to see and be seen.l9

17Ellis, £2· £it., p. 258.
l8John Waller, Western BaE_tist Review, September, 1845,
p. 26..
-l9Ellis, ~· cit., p. 259.
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some hundred and fifty
preachers present frm,.,_ various dt-norrtinations . . . from New York

to Louisiana, and from Philadelphia to,Little Rock.20
On the fi;~·::;t d.ay c£ the ckbate therE were two thousand

people in the newly constr-ucted Christian church.

There were

two thousand peop1s in nearly all o£ the sessions to attest to
the magnitud<.:: of the event.

Not only \-lenc: there large crowds

present at each meeting) but the audience was apparently

deeply interested.

Each speaker was

compl~nentary

good condLtct and interest of the audience.

of the

The correspondent

of the Cincinnati Gazette stated:

It is truly marvelous to see how multitudes of
intelligent men and worr.en can be thus enlisted, and
kept for hours, days and weeks, enchained in breath..
'''1''\·Cl
. co
th eJ_l,
'• E.,1--·,
• ]. 't<,._
1c.lf··
, ·.,. l.n
•
1 ess
dc.
.•.,c~.,_.,.
•. y' ao
.-jf
..
•• cr.na.
•• are were
the scale . . . yes, and witnessed v1.tth copious
streams of tears, of alternate grief and joy, from
the eyes of many a worthy sire and matron, v7hose
hopes of future happiness are connected with one
or the other mode of belie£.21
Campbell and Rice were very different in their presentation

of attacks and the following sources indicate some of the·
differences c:md l11ill give a good introduction to the analysis

of Campbell's major ideas in the debate.

A correspondent for

the Protestaat Churchman included the follm·;ring comparison in

his report of the Lexington debate:
2Clr1illenic:.:l Harbinger, January, 18l~4, p. 1.

21Ellis,

EE· cit., p. 261.
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His Lexir,gton or-ponent, N. L. Rice> provf.-,d to be the most di..fficult opponent G<w:pbell had ever encountered in publ.ic discu:;sion..

So the stage is set for one cf the

events in the life of Alexander

~ost

Can~bell.

interesting

This event will give

further insight into his style of preaching as conQared to the

philosophy that he: advocated.

This debate -v;ill be ccmh:af:;tt'd

with the preceding debate to see if he executed anything
differerttly.
the

\vOl'k

The method of presentation will be similar to

in the pY"eceding chapter.

In the remainder of this

chapter, we \vill e.xamine the follm·7ing areas:
argument and delivery.
conclusions

~-:ill

After each area is explored and analyzed,

be dra\vn, especially in comparison to his

philosophy, but in some cases in comparison
chapter.

organization,

Y.1

ith the preceding

It should be noted here that a copy of the original

debate was available and it had been validated by Campbell and
Rice.23
2211illenial Harbinger, .2.£.· cit., p. 326.

23A copy of the original debate was located at Northwest
Christian College in Eugene, Oregon.
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OrBc.mization:
At the beginning of the debate, Campbell recognized the
importance of organization.

He said:

It is all important; sir, as you well know,
to make a few points, to concentrate the mind
upon them and to fortify th:.:.m \J2ll vli th documentary proof. /'. multiplicity of matters confusedly
thr01>m tog£~tber, is nei. the.r so edifyj.ng no::: so
convincing as a fe'.:: w-:;11 selected and digested
arguments properly arranged and fully elaborated.
\<.rithout a distin(;tive method of tir·I.·angement, 't·Je
might ar,su~ for yem."!:> and prove notbing sat::Ls-

factorily.L.4

The discussion of Camybell'c organization in this debate
will be divided into a discussion of his introductions and conelusions.

'J:hen to help to see his organization, there t·1ill be

presented a cooplete outline of one of his point-support units,

v1hich will be the same unit discussed later in detail in the
section under argument.
Campbell's introductions \<Jere always clearly separated
from the body of the speech, and as a rule he provided sufficient transitional material for the audience to understand
that a change had been made.
Campbell presented his arguments in an organized form
which was easy to follow.

He labeled his points by saying,

"My first argument is," or "This for method's sake is my third
argument."25

24campbell-Rice Debate,££· cit., p. 286p.

25 Ibid., p.. 58.
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if he had a large amount
of evidence to present, he numb.cored his 8uthorities.
example, in the fi:r.st proposition, on

~he

For

action of baptism,

his first argument was based on the proper meaning of the
root

11

bapti.zo11

stating

hi~;

)

fro~

vlhich the l;·JOrd baptism is derived.

Etrgur:12nt, he said, "Hy \7itrle.sses are so

After

nume:t~ous

that I must call them forth in classes, end hear them in
detail.

I shall first smnrnm.1 the GrEek Lexicographers.n26

Campbell.: s

co!~clusions

his introducti011.
guments.

\-Jere usually just as definite as

They consisted of e. S!.munc.:ry of all his

ar~,

Here is an example to illustrate his use of the

summary in t.alking about baptism:
This is r:1y last address on this proposition, and
havb1g to touch upon numerous topics, I must, therefore, touch upon them lightly. Host of the important
matters have been repentcdly advertsd to and gone to
record; therefore, little need be said upon them.
Whateve:c replies have been rw::Ide to my regular argument,
if I have not adverted to ttern, it is because I have
not noted theu dovm, or supposed them worthy of any
special attention.
The following items have been repeatedly adverted
to or hi11ted at during the invest~gation of this
questi.on.27
He then briefly discussed the fifteen arguments that he had presented during the discussion, presenting just a short paragraph
to illustrate and remind the audience what had been said.

He

was much more effective in this debate in this respect because
his summaries were much more brief.
26rhid., p. 59.
2 7 Ibid.
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Now, to help erne se.e a

complet~<.'>. e:xampl12

1

of Carnpbell s

org.s.nization, I "v5.sh to ou t1 ine one of hi.s .e.rguments.

The

argument will be taken from the first proposition:
The fmJ~c-:rsi.on in \v{iter of a proper subject into
the nama of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit,
is the one and only Apostolic or Christian Baptism.
Mr. Carr.pbell chose to follmv tb.'!
of the term baptisrn.

com:·s~;

of the definition

This was his main objective and his

supportive ·material came from many sources.

The follmving is

an example of the use of that pattern:
I.

De.fini ticn of Baptism

A.

He discussed the importance of the word.

B.

He discussed the term from the concepts
of th,'E:! Old and Ne-t·J Testaments of the Bible.

C.

He

D.

He then quoted some classical writers and
discussed their authority.

E.

He then concluded by comparing the ideas
of the ~criptures with the writers he had
quoted. 8

th~:.::n quoted fourteen languag2 experts
from the past to the present.

As one follows this argument, the one really significant idea
that stands out is Campbell's dependence upon a variety of
sources of evidenC(-!.

In this particular debate, the one

28This complete argument can be found on pages 111-117.
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pattern that seer;i'3 ap!:?Drsnt is his dc:sire t.c explore the question at hand .t:rom sourc<:::s that are ancient to sources in the
present and the!1 to

co~:upare

each.

It is a.ppare.n.t tha.t C2.ri!pbell spent ruud1 tiine in the pre-

paration of the orgaraizntion of the -debate.
and conclusions sc:rved the purpose, his

His introductions

argun;c~nts

and evidence

were labeled in nu. ord.e::rly m.:mner, and he nttempted to stay in
that framewo:c-·1:.<.

As the discussion continues, it will be

possible to see, throL:gh a complete example o£ argument and
. d.
ev1.d. ence, h.1s metno

,.. organlzat1on.
.
•

o~

Argumen~:

In discussing Campbell's philosophy of .argument, one must
again take into

considf~ration

that Campbell

plicit as to just wh.at an argument really

~1as

~s.

not very exSo, in order. to

make clear whe.t is meant by the term, the following definition
is repeated.

An argument is the statement of a definite con-

tention and the presentation of evid2nce in support of that
contention.

Campbell did relate three concepts that are

relative to this discussion.

They are:

(1) the importance of

arguments being complete and fully supported; (2) that arguments
should be supported with evidence from the language in which
it was written; and f:Lnally, (3) that the audience should be
considered in the selection of material to be presented.
the Owen debate, Campbell was much concerned with audience

In
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analysis and fully st:pportc::c hi.,;: rm't~:~ri.:;ls, but in this debate

he turned his a tter: t:?'.Cl"! to the :.tmpc::c t.::mct:: o£ definition of

terms and, at ti.m.;::!s, seemed to

ignore:~

the other concepts.

\-J'i th this backg:t·oLn.Hl in mind, the discuss:i on of: the debate

will begin.
The discussion of the first proposition began on

\~ednesclay,

November 15, and continued until Saturday, November 18.
session wa.s held each day from ten o'clock until
Saturday evening an additional meeting
six until eight o'clock.

i;lG.S

t"lf'JO

A

and on

scheduled from

T'wenty-ruo hours were devoted to this

praposi tion, v.;hich in the published form occ1.1pies two hundred
and twenty-three p&ges of small print.

,..

The major portion or

this debate. is built around the topic cf baptism.
nine hundred pages, over six hundred
of this.

ar~

Of the some

taken up in discussion

Four of the six propositiona come directly under the

term baptism.

Therefore, it is the purpose of this section to

illustrate Campbell 1 s use. of argumer:.t from definition, with
l\vo

arguments under the topic of baptism.

The first will be

under the question of immersion versus sprinkling or pouring
as a mode of baptism.

The use of arg·ument from definition is

the real point of concern, and the word under consideration is
baptism.

This question was not a new one nor unimportant one

to the people of that day.
tensively on the subject.

Nany early writers had written exThe point of difference between

Campbell and Rice was one of long standing.

Campbell affirmed
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that irrmersion \'.'3~3 the o~ly mode o~: baptism authorized, vJhilc

Rice contended that sprb1k.ling or. pouring
immersion.

WHS

as acceptable as

Therefore, th<:! point of clash wa8 upon the word
I

on.l;: in the propos5. ticrn.

To support: his position, Campbell

attempted to define the vwrd baptism.
Carnpbell began his discussion cf the proposition by
immediately talking about the speci.f1.c meaning of the word,

and he

stated~

~ti~_9_, conf?S.~cdly a. derivative from. bapto, .
8
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1
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He then applied this idea to the Greek

~aEt~

and affirmed that

through its more. than 2,000 modifications it retains the
specific idea of dipping or immersion, and never that of sprinkling.

In an effort to make this idea clear. to his entire

audience, Campbell used the follmving illustration:
A great majority of our citizens are better read
in forests, fields and gardens than in the schools
of philology or ancient languages. Agriculturists,
hor ticul turis ts, botanists vJill fully comprehend
me when I say, in all the dominions of vegetable
nature, untouched by human art, as the root so ~s
the stem, and so are the branches. If the root be

29campbell-Rice Debate, 2£· cit., p. 55.

oak, th2 sten: r:.::.nL;:;t be ash .. n:xr the br·anches

cedar. ~\?hat l.-'ould you thin1;~, 11r: Presic:te·nt, of
the sanity or veracity of the bacl::':vcc·dsm:m who

would affirm that he found a state of nature, a
tree whose root was oak, who~e stPm was cherry,
whose boughs were pear, and whose lea.ves 't·Jere

chestnut?

If these gramnarians and philologists

have been happy in their ana:Logie.s dra'.-.?ll fro:n the
root acd branches of trees, to illustrat2 the derivation of words, ho·h' singularly ftn1.tastic and
genius that creates a philological tree, 11Jbose
root is
to, J;·;hose stem is cheo,
se br2nches
are ran
, and ~hose fruit
it
not toc)Tl.~·(flcrous. and. prerJ~1~:tero:.1 s
.
ish.
ears, whose root LS d1p, waose trunk 1s pour,
whose branches are sprinkle, and whose fru:Lt is
<

)

purificat:i.on!
Hy first argu,";i'.:mt, then, :Ls founded on the root

bapto, \·Jhose proper signi.fj.cat:ion, all learnc::d m.en
say, is dip, and lihose main. derivati.ve is bap:izo-\\lhich, by all the lmvs of Philology and all the:! laws
of natun~, never: can, never did~ ar.:.d nevel~ ·v;:Lll
signify to pour or to sprinkle.JO
To further support this contention, Carnpbell

aff:L:tr.o<::~d

that rw

translator, either ancient or modern, had ever rendered any
derivative of bapto, to sprinkle.

Throughe:ut all Biblical

translations, it has abJays been rende:red by some \·Jot·d

meaning to dip or immerse.

It is significant to note that

Campbell did define the Greek -vwrds which he had used in his
illustration, which he did not do elsewhe:t"e in this debate or
in the preceding debate.

But one can see the importance he.

placed on definition in the discussion of his organization.

After presenting the proposition and defining the terms
partially, for this entire argument is concerned with the

30Ibid., p. 57F.
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definition of 1:erns, be:. p'l:oceeded to px:esent testimony from
langua.ge experts and hif; tc:r·ica.l v1ri ter s, both ancient and

modern.
Campbel1 fm:-thered the dis::::ussion by talking about

materj_al t-1ith 'i>Jhich the audience 11as fmm.l1.ar.

His first

source of evidence came from the Cld Testament of the Bible.

'T'h
. passage J.s
. tak-en
-· 1.s

~

~rom

. .
•
• •
t.h e \•7rJ..tl.ng
or:~ "1-.1
1· oses u1
Lev:t.tlcus

Again~

the fourteenth chapte:t.

Carr.pbell did not quote the

story directly f·.rorP the Scriptur.·e, but his method is illustrated in the follmd.ng:
In the lm.v of r'~oses we have an ordinance for
ft~d I pr~~u,~e· t11P'L- Il~v
fr-~~ld.
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t.;ords wh5_ch ere sometimes called bc:.ptism, are
~rough~ together in soler:w; ~ontrast.
'!hey are
found 1.n the law for pu:n..tyJ.ng the unclean, and
cleansing the lep~:!r. Blood vJas to b<?. sprinkled,
oil was to be poured, hysop was to be dipped,
and then after.· these ceremonies, the unclean \-Jas
t:o bathe.31
After introducing the illustration in the above, Campbell proc:eeded to relate in detail the events of this and the contrast
of the words:
In g1v1ng a detailed account of these ceremonies, the inspired writer has p:r:-esent€d these
words in contrast thus: "And the priest shall
take some of the log of oil, and pour it into
the palm of his m.vn left hand, and shall dip

31rbid. , p. 76.
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arid sprinkle that olive oil seven times before
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This is from the oldest reco·.ed in the world.
\-le have r~o "'riti•1gs more ancient than the five
books o£ Mz.)ses.
These have fixed an e<rt:rlasting

contrast: bet•-Jeen the ~-mrds sprinkle, pour and
din--so that each rr:.ust forever indi.cat:e a di.stailce action, fixed among the legal c<:::remonies
of a typical people. Since the time when the
leper w.s.s cleansed by having blood .spJ:inkled

upon hi~, oil poured upon him, and his flesh .
bathed in \\1 &ter--from that ti.me till nm-,1 , the:se
vlords have been used as dis tine t in nH?.aning,
and as itmrrutable as the law of Hoses. 32

Campbell thought that he had made the distinction betlveen
the 't'7ords clear.

\{hen

Campbell had co:npleted his study of

the Scriptures in support of this argument, he turned to testimony, but still concerned with the usage and definition of
the word baptizq_.

authorities.

Campbell now made extensive use of language

He quoted fourteen different lexicographers.

The follmoJing is an example of how all tvere used:
Scheusner, a name revered by orthodox theologians, and of enviable fame, says (Glasgow ed. 1824):
Ist. Pr~rie, irner o ac intino-o in <l:~am imerg£.:_
Properly it Sl.gUlJ..ies, I immerse, I ip, I immerse
in water. 2nd, It signifies, I wash or cleanse by

32rbid., p. 77.

1 LJ

"1'7

Campbell presr.::nt.ed several more of these quotations in the
manner as the above

a~1.d

at tempted to relate the meaning of the

word to show that it was the only form of b
the practice of the ea:r·ly

chu~cch

tishl because of

and the mea.:ning of the o;·;orcl ..

When he ha.d finished with the: 1angu.sge experts, his next

source of proof \vas classical tvriters.
introduction of classical writers as

Campbell justified the

autho:..~ity on.

the rr.eening

of b.:.:tptism by say:Lng:
The meaning o£ a -vwrd is ascertaiJ.1,::;d by the
usage of those \vriters and speakers, llhose koo\vledge and acquirements have made thern masters of
their m\trJ L:mguages.
From this class of vouche;.:s
we derive mo6t of oux hl1owledge of Holy Writ, and
of all the retriain.S of Grecian li ter.a tu:::-e and
science. We indeed try the dictionari~s by t~~
classics, the extant authors of the language. 3·+

Campbell then proceeded to read from twenty-three classical
writers who used the word baptizo or some of its derivatives.
The following is a typical example of such proof:
Aristotle, de color, c. 4, says: By reason of
heat and moisture, the colors enter into the pores
of things dipped into them <g>u baptirnenou).

3 3 rbid. , p. ss.

34rbid., p. 58.

De
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anima, ~1.1., c. 12, Lf a man dips (b~ps~~J anyJ;.tling
into wax, it: is moved so far as it ~s aipped. 3:>
In this example Cau:;pbell just wanted the audience to sec the

form of the word fm: baptism and relate that form to immersion

or, in this case, dipping.

He. is less interested in the idea

of the heat: or the wax, but only in a presentation of a
c.s.l write1.· usinE

t~he

clz.ssi~

same term th&t is related in thf.!

Scriptures.

Campbell's ability to think and reason in comprehensive
generalizations is graphically illustrated by the nature of the

supports to

~hich

he appealed in this proposition.

Instead of

appealing to each passage of ScriptLzre or e<:u::h lexicographer

as an argument to prove that immersion alone constitutes
baptism, he appealed to great classes of evi(ience, often listing
many authorities under each classification:; as has been illu.strated in the above material.

He followed this same method

under each proposition.
He concluded this proposition with a sur.nnary of all the
contentions

lu~

made on the proposition and most especially em-

phasizing the importance of the definition of baptism.

The

other arguments under this proposition \vere all built around
the argument from definition and the above material illustrates

his use of this method.
The second example of Campbell's use of argument in this

debate comes from the proposition that Christian baptism is
35rbid. , p. ss.
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necessary for .forf;ive-:H?Ss of pest

~:Jns.

Cr::mpbell prefaced his

remarks by talking a.bou t realiz.a tion of this belief.

Campbell

said that he had belj.eved this for t\.Jentv v2...::n:£ and had
"'

J

but t:e

harl never before defe:nded his belie£ as a fcnnal debate proposition.

Upon exte·osive study he had arrived at the true

design and purposi::: of baptifm1.

The result of the in.tens.ive

Stlidy t'JaS:

• . . Uoon the simple testimony of the book
i tsclf' (came to a co:.lclusion' proved by the
Bible, which nmv appeaJ7S fro;:n a thous:-:L~:d sources,

to hc:~ve be.er>. the ca tho lie and t.rul y anc:i.en t
primitive faith of the whole church. It was in
this coum1on·;·ieal t:h t'ha t his doctr:ine ·•va[; first
publicly pro~:.lulgated in modern t:i:1~ss; ond, sir,
it has no"'H s.pread over this cont::inent, end -v1ith
singular succ:es s, is nm-J returning to Et1.::::ope,
and the land of om: fathers. Hy f.:lith in it,
sir, rests, huv1ever, rrei ther upon the trc~ditions
of the church, nor upon any merely inf~rential
reasonings of rny mvn, nor those of any other

man; but upon the explicit and often repeated
declarations a.nd e::;,c:planations of the prophets
and the apostlcs.3b
·

Campbell's contents and supports centered around the many
passages of Scriptures which are still used regularly by gospel
preachers in discussing this question.

It is my purpose to

relate each of these Scriptures because Scripture was so irnportant in this particular discussion and in the entire debate.

36~., p. 472.
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passage of the Acts of the Apostles, Ch;'ipter two, verse thirtyeight.

After studying the passage with emphasis on the

expression ufor the remission of

sins,~:

Campbell illustrated

the meaning of Peter 1 s statement ,,Jith a parallel

illustration~

A rheumatic invalid asked a physician how he
might be he2Jc~d 1 a.nd the doctt.)l~ J:eplied, "Go to
th.e Virgi:ni.::l l{hi te Snlphur Springs, d1· ink of the
water and bathe in them) for trw reE1oval of your
pains, and you shall enjoy a renmrated constitu-

tion.11 Such a patient would rationally conclude
that two things were necessary to his healing,
drinking o£ the ·water a.nd bathir;.g in it. The
physician gave no promise that the instruction
'vould work. ·
"Som<~

of our ardent

opponents~

inde..:!d, in the

blindness o.f their zeal, have said that it ought
to be read, because vour sins are remitted.a
Campbell c~ntinued, r'But, in the case before us,

would not
who would
the \\Thit:e
and bathe

the people leugh the doctor to scorn
say to the aforesaid invalid~ "go to
Sulphur Springs and drink the ';'later,
in it, because your pains are remitted?"37

Campbell contended that the Apostles immersed men on profession

of penitence, or \vhile confessing their sins, that they might
reform.

Hence, he baptized men in order to, or for the sake of

reformation.

Campbell then spoke about the Great Commission which is

found in Saint Hatthe\\ 1 Chapter 28) verses 19 and 20.
1

The

Great Commission cornnanded the Apostles to baptize the taught
11

into the name of the Father and the Son and.the Holy Spirit."

3 7 Ibid. , p. 3 5 .
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Campbell reasoned,

u

In. to always den?tes chang(:: of position; a

transition from one state to another.

It 1nakes boundaries. 11 38

Campb€11 took another testimony, v7hi.ch was !.'(;ally a
support of the. main proposition

frou~

the letter that the Apostle

Paul wrote to the church at Colassae, the second chapter,
verses 12 through 15.
sins of the flesh,"

Paul says: "We put off the body of the

no\•}

circumcision iJGaginable.

here is the most be-autiful allusion to

Here were those who still

circumcision, Campbell reasoned.

11

~vanted

efter

To them the l1postle. says,

'ye are complete in Christ;'. you are not to be circumcised,
which only

tal~es

off a mere atom of flesh; but the spiritual

circumcision, which we have in being crucified with Christ, iu
being buried with him in baptism, cuts of£ \vithout a knife,
with a hand, the l•lhole body of the sins of the flesh. u39
\vith this, Campbell

v1as

trying to destroy the idea that ci:r-

cumd.sion was the only thing necessary for cleansing of sins,
and that baptism took care of the problem.

Campbell further

spoke:
Baptism, my fellow-citizens, is no mere rite,
no unmeaning ceremony, I assure you. It is a most
intellectual, spiritual and sublime transition out
of a sinful and condenmed state, into a spiritual
and holy state. It is a change of relation, not
as respects the flesh, but the spirit. It is an
introduction into the mystical body of Christ, by
which he necessarily obtains the remission of his
sins.

3Brbid., p. 443.

39 rbid., p. 440.

12.2

No one can n:!dt:rs::.and c::: ::·Il_i<:::y the
a\·lful import~ 6£ a. bu:r.'ial w:Lth C';:1ri;:::t;
into death, who does not feel that he
- '"''()' '' +· c;oJ-~-:·,L.Ll-<.<.-·k"••"'-'·'::."-~·em•> ..;~1.; ~·i '1 t.; r-. -ip t:o
thr
• ~OLig'tl
,
'';\'·•''-'"·~·
···~1··r~·"r
h1.g1...1 '•nd l-r.. l-,y '"'"'l""tJnr>.::· to
c~

L-l-.,., ......

J ... ~

~

.. ~_.;.rrt_l

...

<.......~,-.t.\.."

,.

sublime and
or a ba.ptism
is passing
a ''lE"'J
f~ml'ly•)
~.·,.,.ct'
''S h-.c li'athe""'
c...
_c:l-A-C)

J,_,.

and his God--to the Son, as his LGrd and his Messiah-to the Holy Spirit, as hi.s Saru::t.if'iex.· .:::·od Comforter.

He puts off his old relations to the world, the flesh
and Sa tan.. Ccmsequc1n:ly, that ·.;_oms.nt he is adopted
into the Fam:Lly of God, and is
~::cnallj' invested
with all the ~::i.ghts c:f a Citizen of the Kingdom of

'0
Heaven.·+·

.

The above helped to

su~

up

~wme\-Jh<?t

tht- material he had been

presenting fro::n Scripture: to suppm:t the. idea that baptism is

absolutely ne.cessm:y.

There ha:..re been just a

fe·~v

Scriptures

alluded to here, but one ca11• see hi)~·~ muc:h he depended upon the
Scripture in this p!:opositi.on to oro>Je his points.
take for granted the knowledge an.d

:[a~_tb.

the au thori. ty of the Bible before he

usee~

He had to

the aud.::Lence had in
these p:coofs, which

shovJS his dependence upon e:efecttve .aud:Lence analysis.

The question was concluded with a ple:a for the catholicity
of his vie.,Js.

Arguing that: he was far mere catholic than the

Presbyterians, he stated:

Suppose nmv, one great convention of the
Christian world had met to fix upon some basis
of union and comrounion, and that they had agreed
upon one single point~-·That whatever vie1vs vJere
most generally believed, and first those that
were universally believed, should be accepted
and incorporated, instead of those believed by
a minority.
Baptism comes before the convention: the
question is first upon the action; a part vote
for sprinkling as valid baptism, a part vote for
pouring, but all a-gree that innnersion is right
baptism.
It is, therefore, put dmvn as catholic,
and the other two as sectarian.
40rbid., p. 442.
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Campbell then concluded by asking, uAre '\vc. not, then most
catholic on thts sub i cct?

lTny not, tllcn, sacrifice that which

is so sectariau and m:.ite in one Lord, one faith a.nd one
.;rrnner :::i~;on.1 • u42
.J- I.

•

...

4L..

Caropbell gets them to agree on certBin points and then
drm\'s the conclusion that we

agree~

then it should be a simple

and sensible thing to change to that 'tvhich we all believe.
In summary, Campbell's use of argum<?nt: in this debate,
one can testify that Campbell depended a great deal upon argurnent from defini ti.on.

His arguments again \•lere not new.

His

use of argument from definition, as 'tvell as the examples of
the second propositions in this debate, indicate his great
dependence upon the use of Scripture as suppo:r:t.
Delivery:
The final area of discussion is, again, the delivery of
Campbell.

His idea on style or delivery is again that of

naturalness; that style should be as conversational and
41rbid., p. 560.
42 Ibid.

1-'')4

extemporaneous as possible.

In

tr,-Jo ~Lnsta::.1ces, however~

Campbell's practice was not ccasistent wit!:1 his theory.

The

first· is the style of deliver) that Campbell nsed including
7

his reaction to this audience and the techn:Lcal lc:.nguage that
\vas used.

Campbell seemed to be interested in t:vJo audienceo!s--the
immediate audience and the audie1.1ce that: would read the pub-

lishecl book.
t\'i'O

Campbell seemed more possf'.ssed with speaking to

audiences in this debate than any of the others.

that Campbell

·~,ms

It seems

not as effect:ivG as he could have been because

he did not center on the inunedia te audience.

He '\vas so

con~

cerned about getting his material into the book in a correct
form that he read his first four affirmative speeches from
manuscr:i.pt.L1J

Rice did not wait until after the debate to

criticize Campbell for reading:
It is truly marvelous that one of the greatest
debators of the age . . . one who had, for·tbc last

thirty years, been engaged in this species of controversy; should find it necessary to read his
arguments. Is it true, that he had defense of
immersion prepared, 11 cut and dried, 11 before the
discussion commenced to be read to the audience?
Cannot my fr.iend sustain his cause by any other
means'! I never heard of but one man reading a
speech in Congress; and I believe everybody
laughed at him. LV+

43rbid. , p. 187.
44 Ihid.
· - - , p. 188 .
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Campbell defended

~ims(:;l_£

by

Hy reading, it: seems, is a great annoyance to
'i'hE; rn.ore cone en tra ted .s.rgun:E:nts,
cxhibi tecl in that form, require a n:ore S?ecial
attention than, as yet, he had be.stowed on anything I have adv~nced . . . I have no preference
,..
'.
.r:or
reaalng
. . . t 11e one great :;_·easo0. :Lor
my
presenting these arguments in this fvl"lll is,
that they abound in criticism and matters some.
. .
1 . l no
wh at rn~n~te,
requLr1ng
great accuracy, w1~ca
stenogr2pher in Chri~teJJ.dcY:.T'. could rationally be
expected to report.4J
my friend.

Some of the technical arguments just would not succeed with
the immE!diate audience.

On SOi.ne

points he i1:1troduced as mnny

as t\venty-five different authorities.

Th;.s would

trk1.ke

excellent

source roa teriHl, but '\'ould be difficult for the im;:nedia te

audience to grasp.
On the othc.:r ham.l) if Campbell felt that a·statement wc:s

not clear, he vwuld

g~

back and give a detailed explanation.

For example, he said:
I am told, ho·v~ever, I am not fully under stood.
The oft repeated and important distin(:tion of
generic and specific terms.
I shall, therefore,
once and for all more fully deliver myself on
this essential difference.l}6
l•Ir. Campbell attempted to make the material interesting

and vivid by the use of figures of speech and picturesque

language.

For example, he referred to the Arian creed as

"the vagaries of

tho~

45rbid., p. 194.

46 Ibid. , p. 99.

moon struck theologians."

Of the
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operation of the Holy

~~:)J.rit on lD.:LD.nts,

he said: "these

infant regenerators are lame in both limbs, in the right lir.:tb
of faith, and in the left limb of philosophy of mind.

They

move on crutches~ and b:t:oken crutches, too. 11 47
Closely associated

,,~it:h

this technique Has his use of

npurple patcb.Gs, 11 highly emotional .:md iruaginative language in

extended descripti.ons of God, Cln:·ist, Liberty) Truth and the
Bible. MJ

The extent to llhich Campbell used these can be seen

by the follm·1ing passage on truth:

Truth, my friends, Holy Truth, stands upon the
Rock of i\ges.
It li:Ets its head above thE! clouds-above the st:.::;.s~
It conmmnes with God.
It holds
sv;eet cmrver~;e \dth ·the hierarchies cxound the
thronf; of the Eternal King; 'td th tho~e elders, sons
of light, and vlith the spirits of the rr~ighty dee.d.

It is the bright efftuen.ce of the bright essence of
the uncr.·eated mind. God spoke, and T:;:uth 1,-Jas born.
Its day·s an: tb.e years of God.
E::nbodied in the Ho:r:d
of God, it came down from Heaven and became incarnate,
It is, therefore, immortal a·nd cHnnot be killed.
It
v:ill sUJ:vive all its foes~ and stand erect when
every idol falls.
No one knm·n,; its gigantic
strength.
It has been cast down, but never destroyed. Fo·r ages pc.st, it has been gathering
strength and preparing for a mightier conflict
yet, than time records.
It needs no fleshly wisdom, not \·Wrldly policy, to give it pmJer to gain
its victory.
It is, itself, redeeming, soul
redeeming, and disenthralling.
It has passed
through fire, and flood and tempest, and is as fresh,
as fair, as beautiful, and as puissant as ever.
I
feel myself peculiarly happy in be:ing permitted, in
being hono-red, to stand up for it, ';hen most insulted
and dispa:caged by its professed friends.
He that

4 7 Ibid. , p. 614 .

48Ellis, p. 318.
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One can note: Campbell's attet11pt to presc1t tb.e roaj esty. of the

Word of ·God and Truth.

it would seem to

disagre~

with his idea that thE: speaker sb.o:.d.d k<:>'?::}J the mar:er:ial as

simple as possible.

1ly carr..e at the

YE.:t, such pDsr;.::tge.s IJG

end of Campbr:.11 1 s spe.2ches, and t:he.y

.,ilEJ~c

ah;ays in harmony

with the point presented.

most of the

Finally, on occ.:::sions, Ca:c;pl;ell util
exccp t hulnc..;:.

There are only four

times re.corch::d in t-he debate th.s t Cc;_rnpbeJ.l made the audience

laugh.

Rice~

on the other hand, had thcu laughing in most of

his speeches~ usually iH: C.?..mpbeJJ. 1 s expense.
•

Rice for causin.g laughteJ: over nntt:er s

I!

Campbell rebul~.ed

:ircvoi'ling th2 world's

destiny, 11 and never employed humor himsel£.50

In suli!'Il:Etion:. Nr. Campbell seemed to come alive more with
more picturesque langu..?.ge than

he.~

did :Ln the: other debate, and

yet his reading so much of the material a.Lso seemed to take
aHay from the impact o£ the discussion.

In his explanation of

the reading, Campbell tried to explain that he was only trying
to present the material as accurately as he could, hence the

reading.

It is the opinion of this writm: that since the

material is not any more difficult here than before, the need
49campbell-Rice Debate, ££· E.~t:.·, p. 892.

50Ellis, ££· cit., p. 320.
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for having the material completely writ.tfm out was not necessary.
~lso

Campbell

'i1iolated his philosophy of naturalness in trying

to be natural for both audiences-- the irnrnedia te audience and

the reading a.udience.
to follm''

evc~r.t

It \-Wuld be k""'lpossi.ble for the audience

half ci the seventy-1:ive arguments that were

presented '¥ith an abundance of evidence.
i:rrtJ~E~diate

reading

For the sake of the

aud:lence, Campbell should have thought about the

audicrlc~e

at a later tim,:.!.

Campbell 1 s voc2.bulary a.nd his use of foreign
also stood out in this debate.

languag(~

It would seem that the average

person would have trouble undert>tanding not only the technical
language, but some of t.he so·· called picturesque language.
Surn:tTI.ary:

--"'-~-

corupa1~ison

to the confrontation vlith

0\·Jen, can truly be called a debate.

The::rr;; was foundation be-

The perfor1r.:cnce, in

t1~een

The

the ti.-10 contestants and a set of principles laid out.

t~·Jo

men crossed each other many times during the debate

and this helped to keep the audience on the edge of their
seats as witnesses of the debate seem to indicate.

Rice's

picking at the personality and character of Campbell caused
some concern.

He responded in the same manner and in reality

viola ted. the pJ:inciples of· kindness and sincere search for

the truth which he advocated.
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'There is not much indication

::ha~

the setting and backgroun:l.

of tht:! debat:e had a.ny particular advantage for either of the
debators.

Both nen made comments about the great religious

feeling in that part of the country.

Campbell was upset from

the very beginning about the possib:iJ.ity of meeting a man that
he did not feel -vws sincerely interested in finding the truth,
and this ,-.;as ver:t evident thronghout the debate.

Campbell's

pattc~rn

of organization again follows the

topical-chronological idea.

It might be observed that he pre-

sented a. more effective plan in the CJv1en debate.

The intl'oduc··

tions and conclusions seemed to play a more prominent role in
the Rice debate, or at least they were more thought out.

At

any rate, it is apparent that Cam.pbell had given great consideration to his organization and seemed to try to folloN
his pattern.
One can be impressed with Campbellws knowledge of the
original language and his ability to take a passage apart.
He did this especially \ve.ll in his discussion of the word
&_aptizo and his application of it to hi.s arguments.
The use of the Bible in argument ·was more p:r:evalent

in this debate in relation to the Owen debate.

Campbell and

Rice had reached an agreement on the Bible as the supreme
authority, and in contrast, there was no such understanding
in the (Men debate.

Campbell applied passages in the Old Testa-

ment: as well as in the New.

He would introduce each passage,

lJO
apply the context: and rn.Jke the appiLse.tion to the point and
the·.n close with Hhn.t others said about it.

Finally, in tbe dev.;;:lopment of his argLtments, Campbell
stressed the importance cf. the subject, frequenr:ly gave a
brief historic&l badc;ground, defined the terms, and narrowed
the arguments.

more

material~

immediate

In h:Ls att:erapt to give the reading audience

he probably presentt';c. too many arguments.

audir~nce

Tb.e

must have suffered.

Just as i_n b.\e (l.,:en clebatl.:!, Campbell probably presented
too much matf:rial for a listening audience to comprehend.
This came from his secon.d purpose of presenting detailed

mat.erial for a book.

Campbell used the Bible and Bible related

sources in most: of his evidence.

In referring to the

Scripture, he -v;ould give an introduction

t~o

describe it in ccntext and then give a brief

each verse and
explanc::~'tion.

In

the use of his evidence he was also concerned with the need to
refer to church fathers and leader.·s of other churches.

He

attempted to enhance his ov-m credibility by the presentation
of evidence from those who did not believe as he did, but
would make observations that would serve to prove his point.

Among these church fathers were Martin Luther, John Calvin,
John \vesley, and Archbishop Richard lfua tely.
It is generally agreed that Campbell used too much

evidence to prove each point.

Campbell was so engulfed in

the importance of proving a point aud attempting to present
it in a way that would sway the most stubborn skeptic, he

may not have

rr~alized

tb.:;. IL)int

<::t

:,,hich be should stop.

Yet,

it is possible that the :teal reason "-'as th2 fa.ct th<::tt he wanted
tp publish the nrrteriel £or usc of other Chi:istians in defense

of the principles that h2 present2d.

The following is a

The

testimony to the ef£ect:i.\Tnes3 of the. pr:i.n::ed debate.

Rev. J. H. Brmm,

~he r.;a,l

t-1ho held the long correspondence

with Hr. Campbell arrfl"lging the p:t·opositicns to be
pnrchased for

t'<,lv

d:Lscussed~

thous.:1nd dollars the copyr:i.ght of the

printed debate, and mucte an effort to circulate it.

As to

the outcome of the strenuocsity o:f Presbyte:ri.::ms to give the
tvork an adequate circulation, a conter;,pora:r:y) familiar with
the facts, testifies:
It tvas soc::.·1 foL:nd) hov.)eVQ".:.:, tr,at the effect
. nnn~
. rl
. . , n:u::cu.ss1.on
'.
.
, pu.b.,~.J.c
o f t 11e pr~nteu.
upon tne
was quite different from what the party expected,
and they \·:ere mo:ctified to pct:ceivc that it ~·}as
making manv conve1~ts to Hr. CaJJ.lDbell 1 s •.;i.e-.;~ but
not to Presbyteric.nism. Upon this, l1:c. Brm.:~n
glad~y dj.spose.d of his copy:cigi1t, for a ~;oall
sum, to a men::ber of the ChriE;tian Church at
Jacksonville, Illinois, C. D. Roberts, \Jho
immediately printed a large edition of the book,

which has been since patronized and circulated
by the Reformers.
H:esults have shown that '\'Jhatever personal distinction or notoriety the debate
may have given Hr. Rice, it certainly addzd
nothing to Presbyterianism, which in Kentucky
continued still to decline while that of the
Restoration steadily prosperect.52
It is very possible that Mr. Campbell achieved the success he
had hoped to achieve by offering so much evidence.

It is still

this writer's contention that the public audience suffered
because of it.
52Ellis, E£• cit. , p. 230. ·
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Campbell

guilty of

~as

too much technical

and foreign language ::Ln the debate.

His discussions of rnany

words and their roots proved to have the opposite effect on
many people in t'he irrane.diate audience.

They lost Campbell in

his technical discussions of the words, and while they were
lost their minds must have. \'Jandered. in many directions.
Campbell's insistence::

upo~:1.

rea.di;og so

ffi\.lCh..

of the

material viola.ted his philosophy of naturalness and simplicity.
His justification of the reading, because of his desire to
publish the debate was also not adequate, for it hindered the
understandLng of the immediHte audience.
In summation~ briefly:

(1)

Campbel1 1 s organization \·;as

effective as it: t-1as in the O;ven debate.
material; (2)

He had prepared his

The use of argument was very effective, \'llith

the exception of presenting too many arguments, a matter of
poor judgment.

This was apparent in both debates; (3)

Campbell's style of delivery seemed to violate his principles
of effective speech.

His continued insistence upon speaking

in technical language was a hinderance to the audience.

He

was much better in explaining terms in the Rice debate than
the debate with OWen.
The Rice debate is without a doubt one of the greatest
accomplishments for

M:c.

Campbell.

It does illustrate to me

hi.s application of the philosophy that he advocated.

Although

. there are

somEo~

marks af: co:-.f.::rdvl2rsy, espec1.aJly in language and

e.mount of evid.e.nce, it is fairly evident that Hr. Campbellwas,

in fact.,

truth and was trying

his best to speak. for tha·c truth in an effective manner.·.

CHAPTER VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSE;\.VATIONS

The introduction to this thesis p:t·omised to reveal
Alexande.r Carnpbell' s philosophy of sp2ech ancl the degree to
which he followed that philosophy in two of his outstanding
debates.

This final chapter

~;ill,

therefore~

present the

conclusions derived from the analysl.s in prevl.ous chapters.
The follo\-ling form will be used in presenting these conclusions:

First, a summary of the concepts ir1 Campbell's

philosophy; and second, a summary of the exte:r:;.t to which he

follm·Jed those concepts in practice.

These concepts will be

discussed in terrns of argument, organization and delivery.

These conclusions l:·;rill be follm.;red by some general observations.
Conclusions:

In Campbell's rules for "composing and pronouncing
sermons," taken \Jith the principles which he sought to
emphasize and practice, an approximate picture of the man's
philosophy o£ speech is given.
artificial or mechanical.

He was disdainful of anything

His emphasis was upon the character

and sincerity of the speaker's speech content, clear organization, simplicity, and dignity of language, with direct

1J5
unaffected deliv2ry.
but a practical

}Jubl ic spcB.ld.lif. to him v.1as not a di.splny,

n;.e~ms

of

accomplishi1:-~.g

cer t:ain goals.

The

whole basis of Ca2pbell's ideas on preachiLg was built around
the concept of sincerity t1n·o,Jgh nat:uraluess.l

Campbell \>1as .:nv<:ire of the in•porta'lce of organization.
was his conviction tb.&t

argmC~ents

It

a.ncl evidence should be

arranged so that the audience would have a chance to make up
their minds abouc the rnaterial. 2
for unity of

de~dgu,

Cam?!::>elJ. expressed a desire

with each pofnt conn:::cting naturally}

vJ::Lth each item labeled so that the co:nplete und<::rstanding could

be reached.3
In both debates Campbell exhi.bited a desire for complete

organization.

In the;; C'wen debate, he presented the plan he

intended to follow and the criteria that he planned to use.4
The basic type of organization used in the Owen debate was
most often a topical··chronological pattern.

For example, he

divided the arguments into topics and then spoke on each.

The

discussion of each topic would begin with a look at Scripture,
then proceed to language experts in each time period.

He used

testimonies from both ancient authorities and from contemporary

lc.f.' p. 44.
2cf.' p. 47.

3 cf. , p. 73-76.
4 cf., p. 75.
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men of faith.S

This ~articular pattern was net stated outright

in Campbell's philosophy, but it doe~{ fulfill Campbell 1 s desire

for each point f.oJlowing in a natural mannt:n:: c.nd docs give

guidelines f()r the audience to follm<i.
Out t ·na t.· ;n
....

a.. t-- I.e a~.··'"' ·'L··.

It shculd

or.1e
o J.': tl1e t .wo
.... ,
' b·& t es ~
.
we

t.
HE:

bE:

SO:illC:

pointed

pre sE-:n 'L€:(L' mo;:e

than hi.s iilitial contentions.

In the Rice debate, C6mpbell sho;ired a

g~.~e::at

proper organiz.;;cion in the introductory rema:rk.s.

conceTn for
·He

\~as

concerned vlith the background mater i.al and tl-..e sett:Ln.g of: tb:.;
stage for the debate.

He took great c.:,re in

th~

defi:n:Ltion o£

terms in the Rice e·nco:J.nter, mal\.ing sure that the aud:tenc,:;;:

could have

understood whLit. he vJas talking about. 6
been more co:i:nplcte in his definition of

tet:r:~s

i11

the

O~·:en

debate, but other than that, hi.s in t:roduc tory remarks '>v>::re

clear.
Campbell lTJ.ade an extensive use of tranrd tional s tate:aents
in both debates that probably enhanced the s.udienc' s undc•rstanding.

He seemed very interested in seeing that the

audience was able to follow him from one poi.nt to the next:.
So, he paid particular attention to conclusions and transi-

.

tl.OTIS.

7

The basic conclusions drawn from these comparisons are
that Campbell seemed most interested in labeling his
5 rbid.

6cf., pp. 113, 114.
1c£., p. 76.

material~
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and setting the criteria fc:r:th, 5_n both debates, so that the·
audience could fol1ow easily.

TI1e

chronological-topical

pattern seemed to help accomplish this

purpofl~.

The only

contradiction seerccd t:o be his lack of clear definition of
terms, especially in the O•.;en debate, and to a certain extent
in the Rice debate.
Argument:

,., ......~-

Concerning Campbell's use of argument, be t..Jas most

interested ir. seeing that the logic we::.s presented in a complete,
orderly manner:.

Caupbell

called textual preachers.

't<Jas

particularly ag,:dnst what he

This type of prenching took the

ide.as out of context or relied primarily on one phrase for
the text of an entire lesson.8
Campbell stressed two other poi:'1ts in his use of argument
and they were concerned with the use of root meanings of words.
He felt that it was important to go to the original language
to illustrate a point. 9

The other concept was adhering to

what the audience could understand.

Campbell felt that it was

important to talk on the level of the audience to help complete
understanding.lO

TherE! was at least one inconsistency betvJeen

philosophy and practice in the complete definition of terms.
Campbell always started an argument by defining terms, but
in the course of the discussion he would use terms that the
Bcf., pp. 46-47.
9Ibid.
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audience could net possibly undn:st,;:.nd.

0:1 the other hand,

he quoted a great deal from the Bible because he knav that
it would be familiar material for the audience.ll
Another ineonsir>tency was in the amount of material
presented i.n the debates.

There are seventy-five questions

or arguments in the Rice-· Campbell debate and the inunedia te

audience could not possibly follow all of the arguments.
This abundance of arguments was a violation of his philosophy

of naturalness and simplicity.

This violat:ion probably came

about because Campbell knevJ thnt both debates were going to

be published and he wanted to make sure that all of his
material would be in the writing of: the text.

This concern

made it very difficult for. the immediate audience.
Campbell followed his philosophy in the use of argument
for the most part.

Campbell was concerned i.·Jith complete

support and set:•med to strive for this.

There seems to be

only two major conflicts with his philosophy:

In the defi.nl-

tion of terms and the presentation of too many arguments for
the immediate audience.

In Campbell's philosophy of delivery he was most concerned
with effectiveness.

He recognized conversational speaking as

the most effective and felt that it should be extemporaneous.

llcf., pp. 78-82.
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Campbell based. this concept on the idea that as one would
talk face to £ace with a friend in the parlour, he should
exercise the same idea in speaking to an audience.l2
There seeTn to be
this philosophy.

t\,70

areas in

~-hich

Campbell violated

First, he read several of his speeches in

the Rice debate, moving away from the naturalness that he

advocated.

He did this to such an extent that his opponent

raised a question about it.13
The other a-cea involved was :i.n his sudden use of eloque.nt

pleas.

These eloquent pleas were not consistent with the

natural, conve:t~sational manner that he advocated.l4

Although

this concept was contradictory to his philosophy, it appears
to this writer thr1 t more of this type of delivery would have
made some of the many arguments and abundant evidence come
alive.
Observations:
Aside from the above mentioned conclusions, the author
would like to present some observations in the closing pages
of this work.
From the research of the preceding pages, Campbell seemed
to follmv his theory most effectively in terms of organization,
argument, and evidence.

12cf. , pp. 53-54.
1 3cf. , p. 117.
14 c£., pp. 117-118.

· l'\nother observation 'i.;'orthy o:f
of Scriptures.
secular sources.

m~~ntion

is in the application

The ove.nvhelming e.mount of evidence came from
tfuat were the reasons for this?

First, it

was Campbell's technique to select .a few representative
·passages of Scriptu::t'e upon the question involved and analyze
them thoroughly, r.ather than briefly

Biblical quotations.

introd~1ce

an array of

This reasoning came about because of

his desire not to be like the textuaries,

~vho

were content

to take a word or passage out of context and use that for
proof.

When Campbell used Scripture as a support, he made

sure that everyone understood the context, background and
definition of terms.

Therefore, it was his opinion that a

few well organi;;.::ed Scriptures would be more effective than a
great deal of Biblical references.

Second, the Bible l;•Jas not

suita.ble evidence for many of the propositions discussed.
Even with this in mind, in my estimation, Campbell can be
criticized for not bringing the Bible more effectively into
his arguments.
ment was:

The guiding principle of the Restoration Move-

"Speaking where the Bible speaks, and being silent

where it is. silent:. 11 15

It is somevJhat inconsistent that

Campbell did not make the Bible his most frequent source of
evidence even though it was his primary source.
When the study began, the writer thought he had in mind
what he would find out in the study of Alexander Campbell.

I

15Earl I. West, The Search for the Ancient Order, Vol. I,
{Nashville: The GospelACivocate Co. -;-I949~, p-.· 58.

ll~l

kne."i.J that he was a popular

fig1.~re,

well knm-.'11 in conservative

chur~hes.

and· that he was especially
~I

had read that his

d·elivery was net dyn:,:mic and thd t he was a very brilliant

scholar.

Yet 1 in my s1:udy I was surprised to find that a man

with so much nbility and with a background as strong as his

could make son:.e of the mist<=tkes that I have descrtbed in this
thesis.

It proves to me what an in-depth study can do i11

really finding out about a particular subject or person.

It

is hoped that this thesis has at least partially ans>;'llered the
question posed.

It is hoped that the religious person can

understand the need Alexander Campbell showed to find the
trut.h and express as best he could the truth he had found.
Those who read this should recognize what can happen in

conrruuni.catio:n when one gets caught up in the mess.:-tge.
Cmnpbell was so compelled wlth the urgency of his message

that he showed some weakness in his presentation of the
truths he follnd.

His error in providing too many arguments

and too much e·v:i.dence can be explained in this desire to

share the truth he had found.

The concept of too many unex-

plained definitions is very hard to understand.

He was a

brilliant man and just failed to bring much of his material
doHn to the level of the audience.

He should have been more

concerned \'llith the needs of the inunediate audience.

This,

along with the desire to share the truth, are the two basic
reasons why the·re were these shortcomings in Campbell's
application of his philosophy.
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